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the form of background information.
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GS PAPER - II
Topic: Indian Constitution- historical underpinnings, evolution, features, amendments, significant
provisions and basic structure.
Q) “The recent judgement by the Supreme Court making singing of national anthem compulsory before
screening of movies across cinema halls shows contempt for Fundamental Rights and gives primacy to
Fundamental Duties and Directive Principles over Fundamental Rights.” Critically comment. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Under Article 51-A(a) of the Fundamental duty, citizens of India have to respect the national anthem. Fundamental
duty is such part of the constitution, which is non-justiciable but can be enforced through legislation made by
Parliament. Guided by it, government has made National flag code in 2002. Recently, Supreme court ordered to make
it mandatory of playing the National anthem in cinema halls before screening of the movie and the pursuing people
to stand up as a mark of respect.
While showing respect towards national anthem is desirable goal but court compulsorily prescribing highly specific
modes of pursuing it, is debatable.
Our constitution gives fundamental rights to every citizen. In that context, enforcing anything on citizen by force is not
justified. Under the right to personal liberty of a person (article 21), he is free to decide what to hear or what to see in
a cinema hall owned by a private entity. It poses no harm to the unity, integrity of the nation or public even if it is not
played in cinema halls. Any such enforcement gives primacy to Fundamental duty over fundamental right.
However, it can also be argued that giving primacy to fundamental duties over the fundamental rights by standing up
for National anthem and showing respect for our motherland is in no way infringing our rights and it should be
cherished by Indian citizens. But, the very author of national anthem was against any such forced instigation of
patriotism among citizens. He rather supported freedom of mind to choose for oneself.
Such orders by SC does not solve any purpose of socio-economic welfare as enshrined in DPSP of the constitution.
DPSP acts as direction for government for governance.
If forcing people to show respect for national anthem at their private moment (watching cinema) is being seen as
desirable by court then why not legislature ,courts, public offices - are being made to follow the same. However,
patritotsim should come from the heart and should not be forced.

Q) It is argued that the current Indian Constitution gives the government near omnipotent powers that
are not consistent with a free society. Do you think it’s for India to enact a new Constitution that is
consistent with societies changing aspirations and realities? Critically comment. (200 Words)
Livemint
A constitution helps serve as a set of rules and principles that all citizens can agree upon as the basis of the way in
which they want the country to be governed.
However it is argued that the present constitution has given the near omnipotent powers to the government --->
A.. it gives government enormous power to intervene in the economy ex. FEMA,TAXES,SUBSIDEIS etc
B.. to enact laws that discriminate among citizens on religion ex uniform civil court which is not in consistent with the
sharia law
C.. restricting freedom of speech ex sedition act in case of JNU episode.
Hence there is a need of new constitution--->
A.. a constitution that is simpler and suits the present need of society is desirable
B.. a constitution that gives equal rights to all citizens and caters the need of every citizens
C.. a constitution that is flexible, instill law and order and support the process of fast track industrialisation
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D.. some of the provisions are from colonial era and has become redundant now ex sedition law has been abolished
by UK but still practised in India
However India does not need a new constitution--->
A.. the founding fathers reviewed all other constitutions in the world and selected best policies/practices
B.. Indian constitution has gone amendments several times to cater the need of the society
C.. the provision of DPSPs, Fundamental duties, Fundamental rights serve as a source for government to make
policies which serves the need of the society
Hence the need of the hour is basic constitutional reform by basic constitutional discourse and discussion without
effecting the basic structure of the constitution to serve the purpose of inclusive growth

Q) What were the salient features of the Constituent Assembly? Does it represented the will of the people
of India? Justify. (200 Words)

Down to Earth
Constitution Assembly was formed to frame constitution for Independent India.It was constituted in November 1946
under provisions of Cabinet Mission Plan.
Salient features:
1.Proportional representation: Seats were allocated to Provinces & princely states in proportion to their respective
population.
2.Nominated Members: Representatives of Princely states were nominated by their respective heads
3.Elected members: Seats allocated to British province were decided among three principal communities Muslim,
Sikhs & Generals(All except Muslims & sikhs) on the basis of proportional representation by single transferable
votes.
Hence members were partially elected and partly nominated.
Constituent assembly formed major,minor and sub committees to divide its work of enactment of constitution
Assembly represented will of all sections of society because of the following reasons:
1.Though Constituent assembly has not been directly elected by people by universal adult franchise but it contains
members from all sections of society like Hindu ,Muslim,Sikh,Parsis,Anglo-Indians,Indian Christians,SCs,STs and
women of all communities.
2.Assembly also took help of several non-members and popular public figures which further enabled demands of
people to be incorporated well.
3.Most members of constituent assembly were popular leaders in freedom struggle who were already fighting for
will & rights of people of India.
Hence it is justified to claim that constituent assembly represented will of all sections of society.Further the assembly
had wisdom of great experts like Chief Architect of constitution of India Dr.Ambedkar and others hence it framed the
constitution which fulfilled dreams & aspirations of all Indians.

Q) Do you think the potential of application of the principle envisioned in the Clause(d) of Article 39
properly explored by the courts in India? In the light of recent State of Punjab v Jagjit Singh judgement,
critically analyse. (200 Words)
EPW
Clause (d) of Art 39 (DPSP) directs the state to secure “equal pay for equal work for men and women”. The potential
of Art 39 has not been utilized to grant equal pay to women-
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(a) reflected in pay parity gap of 27% in India which inflates in casual workers as well as high corporate posts.
(b) Pay parity in govt employment is ensured while the same is neglected in pvt sector.
(c) There is stark difference in wages even in contractual labour based on gender.
The clause has been selectively used to grant “equal pay for equal work” in various court cases including the recent
Supreme Court judgement in Jagjit singh Case where daily wagers,casual/contractual workers have been granted
same wages as permanent workers ensuring social justice. These cases however stay silent on gender justice and
lack of specific mention to women employees leaves loopholes which cam be used to deny equal wages to them.
Though the Factories Act,1948 and Maternity Benefits Act, 1961 do address pay parity up to certain extent, there is
an urgent need of a legislation to ensure pay parity along with increased focus on the same by courts on cases
involving Art 39.

Topic: Comparison of the Indian constitutional scheme with that of other countries
Q) Compare and contrast how courts in USA and India have viewed insult to objects of national unity such
as flag or national anthem by citizens of their country. (200 Words)
The Indian Express
National flag, anthem and other national symbols are a way to represent a country as a single identity to the world.
Their respect is an inherent duty of every citizen but the same cannot be enforced upon as it’s a matter of personal
choice.
The US supreme court denies the compulsory requirement of an individual to pay respect towards their flag as well
as any act with respect to the flag be seen as an expression under FR hence can be charged only as “ desecration of a
respected object”.
The Indian constitution envisages respect to national symbols as a fundamental duty and hence NOT justiciable. Even
the Prevention of Insults to National Honour Act,1971 doesn’t mandate compulsory singing/ standing for national
anthem while disturbing an assembly or preventing someone from singing is a punishable offence.
Just like US supreme court, Indian SC in Bijoe Emmanuel case upheld the NON-compulsion of respect to national
anthem.
However, in a recent judgement where categorically national anthem is compulsory to be played and respected in
cinema halls, SC has contradicted its previous order, The National Honour Act, 1971 , the concept of fundamental
duties and the US supreme court stance on the same.

Topic: Separation of powers between various organs dispute redressal mechanisms and
institutions
Q) Do you think measures like demonetization which have bearing on all the citizens, should have been
implemented through legislative support? If the Supreme Court intervenes in the validity of
demonetization move, will it amount to judicial overreach? Critically comment. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Demonetisation was announced by the executive to deal with the menace of black money, corruption, terror financing
and counterfeit currency.
One of the important aspect of this move was secrecy. If the govt had presented it in the parliament for passing a
legislation, the whole purpose of demonetisation would have been defeated as it was the surprise which was essential
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for it to be effective. A lot of bureaucrats, politicians and other people with unaccounted money would have got a
window to come up with methods to launder their money.
If SC intervenes in the validity of demonetisation it could amount to judicial overreach as
1. Issues of public policy, especially those related to economy are the exclusive sphere of the legislature and the
executive.
2. Moreover, RBI Act 1934 and Payment and Settlements Act 2007 legally empower the RBI and the central govt to
carry out a demonetisation.
But an intervention by the SC might be a welcome check to this move because
1. Despite its legal tenability, whether the manner of its enforcement adhered to the Fundamental Rights mentioned
in the constitution can and should be scrutinised by the SC.
2. Due to poor planning and reactionary implementation, millions of people have suffered hardships since Nov 8 and
any public policy must take into account the hardships and injustices on the innocent people.
So, the Supreme Court reviewing the consequences of demonetisation would not amount to judicial overreach and
rather as performing its duty as mentioned in the Constitution.

Topic: Parliament and State Legislatures – structure, functioning, conduct of business, powers &
privileges and issues arising out of these
Q) What are the different types of defections witnessed in India with respect to the provisions of the antidefection law? Do you thin anti-defection law is weak? Should it be repealed and replaced with new law?
Discuss. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Anti-defection law under the 10th Schedule of the Constitution states that any legislator can be disqualified if he/she
voluntarily gives up the party’s membership from which it got elected or if the legislator defies the instruction of the
whip in case of a vote of trust. There are 3 categories of defection seen in India 1) If a faction of legislator quit the political party from which they got elected, the constitution specifies the
numerical criterion at 2/3rd of legislators, to safeguard from defection.
2) When the legislator changes the party in the pre-election phase, even if legislators are disqualified, they can be reelected in elections.
3) When the legislator shifts to the ruling party, after electoral mandate, stating that defection is a personal choice,
of whom they want to support.
There are certain loophole 1) The criterion of 2/3rd of legislators to support the defection.
2) The matter of disqualification is decided by the Speaker of the house, which tends to be biased towards the ruling
party, thus compromising the integrity of the office of speaker.
Certain measures to strengthen the law can be 1) To allow and independent body or as suggested by Election Commission to allow President to decide upon
disqualification, in consultation with the election commission.
2) To allow issuance of the whip by party only in rare cases, when it’s government is in danger.
Since the anti-defection envisaged to prevent legislators from defecting to other parties in lure of monetary or other
benefits and to ensure stability in the government. Moreover, in India, people generally vote for the party from
which a candidate is standing and not the candidate per se, therefore there is need to strengthen the law.
©www.InsightsIAS.com
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Q) In your opinion, what is the role and job of elected representatives in a democracy? In recent months,
India is witnessing the shift to law-making by ordinance and disenchantment of people with the
functioning of parliament. In this light, critically comment on the losing significance of parliament and its
effect on democracy. (200 Words)
The Hindu
The Hindu
Representative democracy was envisaged to implement practically principle of ‘ Peoples Rule’. Representatives act
as a link between State and people. People choose their representatives to protect their interest and place their
voice in governance. Representatives are accountable to people of their constituency. The role of elected
representative in a democracy is multi-faceted one.
Role of Representatives


Representative function: the representative ensures the opinions, interests and needs of constituents are
adequately, competently and effectively represented in forums of decision-making.



Grievance-ventilation function: representatives put forward the grievances of the people they represent in the
parliamentary debates, question hour and seek their redressal.



Accountability: representative is accountable to her constituency for all acts of omission and commission



Represents wider and common interests: political representatives represent all the members of a territorially
delimited constituency, as opposed to say trade unions or a CSO.



Policy implementation: with schemes like MPLADS, Sansad Adarsh Gram Yojana, representatives also see to it
that the allocated money is used in implementing projects for the welfare of the people of the constituency.

Losing Significance of Parliament
However, in the recent winter session of the parliament, only 2 bills were passed. Disruptive tactics of opposition
parties stalled the functioning of both the houses. According to the think tank PRS Legislative Research, less than 1
per cent of the 330 questions listed for Question Hour in the Rajya Sabha were answered orally. Lok Sabha was
slightly better with 11 %. Also, large number of ordinances are being passed which bypasses parliament as the
supreme legislative body. Absenteeism is becoming a norm in the parliament.
Further, there is increased recourse to delegated legislation both due to increasing complexity of governance and
also due to ineffectiveness and frequent disruptions in the parliament. Tendency towards dressing bills as money
bills to bypass scrutiny of Rajya Sabha, disruptive tactics of opposition parties which has led to important bills like
GST being delayed.
Effect on Democracy
However, various surveys show that citizens still have confidence in the democratic form of governance. They value
democracy because this form of government has enabled them to realize the desire of each human being to be
treated as an equal. Elections are marked by high voter turnouts, voters exercise freedom of choice and elect and
dismiss governments in often unpredictable ways.
Way forward: the decline is the parliament as a representative body needs to be urgently arrested. Amendments to
defection law to give freedom to representatives to represent their views, mandating a certain number of sitting for
each session, strengthening the ethics committee of the houses to provide for penalty for unethical behavior in the
houses, codifying the privileges, arresting the criminalization of politics by carrying out suitable electoral reforms are
urgently needed to restore the confidence of ordinary citizen in democratic form of governance.
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Topic: Functioning of judiciary
Q) In many instances, courts in India are making rules on their own. Do you think courts should have such
discretions? Justify. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Article142 of the Indian constitution authorizes the Supreme court to do Complete Justice via promulgation of such
orders or decrees which shall be enforceable throughout India. Also Article 144 authorizes it, that all the civil and
judicial courts will abide by its orders. by using above on many instances the guidelines have been given on its
discretion which have a sound and better effect as under1) Upholding the Right to dignity as seen by DK BASU guidelines on arrest and detention.
2) PRotection of those who help others- Good Samaritan guidelines on Accident victims helped.
3) When the law falls short on a subject then such guidelines are issued for people's safety and guaranteeing there
rights Ex Vishakha guidelines.
4) Upholding the right of Pollution free environment and compensation to victims of such pollution as seen in MC
MEhta vs UOI- Union Carbide case
But such guidelines have been given the colour of judicial overreach when seen from the perspective of Cancellation
of Spectrum allocation licenses of foreign countries. Such hampered our foreign relations. The environmental
decisions of banning the 10year old taxis in National capital, reserving the seats for superrich at five times prices of
tickets are cases to point of judicial overreach. Special leave petitions are also case to point and Cavery water
decision delayed is one instance of it.
A careful balance of discretionary power is need of hour. Using SLP via a preliminary admitting board, technical
nature of decisions implementation as seen via environment need be considered. Art 50 guarantees Separation of
powers and such needs to be adhered to.

Q) Do you think more judges, more courts, more computers alone will do much to improve the efficiency
of courts or access to justice? Critically examine. (200 Words)
Livemint
Background- India currently spends about Rs12,000 crore a year on the judiciary. This amounts to about 0.01% of
the gross domestic product (GDP). The judiciary is funded mostly by the states—who historically haven’t had too
much to spend at their discretion given the Centrally-sponsored schemes of the Union government. It was against
this background that the “Report of the Task Force on Judicial Impact Assessment” had asked that a judicial impact
office be created in Delhi and state capitals to estimate the extra case load and extra expenditure on the courts to be
incurred on account of Central and state legislation, respectively.
More judges, more courts, more computers alone may not do much to improve the efficiency of courts or access to
justice.
How it will help ?


Vacancies in judiciary and delays in disposal of cases are the important hurdles faced by judiciary , it is claimed
that with increase in judges , courts and computers it will be solved .With increase in manpower, the process
of justice is expected to expedite. Almost 2.5 crore cases are pending at lower courts primarily due to
absenteeism, no accountability of judges and nepotism in recruitment. An All-India Judicial Services is needed
to enhance pool of qualitative judges to higher courts.



e-Courts will allow litigants to access the information on real time basis and also technology based services will
improve transparency in functioning of the judiciary.
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With more number of courts and e-facilities the accessibility to court will increase and will reduce the travel &
lodging expenditure of litigants. In a study, it was found that about 0.5% of the GDP is incurred by litigants only
on attending to court hearings, excluding legal fees. It could be as much as 1.5% to 2%. Therefore, budgetary
allocation needs to be increased, which will help in improving the efficiency of the courts.

But, before increasing the budgetary allocation, there is a need to move from outlay-based budgeting to outcomebased budgeting. It was observed that almost 80 % of the fund allocated by 13th finance commission, remained
unutilised.
Also, as suggested by the Law Commission Chairman , working judges will solve the problem of workload not the
increasing strength of judges. Hence sanctioned strength of judges can handle the workload if worked efficiently.
Thus, along with more judges, more courts and more computer, we need to reduce the burden on judiciary through
appeals. Improvement in quality of justice at lower courts need to addressed as, due to poor quality it increases
appeals in higher court. The government remains the largest litigator with 50% of the cases , where the executive
too needs to make improvement. The fees of advocates or other paper work remain costly for the poor to seek
justice, which should be addressed.
Way forward - To improve the efficiency of justice multi-pronged strategy would be required. Implementation of
National litigation policy, qualitative recruitment, transparency and accountability in judicial appointments,
penalties and strict provisions against the false cases are needed along with the more fund allocation and utilisation.

Q) When the judiciary and the centre argue about the need for transparency and accountability, it seems
that both envision these as duties only towards each other, and not towards society generally. In this
context, critically discuss on what reforms should judiciary focus more. (200 Words)
EPW
The function of justice in society is to bring transparency and equality among people and judiciary is a means to achieve
the same. It is the means of a common man to achieve equality .
Reforms which should be done:


Judicial appointments- There are questions raised on collegium system for its nepotism and favouritism which is
also coupled with the lack of judges. Hence, judiciary should go for JPSC (Judicial Public Service Commission)
examination or All India Judicial services, which will attract youngsters towards it.



Bringing judiciary under the ambit of RTI- The judiciary has managed to keep itself out of the purview of the
Right to Information (RTI) Act for over 10 years, by arguing that disclosure of information under RTI could interfere
with judicial independence. It should be brought under RTI to make it more accountable and transparent.



Assessing judicial performance – Though at the lower level it is possible to scrutinize the lower level judges (even
that is not regularly and not free from the possibility of a nexus), at the higher level there is no such mechanism
which renders some judgements ineffective. Therefore something like Annual Confidential Reports of lower
judiciary should also be implemented in higher level and which must be made public to bring judges accountable
and their judgements sensible.



Improving the representation and inclusiveness- Women and people from socially and economically
marginalised groups remain underrepresented in the judiciary. While recommending candidates, judges have
been informally advised to duly consider suitable candidates from amongst Other Backward Classes (OBCs),
Scheduled Castes (SCs), Scheduled Tribes (STs), minorities and women, but this seems to have had little effect on
their inclusion. Thus, as step in this direction should be made.



Use of technology – The potential of technology and citizen–centric services to transform access to justice,
expedite justice–delivery, and improve accountability and transparency for litigants should be recognised. Out of
the four pillars of the Technology for Justice Initiative —namely, ePolice, eProsecution, eCourts, and ePrisons—
only eCourts seems to have taken off meaningfully. Even this project has been characterised by flawed resource
allocation, imprecise budgeting, and a lack of institutional coordination, leading to multiple delays in its
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completion. The executive’s failure to establish links and interoperability between the police, prison, and
courtroom services means that digitisation and integration of India’s justice system remains a distant dream.


Security of tenure – Roaster of judges should not happen before 3 years which happens now within 6/7 weeks
and hence it gives very less time to a judge to understand some case and to reach the conclusion as a new judge
on the same case can be differed on judgement which can be not beneficial to the petitioner.



Speedy disposal of cases- It is said that delay in justice is justice denied, thus higher courts should introspect the
same and reform accordingly. However, recently a portal was launched to monitor this. Infrastructure of courts
must be enhanced , skilled staff , digitization of courts must be done and modern practices of other countries
must be adopted for speedy disposal.



Specialised judges – Judiciary can go for specialisation of judges for example- Criminal , Civil , Tax ,Disputes and
create specialised benches for judges with expertise on their respective filed which will reduce the load on judges
to manage each and every case .



National court of appeal- It would better that Supreme Court takes only constitutional cases and cases of
National Importance. A National court of appeal should be established (region wise, suggested by Supremes
court) to shed the load of SC.

A strong and robust judiciary is a backbone of a country which have to bear the load of expectations of common
people, a divided judiciary will erode the faith of people on the system ,its the judiciary which can guide a society for
the first step towards democracy and it must always be the torch bearer.

Topic: Functions and responsibilities of the Union and the States, issues and challenges pertaining
to the federal structure
Q) Indian polity is moving towards centralization. In this light, critically analyse the role of regional parties
today. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Centralization in Indian polity has been existing at regional/national levels since time immemorial.The personality
based polity at Central level can be seen in three decades of Congress domination post independence, the rise of big
stature leaders in regional parties like BSP(UP), AITC(W.Bengal), AIADMK(TN) and a regeneration of single party rule
at centre in 2014 after an era of coalitions.
Regional Parties play a major role in our polity in checking centralization by(a) Presence in Rajya Sabha serves as a counter check to hasty decisions/hegemony of party in power.
(b) Heavy regional presence which ensures a bigger weightage in negotiations to protect cooperative federalism. eg
GST, Land Acquisition(Amendment) Bill,2015, NITI Aayog.
(c) Closer connect with regional issues ensuring better formulation and implementations of schemes. egMGNREGA.
However, these regional parties also suffer from major drawbacks which emanate from centralization within
themselves(a) Overpowering persona of a single leader prevents development of an eclectic political vision.
(b) Replacement of the supremo may cause political losses to the party as a whole as well as internal feuds which
reduce its effectiveness.
(c) If in a coalition, the regional representation sometimes narrows the agenda to local issues and prevents decisions
of common good from implementation at central level.
While there is a visible shift in Indian polity towards centralization, regional parties can play a major role in ensuring
cooperative federalism and can do even better if they resort to a holistic and inclusive political agenda where all
voices have a say in decision making at party level.
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Q) What are the main objectives of GST? Examine the various issues, especially concerns of state
governments, delaying implementation of the Goods and Services Tax regime. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Goods and Services Tax (GST) is an indirect tax reform which aims to remove tax barriers between states and create
a single market.
Objectives:


To eliminate the cascading effects of taxes, i.e. tax on tax, on production & distribution costs of goods and
services across the country.



Uniformity of tax rates across the country by subsuming all indirect taxes at the centre and state
levels,i.e.one nation-one tax.



To reduce tax evasion and corruption.



Increasing Tax-to-GDP ratio and revenue surplus.

Why are the states opposing its implementation?


Concerns of states of loosing control over financial autonomy due to tax impacts & the GST Council being a
Constitutional body would affect state legislatures' sovereignty. Ex-TN



Administrative issues: As to who would have control over taxpayers in the new tax regime. States like WB,
Kerala, UP, etc, demanding control on taxpayers having less than Rs 1.5 crore annual revenue.



Loss of revenue: States argue that the recent demonetization move has resulted in loss of states revenue
which needs to be compensated.

The GST Bill is a good move which must be implemented immediately but not at the cost of states' concerns.
However, States must show willingness to implement it otherwise the Centre might resort to Money Bill (like Aadhar
Bill) to get it passed in the Parliament without taking opposition in confidence, which is a symptom of an unhealthy
democracy.

Q) As we transition from Millennium Development Goals to Sustainable Development Goals, water,
sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) are taking policy centre stage in most emerging and developing countries.
Critically analyse how union and state governments are dealing WASH challenge at policy level. (200
Words)
The Hindu
In India, 128 million lack safe water services and about 840 million people don’t have sanitation services. WASH sectors
being concurrent subjects, policies have been formulated by the Central government and respective State
governments.
How central and state governments are dealing with WASH challenge at policy level ?


Beneficiary-centric approach: initially, the approach followed was one-size-fits-all approach. This led to poor
outcomes as beneficiaries differ and the barrier they face to access benefits too differ. Now, the gram sabhas are
given greater power in beneficiary identification. Eg: in MGNREGA, Grameen awas yojana



Life-cycle approach: earlier, approaches differed as per geographical and social context ie urban and rural, low
income and high income. Now, a life cycle approach is followed ie Beneficiaries are thus segmented as children,
adolescents, adults, senior citizens, and so on



Capacity of state and local governments: lower capacities of state and more importantly local governments leads
to poor policy implementation of WASH policies, resulting in poor outcomes



Inadequate focus on IEC: data from various surveys point out that in WASH programmes, emphasis on
information, education and communication to change the behavioral patterns has received less attention. For
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instance, till Swacch Bharath Abhiyan, all the previous total sanitation programmes emphasized more on building
of toilets rather than on behavioral and attitudinal changes.


Poor convergence and inter-linkages: for instance, hygiene emphasizes on sanitation through Swach Bharath
Abhiyan. This is however not adequately linked with the water component. So even in areas where toilets have
been built, there is reluctance in using them due to water scarcity issues.



Cost recovery: the WASH services provision entails cost. In the absence of cost-recovery, the provision of services
become unsustainable and its quality suffers. For instance, water pricing has been an issue of contention. In the
absence of proper pricing, there is lack of finances to upgrade the infrastructure, ad-hoc supply all of which leads
to poor policy outcomes.

Way forward: to attain the SDGs, government needs to follow a decentralized approach, by concurrently upgrading
the capacity of lower tiers of government who can formulate and implement policies according the local needs and
resource base. Outcome assessment and auditing of policies must be made from time to time by involvement of citizen
groups to ensure accountability in implementation. More emphasis on IEC and innovation should be given. For
instance, bio-toilets can be used to reduce the use of water. A convergence and bottom up approach, with timely
feedback and course correction will make the policy and its implementation robust and enable the achievement of
SDGs.

Q) Critically analyse the causes and nature of ongoing ethnic crisis in Manipur. What should be the role of
union government in defusing this crisis? Critically examine. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Livemint
The Indian Express
Background – Manipur capital Imphal is a valley which is surrounded by hills from almost all sides. The approach roads
are through the two National Highways, 2 and 37. Apart from that there is a 100 km road from Moreh, on the Myanmar
border. All three roads cross the Naga-inhabited hills to reach the valley.
‘Economic Blockade’ has been the favourite tool to create pressure on the valley for all the hill groups. Imphal valley
which caters to almost 90% of the population of the state has a majority of Meiteis. The hills which has the 90% of
land are mostly the Naga, Kukis and the other hill tribes.
Since November, 2016, the UNC (United Naga Council) has called blockade of the national highways leading to the
Manipur valley.
Causes of Ongoing Ethnic crisis in Manipur:

Opposition against newly formed districts – The blockade is in place to oppose the creation of new districts by
the Okram Ibobi Singh government. On December 9 it issued a gazette notification for the creation of seven new
districts by bifurcating seven (of a total of nine, making it 16 in total) districts.



Move is being seen as political in nature – With State Assembly elections around the corner, the decision of
creating new districts by the Congress-led government is being seen as a desperate measure to woo the hill
residents.



Opposition by UNC for not being consulted- While residents and groups in the new districts have welcomed the
decision, the UNC has protested, alleging that areas with a Naga population have been divided and that the lack
of consultation is a violation of commitments made by both the Centre and the State in various memoranda of
understanding.



Jeopardy to Greater Nagalim- Naga groups are unhappy because the creation of new districts jeopardises their
claim for a Greater Nagalim , which would include Nagaland and earstwhile 4 hill districts of Manipur. Manipur is
adamant at not ceding its territory to the Nagas.
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Nature of the crisis: – Due to blockade in the Meitei-dominated valley, there has been violence both in the hills and
in the valley. It is causing ethnic polarisation and threatening the fragile peace in the State. This has severely affected
life in the State, with shortages and escalating costs of essential supplies such as fuel and food, even as demonetisation
has exacerbated problems. Petrol prices have shot up to Rs 200-250. Government claims it has fuel reserve only for
about 2 days. Thousands of trucks carrying essential commodities are stuck at the various parts of the highway. The
international trade via Myanmar has come to a virtual halt.
What should be the role of government in defusing this crisis:

Use of paramilitary forces- Government should use parliamentary force immediately to maintain the law and
order situation and zero tolerance attitude should be adopted towards such blockade as it stalls the life of the
people.



Negotiations- There should be a dialogue that involves all major stakeholders — the State government, groups
that support redistricting, the UNC and the Centre. Centre should assist to end the blockade, taking the help of
National Socialist Council of Nagalim (Isak-Muivah) group that supports the UNC, as it is already conducting peace
talks with them.

Way forward – The documents like NE Vision 2020 present best ways to deal with armed ethnic conflicts and policies
like Look East and Act East are imperative steps which should be expeditiously implemented. Peaceful northeast region
is essential to security of the nation as a whole because neighbour countries has also stake in the matter and must not
be allowed at any cost to let them leverage their interest by jeopardizing our national security.

Q) The Rights of Persons with Disabilities Bill, replacing the Persons with Disabilities (Equal Opportunities,
Protection of Rights and Full Participation) Act, 1995, is a big step forward in addressing the rights of
persons with disabilities (PWDs) in India. Justify. (200 Words)
EPW
According to World Bank 15 %of world population was affected by disability of one form or another. In a country with
over 2% of differently abled people, it must be ensured that they are not treated as second-class citizens and are
recognized as capable individuals in their own right. According to 2011 census 2.21% of India population are
disabled. Recently Rajya Sabha passed amended Persons with Disability Bill which is a better version of previous bill
passed in 1995.
Comparison with previous bill:


of disability : Total no of disability recognized now stands at 21 instead of 7. The types of disabilities have been
increased from existing 7 to 21 including 3 blood disorder Thalassemia, Sickle cell, Haemophilia.



Dimensions of disability – Speech and language disability and specific learning disability are added for first time



Entitlements – Now individuals with at least 40% disability are also entitled to benefits. It provides mentally
challenged patients with two types of guardianship –limited and plenary. The definition of establishments has
been expanded to include private establishments as well. It mandates to make the public buildings “barrier free”
within a stipulated time for easy physical access



Reservation Recognize the need for reservations for them in promotions. Reservation in employment and
educational institutions has been increased to 4% than existing 3%



Penalty- provision is also included. Penalty provisions for offences committed against the persons with disabilities
and violation of new law



Accounting the demographic transition: additional disabilities can be notified. This ensures that conditions that
may arise as a result of ageing population are also considered.



Promoting education: upper age limit for accessing primary and higher education has been relaxed. This will
ensure that they receive education in spite of their delayed enrolment into formal schooling.
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However the bill has certain lacunas:


Reservations: Supreme Court declared in 2013 that reservations should be decided on basis of total number of
vacancies in a particular cadre and not on the posts identified by the government to be filled by persons with
benchmark disabilities. The bill has however stuck to the latter.



Advisory committees: the act provides for a chief commissioner and state commissioners. But neither the
commissioners nor any of the members of their advisory committees are required to be PWD.



Certification: the bill does not stipulate a time frame within which the certificate of disability should be issued.
This means that PWDs may have to tackle the bureaucracy in receiving the certificate.

Though there are a few glitches such as ambiguity regarding source of finance for making the public buildings
accessible or conditions in which plenary guardianship will be awarded, the bill is a progressive step.
With India having ratified the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities , 2006 the recent
The Rights of Persons with Disabilities Bill is a welcome step. Further, the constitutional provisions Article 39A and
Article 41 empowers and puts a moral obligation on the state to take actions and support the differently-abled people.

Q) The Karnataka government has released draft amendments to the Karnataka Industrial Employment
(Standing Orders) Rules of 1961 that would implement 100% reservation for Kannadigas for blue-collar
jobs in the private sector. Is it a good policy move? Critically analyse. (200 Words)
Livemint
A common market is crucial for a sound economy. A common market not just includes trade in goods, but also means
free movement of factors of production, including labour.
In this context, Karnataka government's move to implement 100% reservation for Kannadigas for blue-collar jobs in
the private sector is being criticised. Those that don’t comply will be penalized by being denied the concessions.
This is a good policy because: Karnataka’s labour force participation rate is 57.8% compared to a national average of
55.6%. The unemployment rate combined across urban and rural populations is 1.7%, exactly half the national rate of
3.4%. The reservation now being provided will further reduce the unemployment rate. Also, this preserves the sons of
soil aspirations The policy can have adverse consequences:


Lowers competitiveness: A large number of studies have provided empirical evidence of the economic benefits
of labour mobility, both to the workers’ regions of origin and the region where they find employment. It keeps
the labour market competitive and thus improves production efficiency.



Blow to industry confidence: it is important to regulate the private sector for public good, but unreasonable
restrictions makes operations in the state economically unviable.



Prospects of IT industry: even though the current policy leaves out the infotech sector, but private companies
contemplating investment in Karnataka may feel uncertain about future policy extensions to cover even IT sector
in the future.



e-commerce and electronics industry: e-commerce firms hoping to set up logistics hubs in the state, or
manufacturers like Foxconn which are considering setting up plants to manufacture electronic items in
Karnataka may now reconsider their decisions.



Lowers prospects for blue-collar workers: if industries move elsewhere, there would be less overall jobs, leading
to more unemployment.



Legal challenge: The Supreme Court has capped employment reservation at 50%—and only in the public sector.
So the policy will face legal hurdle, which will only complicate the matters further and lowers industry
confidence.
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Against cooperative federalism: other states may also resort to such "economic populism" which will impact
inter-state cooperation.



Vote bank: the move could be seen as a measure to garner votes of poor jobless workers.

Way forward: Such protectionist measures does act detrimental to free trade and market system. Even Harvard Study,
has validated the fact that ‘protectionism’ does more harm than good in longer term. Sustainable way to enhance
employment opportunities is to emphasise on education, health, social safety net. Karnataka has done better on these
fronts than most other states. It should only take this forward to boost investor confidence and at the same time
generate more jobs.

Topic: Government policies and interventions for development in various sectors and issues
arising out of their design and implementation.
Q) Recent demonetization aims to force or coerce people to go cashless and adopt digital life for money
transactions. Do you think such forced behavioural change is ethical and pragmatic? What are the issues
such coercion give rise to? Critically examine. (200 Words)
Livemint
Livemint
Demonetization was a tool adopted by the present government to curb black money especially targeting terrorist
activities. Though it also made citizen enlightened to be safe by going cashless. Although this is not forced upon the
citizen, a section claim it to be coerced upon all.
If this is considered to be forced and coerced, then this definately is not ethical.
a. It compromise the very right to life (Article 21) according to ones choice.
b. Discriminates the illiterate and poor people as they mainly rely on cash economy for their wages and daily needs.
There is also case of emotional attachment to cash form of money in India. Here a general wellbeing is symbolised
and revered as goddess of wealth, Laxmi.
going totally cashless is also not pragmatic solution.
1. majority of informally empolyed workers, who form the major chunk of employment ratio, are paid in cash form.
2. overall GDP might suffer atleast for some initial years.
Such coersion might give rise to
a. Parallel economy- cash might get circulated in underworld.
b. Cyber threat- not fully protected cyber world will keep huge population at risk of cyber attack.
Digital India, has the potential to harness the talent of the young India. And if cashless economy is incorporated in it,
it would actually make economy grow faster and grow clean. Appropriate infrastructure, co-ordinating different
similar government schemes like Digital India and make In India, encouraging SMEs to work in software
development, is actually needed to make economy come out faster of this shock of demonetisation.

Q) The Companies Act 2013 requires large (above a specified threshold level) firms to spend 2% of their
net profits on corporate social responsibility (CSR) projects. Do you think this law has been effective in
ensuring CSR activities? Critically analyse. (200 Words)
Livemint
Under the Companies Act, 2013, any company having a net worth of rupees 500 crore or more or a turnover of
rupees 1,000 crore or more or a net profit of rupees 5 crore or more has to spend at least 2% of last 3 years average
net profits on CSR activities as specified in Schedule VII of the Companies Act, 2013 and as amended from time to
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time.The rules came into effect from 1 April 2014 .
Positive of CSR
1. It has replaced volunatary will of companies with a piece of legislation prescribing a certain minimum percentage
that they have to keep for social sector spending .
2. More companies have come under its ambit and hence more spending
3. This step is even welcomed by corporate sector as it brings reputation towards their brand and their contribution
towards society .
4. Even those companies which are not able to spend their CSR , they can contribute their money towards
government accounts or schemes such as swacch bharat abhiyan , child education , removing poverty and hunger.
Negatives of CSR
1. Any study of change requires a diachronic study , since we don`t have before CSR studies we can`t be sure if the
spendings have only increased after CSR .
2. No implementation mechanism and penal provisions for the law .
3. Eccentric Geographical distribution – With Maharashtra , Gujarat , Andhra , Tamil Nadu and Rajasthan taking most
of the pie and North East states even didn’t get a minimal amount .
4. No authority to measure to qualitative change /contribution by private firms – quality of school created ,quality of
food providied to poor etc
5. Financial Burden – india has among the highest corporation taxes in the world and an additional CSR increases
financial burden .
Way forward
CSR is specific to India . We have two ways to proceed with it . Either provide a vigilance and implementing agency
which keeps an eye on contribution and records of firm or we can scrap the law all together and keep social
contribution voluntary for corporates .

Q) What are the likely outcomes of a cashless society? Who will be the beneficiaries? Critically examine.
(200 Words)
The Hindu
The government has taken many steps towards the cashless society by first improving financial inclusion, coupled
with digital India and Demonetization. The transition towards cashless economy will benefit to the middle class and
poor people.
Social impact:
1) It will reduce corruption as cash is main source of corruption and black money.
2) Even poor section will feel inclusion in country's economic system.
Economic:
1) Track record of all the transactions leading to effective service delivery to beneficiaries, less leakages in subsidy.
2) Ii will promote e-commerce leading to employment opportunity and boost to start up ecosystem.
3 It will increase penetration of banking system in rural remote ares as no cash will do away with the security
concerns.
Impact on Governance:
Cashless economy will make good governance a reality by means of e-governance leading to more accountability,
transparency and responsibility.
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How ever cashless economy has some Negative impacts as well:
1) Cyber security threat: Indian cyber space is vulnerable to hackers and data breaches leading to fraud and cyber
crime.
2) Concern of privacy and secrecy.
2) Wide spread illiteracy will pose a challenge to transition to cashless economy.
3) Lack of connectivity and digital divide will be obstacle in transition.
the transition to cashless economy will benefit each section of society poor, farmers, businessmen, traders, and the
service providers as well. But it poses certain challenges to present infrastructure and socio economic condition also.

Q) Discuss various legal and constitutional issues raised against recent demonetization of rupees 500 and
1000 notes in India. (200 Words)
EPW
The recent demonetization of 500 and 100 rupee notes, wherein they ceased to be a valid legal tender, has raised
many legal and constitutional concerns, apart from the humanitarian ones.
Some of these legal-constitutional issues are :

Legality of demonetization :- Demonetization has been declared illegal by some, and their reason is that the
section under which this was carried out gave power to demonetize only "any series" of notes of any
denomination, and not ALL series.
But, it is not legally tenable argument, however, because the courts have pronounced that ANY includes ALL.



Right to property: - It has been held that demonetization is an infringement on right to property as it puts
limits on the withdrawal of cash from bank and exchange notes, which are contrary to what Article 300A
stands for.
But the arguments against it point out that - Article 73 of the constitution empowers the union executive to
act on such subjects on which the Parliament has the power to make laws. So, even if there is no law on such
subjects, the executive is free to act. And Supreme Court has also held that regulating the use of property is
not an infringement on the right itself, as it is not fundamental right.



Doctrine of legitimate expectation- According to this doctrine, if the government has promised some benefits
to citizens up to a certain date, it cannot arbitrarily deny that on some later occasion. This doctrine is used to
argue that initially the PM held that cash exchanges will be allowed till 30 Dec but then they were stopped
from 25 Nov.



It is a valid concern and if the government does like that, it would certainly be chaotic, then it means that it
shows poor planning and preparedness on the part of governments



Rule of law- The manner of carrying demonetization has certainly shaken the cornerstone of rule of law which
are "stability and certainly in norms." The daily changes in demonetization measures point to a foundational
breakdown of rule of law.

Even though, demonetization has understandably benefits, the haphazard manner in which it was carried out has led
to so much suffering. The least that can be done is to learn from such an exercise that huge measures must come
with huge planning.

Q) What challenges does government face in rural areas in its efforts towards a cashless economy? How
these challenges could be overcome? Examine. (200 Words)
The Hindu
The recent demonetization is pushing whole nation to adopt technologies and alternatives to cash. Various platforms
like – NEFT, RTGS, IMPS, use of Debit and credit card, Paytm, mobiquick, etc are being used to replace the use of cash.
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However there is huge disparity in the availability and usage of these platforms and alternative in rural, when we
compare it with urban areas.
Challenges in Rural Areas for a cashless economy:


Inadequate Infrastructure – Internet connectivity, electricity, banking services are not adequate, thus the
penetration of debit and credit card is poor. Also, there is near zero availability of point of sale devices. Of the
over 367 million Internet and broadband users in India, only 32.60 per cent are in rural areas.



Inadequate digital and financial illiteracy – Rural people are hardly aware of financial tools- saving, investment,
banking transaction, etc and along with it the digital illiteracy adds on to the problem in the era of
demonetization.



Trust deficit- People do not trust digital transaction. Along with it, the growing incidences of cyber-crimes are
raising concern for safety of the money, which is further causing trust deficit among people.



Nature of Rural economy – Rural economy is mostly informal, so cash suits better than digital transaction. Thus,
people are more inclined to have more liquidity rather than saving because they have to use money for buying
commodities for daily usage and consumption.



Lack of services in vernacular languages – Since, most of the mobile apps have English as their language, it
becomes an additional challenge for rural people to adapt such technology based transaction and services.



Affordability gap – With meagre income, high cost of internet services, high cost of smart phone, etc – the
affordability of technological services for rural people become unviable. This affordability hap pushes them to
use cash for their day to day life.

Steps to overcome these challenges:

Improvement in infrastructure – Low cost Smartphone especially designed for rural areas with vernacular
languages. Swift implementation of Bharat Net, ensured supply of electricity, better and cheap internet
connectivity by creating hotspots and rationing of free data as proposed by TRAI on monthly basis, improvement
in banking services especially online services. Reformation and better implementation of PURAs./ RURUBAN
mission. The availability of services of payment banks could also be instrumental in bridging the infrastructural
gap.



Improving the digital Literacy – Common Service Centre (CSC) under the aegis Digital India programme should
be fast tracked, computer education in schools promoted, Self Help Groups (SHGs) should be trained and
encouraged to spread digital literacy. Volunteers should be promoted to make people learn about digital services,
as recently started by Paytm.



Bridging the trust deficit- Suitable advertisement strategies, persuasion through celebrities and local leaders
should be done and promotion of cashless economy can help. Incentives like “Lucky Grahak Yojana” and “DigiDhan Vyapar Yojana” are steps in right direction. Broadcasting TV channels like Digishala should tapped to create
more outreach to people form remote areas.



Revamping of Rural economy – Rural economy should be formalized to the extent possible. This can be done by
easy availability of loans in formal sector, incentives for adopting digital economy, digitization of land records,
better implementation of JAM etc. Also, saving should be encouraged in rural areas.

Rural areas has multiple challenge in its transition to cashless economy, mutli-pronged approach needed to overcome
these challenges. Thus the need of hour is to provide them productive, effective, affordable and sustainable digital
infrastructure along with bridging gap created by digital and financial illiteracy.
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Q) Analyse the disruption caused by demonetization? How has demonetization affected interests of
software industry? Critically examine. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Disruption caused by demonetization :Disruption due to demonetization is causing catastrophe for large sections of the population. Farmers are dumping
vegetables by the roadside for want of a remunerative price. Migrant workers have returned home after losing their
jobs. Street vendors are struggling with a slump in demand. And, many people have died while waiting in queues
outside banks or committed suicide after unsuccessful attempts to get cash from the banks.
The disruptive effects of demonetisation has also been seen on many other sectors, banking system, for instance, has
been severely disrupted. For one thing, the constant flip-flop on rules and stringent restrictions on people’s access to
their own accounts have undermined the confidence of the public in the banking system. Due to considerable powers
that were given to bank managers in recent weeks had led to a spread of corruption in the banking system.
Effect of Demonetization on the interests of software industry:

Rise in demand of customized software - Overall in long term, it will boost the demand for customized software
thus job creation will be done . Also, the outreach of industry to rural areas will also increasing - benefiting the
consumers as well as the industry.



Push to online digital platforms - This move has pushed people to use digital transactions, hence start-ups like
PAYTM, Mobikwik are getting benefited- further pushing employment and demand of software.



Reduced expenditure of companies - With the move of Demonetization, the expenditure of software industry
on advertisement has gone down, saving their revenue for othe reconstructive works - RnD, investing in other
capitals.



Increasing demand for security- Demand for security due to increase in digital transaction and due to lack of
sufficient cyber security to safeguard from hackers like Legion hackers is also getting boost. This will help the
software industry to further grow and innovate.

Government is giving boost to the software industry through -National software policy, Digital India Program, National
electronic manufacturing policy. The target is to transform India into a knowledge economy and digital society. It is
also promoting open source software for social problem.
However, the situation of demonetization should serve as a warning signal for the government reminding that proper
steps like e-education - bridging the digital divide, creating awareness on benefits of digital transactions, schemes like
Lucky Grahak Yojana to incentivise digital transactions are needed pre-headedly to propose such a huge move in the
nation.

Topic: Structure, organization and functioning of the Executive
Q) Recently, the union government announced Lt General Bipin Rawat as the new army chief by
superseding two of his seniors. How would this decision affect civil – military relations? Critically
comment. (200 Words)
The Indian Express
Government announced appointment of Lt General Bipin Rawat as the new army chief by superseding two of his
seniors. The essence of civil-military relations in a democracy is that the civilian government chooses the army chief.
Why is seniority preferred ?: One of the important lessons learnt after the India-China war of 1962 was that
government should have a hands-off policy towards all the operational issues pertaining to the defense services. The
insularity from political influence got even stronger with the passage of time. Even the army commanders of
operational commands, whether it be the northern command looking after Kashmir or eastern command involved in
fighting insurgencies in the Northeast, rarely get to interact directly with the political leadership.
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Civil-military relation and seniority: In order to shield the military promotions from political interference, the norm
of following the seniority for selecting military chiefs was followed. This has been followed except once in 1983 when
Lt General S.K. Sinha was overlooked for promotion to the post of army chief by the Indira Gandhi government.
The inter-se seniority of officers from the same batch is determined by their performance at the training academies,
which hardly has any bearing on his suitability as a military chief. However, those in favor of seniority argue that the
few people who contend for the post of military chief have risen to the top in a deeply hierarchical military, due to
their merit only. They would have passed 4 promotion boards. There is little to choose among them, so the best way
to do so is to simply adopt seniority.
Civil-military relation and violation of seniority: When the political leadership overlooks seniority of officers whose
performance too haven’t been bad, it is bound to raise concerns. This could soon lead to a situation where various
contenders start courting political leadership for patronage, as has been the case with the DGPs of state police
forces.
Way forward: Seniority need not be the sole determinant for any post in any modern organization, including the
military. But alternative to this cannot be arbitrary political selections. There should be a due process to weigh
various contenders, based on certain established parameters. The political leadership should understand the military
ethos and culture and performance and potential of military officials. Formalizing and institutionalizing the process
of selection will remove arbitrariness while shielding the military from political interference. It will also instill a sense
of fairness while rewarding merit.

Q) It is said that the blame for the Centre’s effort to scuttle the long-held convention of appointing the
most senior among eligible officers as Chief of the Army Staff cannot be laid at the doorstep of the political
executive alone and a significant part of it should go to the Army leadership too. Examine why. (150
Words)
The Hindu
Background – Recently Union Government has appointed Lt. General Bipin Rawat as Army Chief superseding his two
seniors claiming that it was done on the basis of their professional merit. It has raised the question about government’s
intervention in army affairs.
Why to blame executives ?
A long held convention of appointing the senior most eligible officer as army chief has kept the army away from charges
of nepotism and favouritism. However seniority cannot be a single determinant for selecting the head of any modern
organization. And that’s why government has justified the appointment of Lt. General Bipin Rawat superseding of
senior officers on basis of merit. .
But there are some concerns with the move. It gives scope for favouritism, when executives directly bend the rules,
going against the well-established conventions. It might push partisanship and in future officers might get involved to
get benefits of high posts. It also promotes discontent among seniors when they were side-lined deliberately and
divides the army within.
Why to blame Army leadership?
However, blaming only to the executives would not be correct, as there are deep divisions among the senior leadership
between infantry and other arms. Officers of one particular regiment supports the officers from his regiment. This
compartmentalisation works very strongly within army. Many times, mediocre officers have been promoted due to
various reasons. Also, the interaction between civil and military leadership has been minimal and this makes difficult
for government to better understand the professional standing of senior officers. Huge loss of soldiers in recent years
reflects the failure of the army chief as a leader. This makes a strong case for choosing a leader based on merit.
Way forward- Formalization and institutionalization of selection process with established criteria and transparency in
selection. Military leadership needs to be more open about its internal workings. Government should maintain
transparency in selection process, so that the morale and confidence of soldiers remain high to perform their duties
effectively and efficiently without giving room for dissent.
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Topic: Issues and challenges pertaining to the federal structure, devolution of powers and finances
up to local levels and challenges therein.
Q) Do you think more democracy and more decentralization is good for India? Substantiate. (200 Words)
Livemint
India is one of the largest democracy plus first nation among the poor ones who adopt for “universal franchise”.
With horizontal and vertical decentralization.
Do we really need “more”democracy?


Backward regions:- mostly tribal areas still face opposition whenever there is trade off between development
and environmental aspects . E,g> rehabilitation concerns of Narmada valley tribes, over the question of raising of
sardar sarovar dam.



AFSPA covered regions:- people of north east and J&k denied of their natural rights, killing concerns raised the
question over “humanity” and “fundamental rights”.



Engraving inequality:-1% rich holding the 53% asset of the nation, thus presents the clear division between rich
and poor, where poor lacking recourses being in democratic set up.



Endanger “engender” development:- females are not financially-socially and politically powerful as compared to
their counterparts. “right to equality” is in challenge here.



Tainted candidates -> 1/3rd of MPs and 1/4th of MLA's have criminal charges filed against them + Behaviour of
members inside and outside of Houses have undermined the sanctity of democratic values. So need for more
accountability from representatives



Economic turmoil -> Rising Debt/GDP, Fiscal deficit (High subsidy) NPAs while poor Tax/GDP undermines the
economic potential of the country = Need strengthening and more accountability of finances/ financial
institutions
Need use of more democratic tools = Mature democracies of Europe/US with developed and educated societies
= Referendum, Plebiscite which truly transfers the power in hands of people



Do we really need decentralization?


Fractured third tier (73th74th amendments):- panchayats are blocked with irregular elections in some villages; in
municipalities fight between executive chosen commissioner and elected mayor depleted regional growth; plus
both are under financial crunch.
Conflicted 7th schedule:- states and union often delayed major nation benefited changes like GST bill, it was
2000 when first empowered committee was established for it (asim dasgupta), 2017 is now awaited to write its
fate.



Questioned co-operative federalism:- states strucked themselves mostly rather than coming out into the
solution e.g> interstate water dispute currently between karntaka-TN over cavery river.
Dented separation of power:- SC and executive lock is hard to open up e,g> controversy over NJAC because
according to judiciary it is intervention in its independence as executive has right in appointment of judges.



Funding -> Constitution assigns decentralization including funding majorly at the discretion of State
governments, which hampers the autonomy and effectivity of PRI
Sarkaria commission recommended judicious use of Article 258 (power of the Union to confer powers etc on
states in certain cases) which provides a tool by the liberal use through which cooperative federalism can be
substantially realised



Thus above conflicts asking for wide decentralization and deepen democracy. Which is indispensable for diverse
nation like India. its efficiency can only made India “vibrant nation” in reality.
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Q) It is said that water sharing awards and agreements such as the Sutlej–Yamuna Link between Punjab
and Haryana are generally politically-induced, and therefore, remain unimplemented. Do you
think sharing of river water should be based on the emerging ground realities, especially geographical
factors? Illustrate. (200 Words)
EPW
Background: the Satlej-Yamuna link canal was inaugurated in 1982 to provide for sharing of river water between the
states of Punjab, Haryana and Rajasthan. Since then, the states have been demanding more share in the river water
siting their economic, ecological, social needs.
It is said that water sharing agreements such as SYL between Punjab and Haryana is politically motivated because - in
Punjab, the Shiromani Akali Dal had launched an agitation Kapoori Morcha to check the flow of water to Haryana.
This was allegedly to gain political mileage.
Also, recently the Punjab assembly passed a bill denotifying the land acquired for construction of the canal which is
allegedly politically motivated given that Punjab is going for elections in 2017. Such an approach will only exacerbate
the issue and leads to conflicts as it recently happened between Karnataka and Tamil Nadu on sharing of Cauvery
waters.
Why sharing of waters should be based on ground realities: farmers in both the states are now engaged in a ricewheat cycle. Rice, wheat are being grown in a region which is not suitable for the same. This has also led to excessive
groundwater exploitation and contamination. Irrigation facilities and subsidised electricity has led to excessive
irrigation and sub-optimal water utilisation. Such wasteful use of ground and surface water has led to water
scarcities for both the states.
Similarly, even in the case of Cauvery water dispute, farmers are growing water-guzzling crops like sugarcane which
is exacerbating the crisis. In 2015, Karnataka suffered a severe drought leading to drinking water crisis. In this
context of newly emerging ground realities due to climate change induced vulnerabilities, the water sharing
agreements should consider these emerging issues.
The sharing agreements can be made to be based on the suitability of cropping pattern being followed by farmers.
Also, technologies like drip and sprinkler irrigation, desalination should be used to overcome the increasing water
scarcity due to rapid rate of urbanization, industrialization.

Topic: Powers, functions and responsibilities of various Constitutional Bodies
Q) It is said that demonetization have had certain positive impact on electoral reforms. For more
comprehensive reforms, what measures should government implement, especially proposals of the
Election Commission of India? Exmaine. (200 Words)
The Indian Express
The demonetization effort of the government can help in curbing the abuse of black money in the upcoming
elections. But that will not going to cure the electoral health of our democracy. Many concrete steps needs to be
taken to make the election process transparent.
Following steps of electoral reform can be taken by the government:






Prescribe a ceiling for political parties’ expenditure, like that for the candidate.
Consider state funding for political parties (not elections) with independent audit and complete ban on
private donations
Bringing all the political parties under RTI to ensure internal democracy and transparency.
Setting up an independent national election fund where all tax-free donations could be made. It could be
operated by the ECI or any other independent body.
Empowering the ECI to cancel any election where credible evidence of abuse of money is found.
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Debarring candidates against whom cases of heinous crime is pending in different courts.
Cancellation of the registration of those parties which have not contested election for last 10 years.
Making paid news a electoral offence with imprisonment by declaring it ‘corrupt practice.

Ensuring the fairness and transparency in election is the utmost necessity for saving true democratic spirit of a
country. India is largest democracy in the world and many emerging countries are looking up to its model. Hence, it
is the responsibility of the leaders of the country not only to refine its politics but also to set precedents to many
nascent democracies across the world.

Topic: Statutory, regulatory and various quasi-judicial bodies
Q) Examine the criticisms made against functioning of Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) and in the light
of these criticisms, discuss how its director should conduct himself. (200 Words)
The Hindu
The Central Bureau of Investigation is the primary investigating agency in the country. It is entrusted to with job of
investigating matters of public interest. As it is the investigating agency its integrity and fairness in investigating the
cases is the pivotal in justice delivery. However, in recent time, a several criticisms have been labeled against C.B.I.
The Criticisms that the C.B.I facing are:
1) Political Interference: The most severe problem that C.B.I is gripped with is political interference. Around, 10 per
cent of the cases have political interference which earned it a bad name.
2) Delay in solving of cases: Another major problem that the investigating agency is facing is delay in investigation. A
huge number of cases comes to C.B.I for investigation. Of these cases, some are important and some are not. In the
absence of a mechanism to differentiate the important and less important cases and an separate agency to deal with
less important cases, there is a huge pile up of cases. The agency is also under staffed which is multiplying the number
of cases.
3) Lack of Autonomy: As policing is a state subject, the C.B.I. needs the consent of the state government in question
before it can make its presence in the state. This curtail the autonomy of the investigating agency.
How Director should conduct himself?
1) Director should exhibit an exemplar of integrity and courage who is not cower down by the political pressure. He
should not hesitate to bring the truth to public even if some influential politician is involved in some cases.
2) Secondly, he should make strict inner discipline in the organisation. The Director should take strong against the
officers who abuse power. This will bring public trust to the organisation.
3) Director should try to open all avenues to speed up the cases. He should convey all the infrastructure lacuna of the
organisation to the concerned Ministry and find solution with the government.
An honest and efficient investigating organisation is essential to protect the constitutional values in the country.
Therefore, ensuring the autonomy of the organisation is an utmost necessity. A CBI act which will overcome all the
hurdles that comes while investigating cases should be brought in.
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Q) What are the functions of the Income Tax Appellate Tribunal? It is said that it’s in need of revamp.
Examine why. Also suggest reforms. (200 Words)
Livemint
Income Tax Appellate Tribunal(ITAT) is a quasi judicial body which functions under Ministry of Law & Justice.Its
motto is ‘Nishpaksh Sulabh Satvar Nyay’, which means impartial, easy and speedy justice
Functions:
It deals with appeals under Direct Taxes Acts. Orders of ITAT can be appealed before respective High Court only if a
substantial question of law arises. ITAT operates across 21 cities with each city has one or more benches.
Need for Revamping:
In order to attain government's goal towards improving tax assessment & preventing tax evasion IT department will
resort to more stringent measures which leads to more litigation on ITAT. Already there are huge number of pending
cases in ITAT, also average time taken to resolve cases is much more than ideal.In order to keep its performance in
line & ensure impartial decisions there is a need to revamp ITAT by proving more resources & enhancing its capacity.
Suggestions:
1.Panel should be formed for detailed study on current performance,issues & to suggest reforms
2.Rules should be framed to provide a framework for ITAT to prioritize different cases as per their urgency &
complexity
3.Policy should be framed to decide parameters for enhancing quality of judgements,most frequently litigated
subjects can be useful for the same
Revamping ITAT will improve India's tax environment & rank on Ease of Doing Business Index making it more
favourable destination for new businesses .Further ITAT provides impartial justice to litigants in an inexpensive &
easily accessible manner hence its reforms & revamping should be considered in an effective & urgent manner.

Q) Do you think setting up of a permanent tribunal to adjudicate river water disputes between States is a
good step? Critically examine. (200 Words)
The Hindu
The central govt. recently proposed to have a Permanent Tribunal with a retired SC judge as its chairperson. It will
subsume existing tribunals to adjudicate the inter states water disputes


Faster adjudication: At present, adjudication of river water disputes between states take place by the setting up
of ad-hoc tribunals. proposal to have a permanent tribunal that will subsume existing tribunals is expected to
provide for speedier adjudication. The tribunal is also to dispose the case within 3 years, and also, the verdict
gets notified automatically.



Objective and impartial approach: the changes proposed includes an expert agency to collect data on rainfall,
irrigation and surface flows. This is important because the party-states have a tendency to question the data
provided by the other side.



Dispute Resolution Committee: There is a proposal for setting up a Dispute Resolution Committee, which will be
an expert body to resolve inter-state differences before the tribunal is approached. This is likely to reduce the
number of disputes before the tribunal.



Issue of Irregularities in separate tribunals can be tackled: An instance is cauvery tribunal remained without
chairman for almost 2 years when its chairman resigned on health grounds in 2013.



Efficient usage of resources since benches will be formed when required, and wound up after dispute is resolved.
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But there are certain challenges as mentioned below :

Rise in water disputes: Given the number of ongoing inter-State disputes and those likely to arise in future, it
may be difficult for a single institution with a former Supreme Court judge as its chairperson to give its ruling
within three years



Appeals to Supreme Court: the permanent tribunals’ interlocutory and final awards may be challenged before
the Supreme Court. A Supreme Court verdict said that it had the court had unfettered powers to hear an appeal
arising from a river water dispute tribunal under Article 136 of the Constitution (Special leave petition). Thus,
finality and enforcement of a tribunal’s award may remain elusive



Temporary benches: it is proposed that benches of the permanent tribunal will be created to look into the
disputes as and when they arise. It is not clear in what way these temporary benches would be different from the
present tribunals

Often, the state parties have shown refusal and reluctance in abiding the orders of the tribunal and the judiciary. Thus,
apart from having an institutional mechanism in the form of a permanent tribunal, it is equally important to infuse a
sense of responsibility in the state governments. Water disputes have humanitarian dimensions, including agrarian
problems worsened by drought and monsoon failures. This makes it all the more important for institutional
mechanisms to be backed up by the political will to make them work efficiently.

Q) Critically discuss the importance of Manipur for the success of India’s Look East and Act East policies.
(200 Words)
Livemint
In order to strengthen its relationship with South East Asian countries, India recast her Look East Policy into Act East
Policy. The north eastern states of India form an integral and a very crucial part of this policy in order to enhance trade
ties with the South East Asian neighbours. The institutional capacity of the border state should be strong in order to
withstand pressures of being a launch board for a national foreign policy. The development of the border states is very
crucial for them to serve as a gateway to the South East Asia.
Importance of Manipur in Act East Policy:


Sharing of border: Manipur shares 355km of its border with Myanmar and remains India’s most economically
viable border to the south-east.



Cultural linkages: Manipur has historical and cultural contiguity with Myanmar. Cuisines, dresses, fairs and
festivals bear substantial resemblances.



Connectivity: Manipur has a clear, navigable, active trading route with Myanmar. The roadway between Moreh
in India and Tamu in Myanmar is the core of trade and connectivity to South-East Asia. India’s planned trilateral
highway starts from Moreh and is designed to cross Myanmar, extending all the way to Mae Sot in Thailand

Importance of Manipur for the success of Act East Policy has been marred by a number of challenges:


Wave of insurgencies: Manipur’s contentious merger with India and the subsequent land and identity issues,
including the recent demand my Meities for Inner Line permit which is being opposed by Kukis and Naga, have
all resulted in a cycle of violence and insurgency movements within the state. Nagas claim the northern districts
of Manipur as part of Greater Nagalim. Recent creation of the seven new districts, with at least three districts
dividing the Naga-dominated areas in northern Manipur, has given new life to this tension.



Governance deficit: The lack of competent governance institutions, infrastructure and economic growth has
further intensified the inadequacies within the state.



Militarization: AFSPA is in operation in the state since 1958. this has alienated local population



Organised crimes: Drugs and arms originating from Golden Triangle enter into Manipur, further complicating its
development
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Way forward: development of Manipur is crucial for it to act as gateway for South East Asia. This can be done by
phased removal of AFSPA, giving autonomy to tribal districts through proper implementation of 6th schedule, speeding
up infrastructure projects, developing Moreh as a smart city will be a vital step in its development as the main trading
point on the India-Myanmar border. A Narcotics agency, modernized border force, streamlining trade posts can also
help stop illegal cross border imports. An Act East policy that uses the growth and regional impact of a stronger, bettergoverned Manipur will have far greater impact on India’s commitment to its eastern neighbors.

Topic: Issues relating to development and management of Social Sector/Services relating to
Health, Education, Human Resources;
Q) Recently, the World Health Organisation released guidelines on HIV self-testing. Discuss its significance
and also examine mechanism used in its OraQuick HIV self-testing. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Recently WHO released guidelines on HIV self-testing in order to improve access to diagnosis.
Significance:

Prevent new infections – Nearly 40 % people in world unaware of their infection and it poses a risk of
unknowingly transmitting it. Hence diagnosis will reduce risk of transmission.



Early treatment – Diagnosis will enable, early detection, thus timely treatment would enhance chance of
survivors to live longer & healthier.



Privacy & Confidentiality– People with HIV are suspected to face discrimination, thus self-testing will ensure
privacy & confidentiality.



Portability of the device- it’s like having “lab in hand” and the device is cheaper so it is affordable for low income
households.

However, there are challenges related to proper counselling of patients. Innovative methods of counselling can be
used like over telephone as being done in USA. And since, the accuracy of tests is not 100%, there should be proper
arrangements for easy and early detection. There is need for creating awareness on its usage – especially in developing
and LDC nations where literacy is less.
Mechanism of Oraquick :- WHO-approved OraQuick HIV self-testing is based on HIV antibodies present in oral & blood
samples. The oral sample is then given as an input to the device and it would take around 20 minutes for the device
to show the result, which can be either- positive or negative. It can detect antibodies developed within three months
of infection. It is a screening test, & positive result will be confirmed through a blood-based test.
Self-testing will help more people to get tested & treated along with maintaining their privacy. The way forward would
be for the WHO (World Health Organization) to partner with the government and provide the self-test kit either freely
or affordable prices to the areas that has high prevalence of population affected with HIV.

Q) Better learning outcomes in higher education depends on better teachers. Do you think present system
of recruiting teachers in higher education sector is leading to better learning outcome? Critically discuss.
(200 Words)
EPW
Presently, a teacher is recruited in higher education when they attain the minimum eligibility condition of postgraduate degree and pass a qualifying exam of University Grants Commission - National Eligibility Test conducted by
CBSE. ASER 2014 report highlights that lack of innovation and critical thinking among students, rote learning,
redundant teaching method are few of the factors affecting learning outcomes. In higher education, the recruitment
process itself has issues, as mentioned.
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Issues related to the recruitment process:


Faulty method of assessment - The NET exam is an objective type paper which lacks the ability to test teaching
skills and critical thinking and the exam can be cracked by the cramming power of a candidate, which is not
sufficient to become a good teacher.



Lack of Knowledge - The higher education recruitment is facing the challenge of “less than adequate knowledge
and skills, but adequate eligibility certification.”



Corruption - For getting job, people use their influence and pay bribes to occupy the seats in the institution. And
such people when come to teaching, with poor merit and knowledge, they hardly serve the purpose of being a
teacher.



Irregularity in private institutions- Though there are guidelines given by UGC, but due to poor inspection, nexus
and implementation, they do not follow strict recruitment procedure and training mechanism, they appoint
candidates on 'low salary first in' basis.



Poor capacity of the training institutes - Tough there is a system for systematic professionalization of new
entrants to the teaching profession and updating of content knowledge of those with teaching experience of a
few years, for example - human resource development centres (HRDCs), are such institutes fully funded by the
UGC. But, these centres are inadequate for pedagogical sensitisation for the whole teaching population of the
country, because of their lesser numbers, administratively retrogressive red-tapism, neglect by the universities
and by the funding agency.
A faulty and inadequate recruitment mechanism has a cascading effect, not only in terms of quality of teachers
but also on the knowledge, skills and employability of the students who get passed out form the higher eductaion.
What should be done ?


The eligibility exam must contain more of subjective questions testing analytical skills and critical thinking
along with the provisions like presentation test and behavioural skills, psychological standards, etc. The test
must be based on latest discoveries and researches and practical application on various issues.



Transparency in the recruitment procedure and the validity of the decision is needed.



Mid- term assessment and feedback mechanism must be developed to regularly check the in-service
teachers.



Grading system should be provided by the NAAC to assess and motivate the teachers for upgrading their
skills and knowledge, with all India ranking based on the performance of the teachers.



Timely feedback from students, institutions regarding the performance of the teacher and actions if any
inconsistency is found.

The trajectories of the most advanced nations like Japan and Scandinavian countries reveal the critical importance
of quality teachers. The need is to devise innovative methods both to recruit teachers not only with academic
credentials, but also academic acumen, and then to equip them with basic teaching competencies and
professionalise them to bring better learning outcomes in higher education.

Q) What are Fixed Dose Combination (FDC) drugs? Recently, the Delhi High Court quashed all notifications
of the government banning the manufacture and sale of 344 Fixed Dose Combination (FDC) drugs. Discuss
why government had banned FDC drugs and examine what lesson should government learn from quashing
of its notifications by the Delhi High Court. (200 Words)
The Hindu
An FDC drug is one that contains two or more drugs combined in a fixed ratio of doses and available in a single
dosage form.
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The Central government had banned the manufacture and sale of 344 FDC drugs due to following reasons:
a) Consumer health:
1) As per Kakote Committee's report,these FDCs have little therapeutic value and are unsafe or promote
antibiotic resistance.
2) Many of these drugs are being sold without the govt's approval and have been banned in countries like
USA,UK,etc.
b) The FDC drugs manufacturing licences b/w 1988 and 2012 were issued by State licencing authorities without the
approval of Drugs Controller.
c) Huge proportion of unapproved drugs by the Central Drugs Standard Control Organisaton (CDSCO) being
sold in the country.
d) It promote antibiotic resistance (AR), AR issue is gaining wide currency among medical fraternity.
e) Some others FDCs, lack particular therapeutic value, justification or advantage
The recent ban of govt's order by the Delhi HC teaches the govt. following lessons:
a) Any executive action must be taken after due diligence.
b) All the stakeholders such as DTAB, DCC (provided under Drugs & Cosmetics Act) etc, must be consulted before
banning such drugs.
Thus, an executive action must be taken after due diligence and needs to be substantially and procedurally right in
order to make its action into reality. Moreover, our constitution provides for "procedure established by law''.

Q) Discuss the importance of reliable and frequent data for policymakers in addressing health and
nutrition targets. (200 Words)
The Hindu
A health SDG index released by The Lancet puts India at 143 among 188 countries. In the Global Hunger Index
published by the International Food Policy Research Institute, India is ranked 97th among a total of 118 countries,
signifying a high level of hunger and under-nutrition. There is a need in India for a far-reaching reform in the policies
regarding health and nutrition and more than that in data collection.
Relevance of data :
1) A timely updated data helps to know the strength of the health workforce in India. If the data is not updated, it
holds lesser importance for policy-making.
2) Data on food and nutrient consumption can be used to assess a population's food intake, detect dietary
inadequacies, and develop food and nutrition policies that promote healthier eating.
3) Meaningful data allows clinicians and hospital staff to make informed decisions to improve quality of care.
4) Aggregating data from different areas allows facilities to see the bigger picture.
5) In order to gauge the performance of a nation in comparison to other nations, reliable data is much important.
6) Frequent Data is able to help in drawing out trends, patterns and necessary pieces of information that assist in
corrective policy measures.
7) Crucially important for the goals set towards elimination of hunger and malnutrition.
8) Periodic data collection and timely monitoring and evaluation is paramount in creation of new responses or
transforming old policies.
The Indian government is currently aligning its policies to the SDGs in hopes to become more efficient in dealing with
both hunger and nutritional issues. But, India continues to struggle with quality data collection, evaluation and
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presentation. In order to reach the targets of SDGs by 2030, India will have to switch to digital tools rather than using
unreliable manual inputs and hand recording.

Q) Digital payment revolution is the best disruption unleashed by demonetisation. Is there a need for
regulation? How it should be regulated? Examine. (200 Words)
Livemint
Payment system is the backbone of any economic transactions. Currency with no intrinsic value and high cost of
printing and enhanced digital technologies provide way for digital transaction. However, sudden demonetization of
high value currencies led to the exploitation of digital payments.
Need for Regulation:
Yes, regulation is the key towards transparent and secure method of payments. Without regulation economy will
collapse for sure. Regulation is needed as the govt. must have –
• Better management of economy
• Helpful in calculation of GDP
• Provide its citizens a secure method of transactions
• To reduce monopoly of single player
• Handles financing like foreign contribution to NGOs
• Check terror financing as US 9/11 terror attacks funds were transferred electronically,
• Check corruption, tax evasion, etc.
How to be regulated:
Regulation should be done in top-down fashion in this case. A top body, definitely RBI, must regulate digital
transactions and control the flow of money to control inflation, deflation, recession and other economic crises.
• RBI can have multiple wings to handle the respective domains of digital transactions.
• Cyber security wing to control digital piracy and fraud transactions.
• Apart from it SEBI is handling stock and commodity markets must handle the digital payments in its own domain.
• KYC with payments banks, seamless cooperation between regulator and banks must be needed to handle digital
payments.
• Customer protection and guarantee funds must be there for public grievances in case of any fault from bank side.
An aspiring economy like India should embrace the digital payments, yet the innovation and personal security are
very much needed in the new mode of transactions to survive and win over public trust.

Q) Estimates suggest that 80% of the people joining the workforce are unemployable. How can India
overcome this crisis? How can India build a large, suitably employed workforce that underpins national
economic growth? Examine. (200 Words)
Livemint
Background - While India’s GDP continues to grow at one of the highest rates worldwide, the rate of job creation
lags far behind economic requirements. Every year, over 20 million young Indians join the workforce. Estimates
suggest that 80% of the people joining the workforce are unemployable. India’s employment elasticity—the
percentage point increase in jobs for every 1% increase in GDP—has been falling steadily over the past 10 to 15
years, and is lower than global and Asian averages.
India can overcome this crisis by measuring the employment growth, aligning the education system with skill
development. However, government have invested extensively in skilling, creating a variety of institutional
structures, like the sectoral skills councils and the National Skill Development Corporation. A number of schemes
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such as the STAR scheme, STAR II scheme and Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushalya Yojana were also
introduced to help citizens equip themselves with marketable skills.
But, the skilling capacity of the country still remains inadequate, both in terms of quantity as well as quality. While
the number of skilling centres and their capacity is far below target, the placement rates of the existing centres is
also poor. So, the need of the hour is to redefine the approach for suitably employable workforce, which can be
done through :

Redefining skilling- The duration and areas of skilling are very limited unlike in the developed economies,
which does not impart industry ready skills and are seen as last resort. In India, skill development courses run
for three-four months in the carpentry, call centre services or beauty and wellness, etc., thus the quality of skill
required for driving industries is missing.



Identifying the jobs of the future- In future, more jobs would be needed in technical field due to advancement
of technology, fourth industrial revolution, etc and the role of manual labour is bound to decrease. Thus, we
need to identify the areas in which Indian jobs would be created - food processing, health and sanitation,
education, environmental technologies, etc. and accordingly all stakeholders—government, companies,
education and skilling institutes, military and the public should be involved. All stakeholders—government,
companies, education and skilling institutes, military and the public should be involved.



Transforming secondary and higher education- The graduates who are entering the labour market are
unemployable. This is happening due to - poor quality of secondary (higher dropout rates- vocationalizing
needed) and higher education, no coordination between syllabus and industrial needs. Thus, India should have
more number of ITIs (public and private) or similar institutions, offering a wide range of high-end skilling
courses, and fewer generic arts, science and commerce courses. Corporate and industries should also take the
responsibility of course designing, certification and accepting such skilled work force in their industries.



Greater investment in early childhood education - Education before the age of six remains a grossly
neglected subject within the Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS). Anganwadis lack capabilities (infra,
human resource, skills) to provide children the learning inputs between the ages of two to six. Consequently,
children moving on from anganwadis to primary schools usually lack a strong foundation, vital for their
formative years. This affects the cognitive development of children and significant impact on not only an
individual’s lifelong learning and employment capabilities but also at a national level on per capita
productivity, and hence GDP. This was highlighted by the economic survey 2015-16,which needs to be
addressed.



An outcome-driven primary education system - proliferation of sub- scale schools, poor evaluation, poor
learning outcomes, large number of teaching vacancies, greater administration responsibilities for teachers,
etc has gripped the primary education system. So, need is to change the approach from focusing only on
enrolment to providing quality education, with the all-round development of the children, so that in future
they can actively participate in the economic growth and development of the country.



Technology as the key enabler of change - Technology based learning tools in institutions can be significant
tool, which will cater the specific needs of the students and will enable learning. Technology will upgrade them
for the employability.

India needs timely harvest of demographic-dividend. A growth which is accompanied by employment will help
rewrite the destiny of India.

Q) When compared to tubectomies, of the 40 lakh sterilisation procedures done in 2014-15, vasectomies
accounted for a minuscule 1.9 per cent. Examine the factors contributing to this gap in India’s family
planning programme and suggest measures to address this issue. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Background: The government observed ‘Vasectomy Fortnight’ with the hope to create awareness about male
sterilization and, more importantly, to facilitate district administrations reach sterilization targets through
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campaigns. Of the 40 lakh sterilization procedures done in 2014-15, vasectomies accounted for a minuscule 1.9 per
cent. In Ranga Reddy district of Telangana for instance, with an annual target of 2,500 vasectomies this year, the
count stands at 5.
Factors contributing to this gap:


Misplaced sense of masculinity: men are unwilling to discuss vasectomy due to misplaced fear and concerns of
losing sexual potency and physical vigor.



Unintended pregnancies: in some cases, pregnancies were reported despite men undergoing vasectomy. This
raised questions regarding efficacy of the procedure.



Side effects: some unfavorable side effects in certain cases have also been a cause of fear.



Inadequate sense of urgency: as women sterilization is already common, and many states have reached fertility
rate replacement levels, there is no pressure to meet targets on vasectomy.



Patriarchal mindset: husband plays a key role in selecting the sterilization process and generally chooses
women over himself



Lack of trained health workers: lack of trained male health workers as government emphasized initially on
women health care workers (ASHA)



Lack of awareness: many men are unaware about the vasectomy procedure. Many believe sterilization to be
synonymous to tubectomy.
Measures to address the issue:



Vigorous campaigning and counselling: IEC campaigns addressed at removing the unwarranted fear and
misplaced concerns to encourage men to come forward for vasectomy



Training health care workers who can counsel by outreach programmes and carry out the procedure.



Enhancing incentives for men to undergo vasectomy by providing monetary compensation



Post-operative services: should be provided so that any cases of unfavorable outcomes can be addressed.

Medically vasectomy is a simpler procedure when compared to tubectomy. It should be advertised effectively so
that this skewed ratio can be rectified. India can learn lessons on increasing the rate of male sterilization from
counties like New Zealand , Australia.

Q) Examine the causes of the problem of poor learning outcomes in Indian schools. Suggest what needs
to be done to improve learning outcomes in Indian schools. (200 Words)
The Hindu
India's literacy is well below the world average literacy rate of 84 per cent and already ASER reports have highlighted
the poor learning outcomes in India.
Causes of the problem of poor learning outcomes:

Infrastructural issue -Problem related to infrastructure, no proper labs, lack of sanitation and toilets, especially
for girl child, lack of 24x7 electricity and less number of computer penetration in rural areas. Lack of uniforms,
books, materials for school, insufficient resources, lack of fund and awareness, etc are cumulatively causing
problem of infrastructure for efficient learning among students.



Poor quality of teachers - less quality teachers, old syllabus or no uniform syllabus, less of critical thinking and
analytical skills, no standard teacher training, no child friendly pedagogy, bleak teacher student ratio.



Poor retention - Even though enrolment is high, roughly, four in every 10 children enrolled in Class I were
leaving school before completing Class VIII. So poor retention, especially for girls;



Learning deficit - ASER 2014 survey highlights that 50 % of class 5 children not able to read class 2 level, 50 % of
class 5 not having basic arithmetic skill of class 2. This is contributing to learning deficit.
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Rote learning - Zakir hussain report in 1930s itself pointed out that disproportionate focus on examination
which promoted rote learning. And still, in independent India, it is becoming one of the structural issue
pertaining to the design of curricula and ingrained rote learning methods, contributing to poor learning
outcome



Rural-urban gap: children in rural schools in Class II who could not even recognise letters of the alphabet
increased from 13.4 per cent in 2010 to 32.5 per cent in 2014. Private-public gap is increasing too, contributing
to lack of affordability, especially for poor's.



Early childhood education is neglected - This is critical for child's mental & physical growth and less focus on it
effects the This affects the cognitive development of children and significant impact on an individual’s lifelong
learning



Language barrier- In India English based education is more concerned but according to survey it is identified
data there are children who write is English but they often fail to communicate in English which further pose
impediment for them itself.

Measures needed:

Improving Infrastructure- Facilities like better labs, 24x7 electricity, improving digital literacy of teachers and
students, adequate toilets and sanitation facilities will help in improving the infrastructure for better learning.



Improving Learning tools- more focus on child friendly pedagogies, evaluation of teacher as well as student
yearly basis, like- Gunotsav in Gujarat, followed to assess quality of education in schools should be done. More
focus on qualitative and revising syllabus - following international standards, project based learning would be
important tools to improve learnings. Technology based learning tools in institutions can be significant tool,
which will cater the specific needs of the students and will enable learning. Technology will upgrade them for
the employability.



Greater investment in early childhood education - Education before the age of six remains a grossly neglected
subject within the Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS). Anganwadis lack capabilities (infra, human
resource, skills) to provide children the learning inputs between the ages of two to six. Consequently, children
moving on from anganwadis to primary schools usually lack a strong foundation, vital for their formative years.
This affects the cognitive development of children and significant impact on not only an individual’s lifelong
learning and employment capabilities but also at a national level on per capita productivity, and hence GDP.
This was highlighted by the economic survey 2015-16,which needs to be addressed.



An outcome-driven primary education system - proliferation of sub- scale schools, poor evaluation, poor
learning outcomes, large number of teaching vacancies, greater administration responsibilities for teachers, etc
has gripped the primary education system. So, need is to change the approach from focusing only on enrolment
to providing quality education, with the all-round development of the children, so that in future they can
actively participate in the economic growth and development of the country.

India should realize that demography which is an asset (since 10%literacy level increases GDP by 1%) should not
become a liability so a holistic and delegated policy and its implementation is the need of the hour.

Q) India’s largely unorganized healthcare sector is focused on curing sick people rather than preventing
sickness itself. Discuss what needs to be done to reform India’s healthcare system to make it worldclass.
(200 Words)
Livemint
India is the third largest economy in the world, with annual spending of over 6 trillion on healthcare on its 1.3 bn
population. Despite this, India faces triple-disease burden of maternal and child health, infectious and noncommunicable diseases. India spends only 1.04 % of GDP on healthcare. Health insurance penetration is also low,
covering less than 5 % of total health expenditure. This has resulted in high out of pocket expenditure on health of up
to 69 %. Thus, focus is on curing sick people rather than adopting a preventive approach. Added to this is the innate
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human tendency to not even think about health until one gets sick. One is ready to spend heavily on hospitals but not
on health insurance.
Reforms that can be done:


Health insurance: government and private health insurance coverage must be increased. Japan, for instance,
mandates its citizens to enroll with one of its several insurers for universal coverage. Money collected is
aggregated into large pools which are able to absorb the high level of variability of health expenditure.



Customized approach: different states face different health challenges. Poorer states like Uttar Pradesh, Bihar
have high rates of infant and maternal mortality, while richer and developed states like Kerala have seen a spike
in suicide rates. Thus a decentralised approach should be adopted in designing healthcare plans according to the
regional health emergencies.



Improve awareness: preventive care involves emphasis on sanitation, safe drinking water, clean air and so on.
Thus, promoting the same via Swachh Bharath Abhiyan, provision of clean drinking water via decentralised
treatment plants and laying of pipelines for water transport are very important.



Immunization cover: at present, immunization cover is 65 %, also, the pace of coverage is slow. Immunization
against vaccine preventable diseases under Indradhanush should be accelerated. This will prevent mortality and
morbidity.



Upgrading quality of medical personnel: by upgrading the curriculum to reflect the shift in disease burden
towards non-communicable diseases, transparent admission procedures, accreditation of colleges, periodic
inspections of colleges to check the availability of infrastructure for proper training of doctors and so on



Affordability: improve affordability by promoting generic medicines via jan Aushadhi scheme. This will help in
timely treatment rather than postponing medical intervention due to poverty.



Usage of technology: tele-medicine, for instance e-visits , screening for eye defects can be adopted to ensure
better reach and timely intervention



Active screening: for instance, Sri Lanka was declared Malaria free by WHO recently. It adopted a proactive
strategy where mobile health vans actively approached the population for screening and treated them and both
the vector and the pathogen were targeted. This while treated the infected, also prevented infections from
spreading by isolating the pathogens.

In the 1960s, countries such as Thailand, Brazil and South Korea had health statistics similar to or worse than India’s
in 2010, but transformed the status quo over four decades. With the implementation of the reforms in the right spirit
along with enhancing the budgetary allocations towards health, it is possible to achieve the SDG goals related to health
by reducing the disease burden.

Q) The National Mental Health Survey of India, 2015–16, a 12-state survey conducted by the National
Institute of Mental Health and Neurosciences, found that 1% of those surveyed had “high suicidal risk.”
This figure could be around 76 lakh persons if extrapolated for India. Examine the causes of these suicides
and how they can be reduced. (200 Words)
EPW
EPW
Background- The government of India classifies death suicides if it meets the following three conditions - it is an
unnatural death, the intent to die originated within the person and there is a reason for the person to end his/her life.
The National Mental Health Survey of India, 2015–16, a 12-state survey conducted by the National Institute of Mental
Health and Neurosciences, found that 1% of those surveyed had “high suicidal risk.” This figure could be around 76
lakh persons if extrapolated for India.
Suicide in India is being committed by Youth, farmers, celebrities, retired and serving civil servants and housewives.
In India, youth suicide rates vary greatly between states for males and females. For young males, suicide rates in 28,
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and for females in 12 states and union territories were at or above the crisis level. The rate of suicide deaths by farmers
is lower than that for housewives, the retired and civil servants. Though greater in both absolute magnitude and rate,
housewife suicides constitute a sort of “invisible” public health problem which receive neither media attention nor
government intervention. The same is true, in an even more acute way, of youth and young adult suicide in India.
There is a very distinct regional pattern to completed suicides in India . Rates are lowest in the Gangetic Plain (except
for West Bengal) and, are somewhat higher in the band of Deccan states (construed to include Gujarat and Odisha as
well as Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh and Andhra Pradesh). Finally, they are highest in the Dravidian south with the
highest rates in Kerala and the Union Territory of Puducherry. Curiously, West Bengal has suicide rates which make it
much more like the south than any of its neighbours.
Thus we need to know why is it that states in the Gangetic plains (other than West Bengal) have lower suicide rates,
but also have lower human development indicators, while the southern states are better developed, but have higher
suicide rates?
Possible causes for the rising trend:


Sociological reasons - These are poverty, high youth unemployment rate; increasing drug use and abuse;
increasing youth violence and mental health. Also, due poor socialization, lack of tolerance and patience, social
discrimination (ex Rohit Vemula case )- among youth makes them vulnerable for suicide. According to the
Registrar General, suicide deaths among young people aged 15–24 in India are almost five times higher than
they are for the next most important cause, tuberculosis.



Impulsive decision - There is ample evidence which indicates that many suicides and suicide attempts are
impulsive; this is especially true of adolescents. Several studies done by scholars have found that in a study
cohort aged between 12 and 17 that 66% of attempted suicides were impulsive. Here, Parental outlook becomes
very important, who constantly pressurise their children for a result oriented study.



Changing socio-economic conditions- Due to rapid changes in economic life, Aspiration, competition and stress
act on a person in parallel. Those who are unable to balance these three, they breakdown and commit suicide
or slip into depression. Also, due to changes in society - family structure, marriage, social aspiration - the balance
is getting disturbed, pushing people to commit suicide out of frustration.



Agrarian distress- Economic factors like, Landlessness, insecurity of income, less wages, frequent droughts
causing crop failure, indebtedness are few of the major reasons for farmers suicides in India(Vidarbha,
Bundelkhand). Other than economic reason, rising aspiration, pressure of dowry and other social inequalitiesalso contribute to stress farmers in India.



Domestic violence - Gender inequality, mental and physical abuse, harassment for dowry, complete
dependence of housewives on their husband - all such factors led to the mental distress. These factors are
contributing for committing suicide by housewives.



Governance issues - Governance and developmental deficit like - land alienation among tribal and non-payment
of fair compensation (Chattisgarh and Jharkhand ), poor regulation on the availability of pesticides, narcotic
medicines, drugs etc

How they can be reduced ?


Counselling Services - It has been found that a significant number of attempters never make a second attempt
if they are provided timely counselling. An expansion of the provision of helplines and counselling by heroic
suicide prevention non-governmental organisations (NGOs) such as Sneha, Maitreyi, Sumaitri, Samaritans and
Lifeline.



Empowering women- Rising levels of female employment appeared to have the reverse effect.



Targeting mental health- There is urgent need to assess, advocate, and plan for the mental health needs of
youth, rural adolescents, women, etc - and to design and implement comprehensive suicide prevention
programs. International evidence indicates that better provision of antidepressant medicines could reduce
suicides by almost 20% over a decade. There is a need to greatly increase the availability of doctors and
psychological services. In addition, traditional attitudes which stigmatise mental illness needs to be addressed.
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National Youth Suicide Prevention Strategy - the causes of youth suicide needed to be identified, and that
multifaceted prevention strategies should be implemented. It should be designed to assist either young people
or people working with them to have a better understanding of warning signs associated with suicide and where
to get assistance.



Creating awareness - Better community awareness of both the antecedents of suicide and the fact that suicide
prevention is possible; the provision of more accessible services and better recognition and treatment of
depression would help in reducing suicide rates in India. Here , we can learn from Australia's experience educational information and programmes for parents; educational materials for schools and young people; the
provision of information and advice for primary health workers and the dissemination of materials and
information which increase community knowledge about the warning signs of suicide.



Learning from other countries - There is a rich literature on the experiences of many different countries from
which it is possible to draw promising strategies. For example- suicide became one of the important health issue
for Australia in 1980s, after which they designed health [policies, created awareness, targeted the vulnerable
groups, etc.- which helped them in reducing the suicides significantly.



Regulating the availability of pesticides - Ingestion of pesticides is the means used in about 11%–15% of suicides
in India. Thus methods of restricting ready access to pesticides must be part of any prevention strategy. Sri
Lanka’s experience in restricting the use of the most toxic varieties of pesticides is likely to be relevant to India.
Here, village pesticide lockers and “no pesticide” farming practices have the potential to reduce rural suicide
rates in India.



Active role of Media - the role of India’s media will be critical to the success of suicide prevention strategies. By
contemporary international journalism standards, too much reporting of suicide in India is seriously outdated
and potentially dangerous. There appears to be little awareness of guidelines for responsible reporting. In
addition to avoiding sensationalist headlines and specification of methods used in suicide deaths, responsible
media coverage should provide information on suicide prevention, such as sidebars on warning signs, and should
also provide links to suicide prevention NGOs to anyone who may entertain suicidal thoughts. suicide in India is
seriously outdated and potentially dangerous.



Availability of correct data and statistics - At present NCRB's data does not report suicide rates by age, gender
and state. As with their figures for farmer suicides, these are reported as raw numbers, not as rates per lakh. In
addition, the reported age categories often change for reasons which are not well explained. This makes it
difficult to compare “like with like” and to readily study trends. The provision of this important health
information on suicide rates by internationally comparable age categories should be routinely included in the
annual reports prepared by the NCRB. In addition, the scope of suicide reporting should be greatly expanded. At
present, the NCRB reports crimes such as homicide by state, major city and district. Suicides are only reported
at state and major city levels. District-level data are essential in framing a national suicide prevention strategy.
One further desirable policy change would be for the NCRB to report data on occupations using the categories
established by the Census of India.

Conclusion- Citing the WHO, “Suicides are preventable. For national responses to be effective, a comprehensive
multisectoral suicide prevention strategy is needed” One can only hope that if the national and state governments and
the media do begin to respond to this serious issue with the urgency it requires, much can be done in the Indian
context to prevent the senseless loss of young lives.
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Topic: Welfare schemes for vulnerable sections of the population by the Centre and States and the
performance of these schemes;
Q) Critically analyse the effects of subsidised Amma food centres and drinking water schemes of Tamil
Nadu government on long-term governance questions of distribution, institution-building, democracy,
inclusion and sustainability. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Background – TN Chief Minister’s government tactics was characterised by schemes for for free or subsidized
products and services. The Amma goodies range from meals and water to laptops and pharmaceuticals. While a
section of population welcomes this to be a pro-poor, welfarist approach, another section denounces this to be
populism.
Effect of Schemes on :Distribution:

The canteens also, as Chennai discovered during the 2015 floods and the 2016 cyclone, provide a city-wide
infrastructure of community kitchens that can be mobilized during disasters. Thus, it is helping in building the
capacity of the city.



Still most of the rural poor are facing hunger problems and lack of good water as these schemes are only
confined to very few cities /towns not in villages.

Institution Building:

Self-help groups of women have been constituted to be employed there with adequate remuneration.
Unagayam schemes is also helping in assured supply of food ingredients through a proper supply chain. Thus
building Institutional capacity.



Though it offers employment economically weaker sections but there is lack of accountability and transparency,
regarding the availability, variety quality nutritional value of food.

Democracy:

The Unagavam canteens attract nearly 3 lakh customers a day including college students, office workers,
domestic construction and sanitary workers, migrants, homeless people and travellers. Thus, canteens
construct a space for social convergence, encounter and diversity. This deepens social democracy.



Shared resource access- the Unavagam canteens are built at various places – beaches, parks, pavements, or
public transport, they bring diverse swathes of urban society into relationships. The canteens have emerged as
a type of “commons” in the city – widely accessible and collectively used, regardless of who legally owns or
controls them.



Kudineer scheme: scheme sets out to sell drinking water at discounted price of Rs.10 a litre to the poor. As
production costs of RO water are estimated at about Rs.3-4 per litre, the scheme appears to be profiteering in
the name of providing for the poor.

Inclusion :

The Kudineer scheme has been helpful in providing safe & potable water to households of economically weaker
sections by providing a daily allowance of 20 litres of water from RO plants. Till now seen as the privilege of rich
class, as Reverse osmosis technology is costly. Thus, scheme has been helpful in fulfilling the aspiration of poor
people by including them.



The Unagavam scheme (subsidised food centres) are operated by women SHGs, employing 4000-5000 women
at daily wages of Rs 300. This provides for economic empowerment of women too. This has also been a boon
for low-wage urban workers.
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Sustainability :

The Unavagam scheme is becoming sustainable in creating a network of community kitchens and mass urban
eateries in the city, which would be helpful in attaining the targets of food security.



The kudineer scheme is criticised for its unsustainable withdrawal of groundwater and for its wasteful use: for
every gallon of water produced, 3 litres of rejected water are dumped.



The Kudineer scheme is filling the city’s dump yards very fast due to their non-recyclable plastic bottles and
clogging the drainage and waterways of the city, which is not environmentally sustainable.



In kudineer scheme, RO process actually demineralises water, removing particles of calcium, magnesium and
iron that may usually be present in natural water. Demineralised water has been found to be associated with
bone and joint diseases, gastrointestinal and cardiovascular problems.

While both schemes follow the government’s idea of providing basic amenities to people at subsidised rates, the
canteen scheme adds on to the burden of exchequer apart from PDS schemes and the RO water scheme promotes a
costly enterprise which may not be sustainable in the long run. A rethink on the exact pattern of schemes is needed
so that subsidised food is available to the needy and potable water is available to all citizens.
Governments should not go for such populist measures, which no doubt for short term are lucrative, but in long
term create a chain of disadvantages. DPSPs definitely asked for “state participation” in removal of poor’s pain but
those should be viable and sustainable.

Q) Malnutrition is a severe problem among India’s women and children. In this light, critically evaluate
performance of Integrated Child Development Services and anganwadis in addressing the problem of
malnutrition across states. (200 Words)
EPW
The Integrated Child Development Services aims at providing supplementary nutrition, growth monitoring,
immunisation, preschool education, health check-ups and referral to children between the ages of 0 and 6 years, as
well as health- and nutrition-related education and facilities for pregnant women and lactating mothers. These services
are provided through childcare centers, called anganwadis, with the primary aim of fighting malnutrition in utero, as
well as in very young children
Success of ICDS:


Nutrition support: As part of the supplementary nutrition programme (SNP), freshly cooked meals and morning
snacks, consisting of milk/ seasonal fruits, are provided to children in age group of 3 to 6 years. “Take home
rations” consisting of micronutrient fortiﬁed and energy-dense foods are provided to children aged 6 months to
3 years, pregnant women and lactating mothers.



Benefits to girl child: it was found that 0–2-year-old girls who received supplementary feeding daily are around
1 cm taller than other girls in rural India



Infant mortality reduction: Positive correlation was found between infant survival and receiving supplementary
nutrition



Immunization cover: has increased as a result of ICDS in many states.



Benefits to mothers: preschool facilities like immunisation, feeding and health checkups of children has
significantly increased mother’s labour force participation rate. It has also increased school attendance of girls in
6-14 age group.

Issues:


Fund underutilisation: studies have found that funds allotted for provision of lunch and take home rations is not
utilised or is diverted in many states, particularly in poor states like UP, Bihar. Funds for infrastructure building,
medical kits procurement are also found to be very less.
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Poor reach: studies show that ICDS has been less successful in reaching out to areas with very low education
levels or unbalanced sex ratios.



Skewed focus: it was found that there was overemphasis on preschool education and feeding of children aged 4
to 6 years and failure to reach out to children who are 3 years of age and younger



Lower utilisation by lower castes: combination of low awareness level about ICDS entitlements, along with castebased discrimination, implies low utilisation of the ICDS by the lower castes.



Skill levels of anganwadi workers: it has been found that in certain states, the knowledge of anganwadi workers
about the amount of food intake by pregnant women, normal birth weight of children, breastfeeding initiation,
age at which complementary food can be introduced to children etc is inadequate.



Infrastructure inadequacies: several anganwadi centres work in temporary sheds without any permanent
buildings, there is no barrier free access for disabled friendly children, toilet and drinking water facilities within
the premises is also inadequate.



Poor financial incentives for anganwadi workers: they are given temporary appointments, the honorarium levels
are also poor in many states. Goa is an exception. It has even formulated a retirement benefit scheme for
anganwadi workers which acts as an incentive to individuals to become AWWs. The state also provides job
training and refresher training to AWWs.



Corruption: cases of anganwadi workers selling protein powder meant for children and pregnant mothers in open
market at higher prices have been found. This shows prevalence of leakages and corruption among the workers.

Way forward: Successful implementation of the scheme calls for involvement of Panchayats in running the
programme for a closer scrutiny on anganwadi workers. Also, Organisation of Village Health and Nutrition Day at
Anganwadi Centres every month is crucial, during which villagers can interact with health personnel to acquire
information about healthcare. Presence of proper gas connections for cooking food, medicine and preschool education
kits, WHO growth charts and baby weighing scales in AWCs needs to be provided. Technological initiatives like in
Maharashtra where a training software for record-keeping of training details of all ICDS functionaries can also be used.

Q) On 2 October 2014, Prime Minister announced the launch of Swachh Bharat Mission (SBM), which
targets eradicating open defecation in India by 2019. Halfway through its term in office, how close is the
government to achieving this ambitious target? What needs to be done to make this mission successful?
Examine. (200 Words)
Livemint
A World Bank study estimates that the resulting loss to the Indian economy is 6.4% of the GDP because of poor
sanitation. SBM is a much-needed endeavour to improve sanitation standards in India. Globally, India had a worse
record than even poorer regions such as Sub-Saharan Africa, Haiti, Ghana, etc. in terms of open defecation in 2012.
SBA aims to eliminate open defecation by 2019,conversion of insanitary toilets to pour flush toilets, eradication of
manual scavenging and Municipal Solid Waste Management (MSWM),
Progress achieved in meeting the target:


Toilet coverage: According to data from the ministry of drinking water and sanitation, states which recorded
better toilet coverage also had a lower share of households contributing to open defecation. Sikkim, Kerala,
Himachal Pradesh and Haryana, which had higher individual toilet coverage, fared best in terms of rural
sanitation, while Odisha, Bihar, Jammu & Kashmir, Jharkhand and Telangana with less coverage were among the
laggards. In the first year of the Swachh Bharat Mission, an increase of 446% in construction of toilets was
observed.



Swachh Bharath Kosh: which seeks to attract the participation of the private sector received Rs 400
crore.Overall Rs 18,000 crore have been spent.



Increased awareness: among public by using corporate, media and celebrities and got tremendous response
from young generation.
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There are however, certain issues which needs consideration:


Slow rural coverage: Between October 2014 and February 2016, the share of rural households defecating in the
open went down by just over seven percentage points.



Non availability of water: 6% of households in India reported open defecation despite having toilets. Access to
water is important in determining toilet use. 63% of the households that defecated in the open reported having
toilets without running water.



Financial crunch: The government set aside Rs9,000 crore for rural sanitation in the 2016-17 Union budget, the
highest ever allocation. But this has been accompanied by declining funds for the National Rural Drinking Water
Programme. This is unlikely to help eradicate open defecation.



Caste discrimination in toilet access: caste-wise inequality in access to water was affecting toilet use,
particularly in rural areas.



Inadequate emphasis on IEC: Data shows that spending on toilet construction has steadily grown but the
spending on information, education and communication (IEC)—the expenditure head for behaviour change
campaign activities—is much less. In October 2016, spending on IEC constituted just 0.8% of the spending on
construction of toilets.

Following measures can be taken to make the mission successful:


Community-centric approach: community led sanitation campaigns have shown good results in Kerala. The
model can be replicated elsewhere as well.



Emphasis on IEC: the fraction of spending on IEC must be increased from the present 1 %.



Incentivise performance: via Swachh Sarvekshan surveys and ranking of states on performance basis. Even
Panchayats should be made responsible and held accountable for performance at the grassroots and good
performance should be incentivised via performance grants.



Funding and transparency: Increase allocation of funds & monitoring and tracking of toilet facilities through
apps similar to GARV to for maintenance.

Eventually, it is the demand for toilets that will eliminate open defecation. The emphasis is more on target
achievement. Demand for toilets has to be created at local level and then people need to be made aware of sanitation.
Using technology like google toilet locator app should also be encouraged. Achieving Mahatma Gandhiji’s dream of
‘clean India’ would lead to healthy people and thus effective workforce and a prosperous nation.

Topic: Mechanisms, laws, institutions and Bodies constituted for the protection and betterment of
these vulnerable sections
Q) Rape trials in India continue to subject female victims to archaic notions of shame and honour. Critically
comment on the ordeals rape victim goes through in courts and suggest what measures need to be taken
to give justice to rape victims without harassing them. (200 Words)
EPW
The rape victims first under pressure hesitate to take any action either under the pressure of family or society and
even if they courageously opt for the justice and approach the court, she often regrets her decision because of the
tortuous procedure & recreation of her painful suffering during the ordeal in order to justify to the legal definition of
rape.
However, even after this, she has to endure the judicial delay and at last in most of the cases due to the limited
conscience towards Rape term, she is being awarded with either proposal of marriage with the culprit or the
insufficient punishment to the culprit or the falsification of case.
This causes unnecessary harassment, metal torcher and trauma to the victim and her family and in this way rape trials
in India continue to subject female victims to archaic notions of shame and honour.
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Suggestive Measures


Provision of recording the court proceedings case or the ordeal in presence of only required personals.



Moral code of conduct in such cases to be followed by the advocates and by judges.



Minimizing the delay involved by treating such cases with utmost priority.



Broad coverage of term "Rape" as other sexual abuses also give mental trauma.



Sensitivity of civil societies and NGO's towards victims and support to them through counselling should be
provided.



Provision of strict punishment and dealing with the loopholes in the judicial decisions to ensure the impartial
justice.



Involvement of female judge and advocate in such cases because as women, it is expected that they would be
more sensitive and cane relate easily with the mental stress of the victims.



Education regarding types of sexual abuses, rights of the victims and necessary steps to be taken in such cases,
etc should be given as part of educational courses.

Rape is not only the short term suffering but it shatters the dreams, self-confidence and courage of a woman, the
losses are unaccountable for the victim, they should be treated with empathy, sensitivity and respect. Sufficient
provisions should be made to prevent harassment on the name of justice.

Q) Do you think the judgement delivered in Koushal v. Naz Foundation case by the Supreme Court is rather
an aberration considering other judgements delivered within and outside India by other courts? Critically
comment. (200 Words)
The Hindu
The Supreme court judgement in Koushal vs Naz Foundation case criminalized homosexuality. It raised new debates
over homosexuality and rights of LGBT community.
The judgement is an aberration when compared to other judgements within & outside India because:






The US Supreme Court in Lawrence vs Texas judgement stuck down sodomy law in Texas and 13 other states
making homosexuality legal.
European courts of human rights have favoured LGBT rights .
The Gujarat HC considered State failure to grant tax concession to a film depicting homosexuality as
unconstitutional.
In the same Koushal case, Delhi HC declared section 377 as violation of Article 14,15 & 21.Hence it upheld LGBT
rights.
The Australian Tribunal disallowed deportation of a gay man to India on basis of his vulnerability in India.

The SC judgement have created a fear of prosecution in the mind of LGBT community. It has made them vulnerable
and have forced many of them to migrate to other countries. This further alienates our own people from our society.
The SC has the right to struck down any law being unconstitutional. Considering Section 377 as violation of
Fundamental rights , it should reconsider this case instead of putting it on Parliament to take the call.
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Q) Critically comment on the justifications given by the Supreme Court in the Koushal judgement. (200
Words)
Livemint
The infamous Koushal Judgement by the Supreme Court on section 377 of IPC which overruled the decriminalization
of Homosexuality remains a black mark on the pro-people image of the conscience keeper of Indian constitution.
The justifications given by supreme court on the case were
a. The court gave extreme respect to legislature and noted that any necessity in amending section 377 would have
been met by our legislature and court shouldn't interfere. This justification has been contradicted by the court
several times including the NJAC amendment and judicial review is a part and parcel of Indian judiciary. Also section
377 is a colonial provision and not enacted by Indian parliament.
b. The court held that section 377 does not classify or mention any particular group or gender and hence does not
violate articles 14, 15 and 21 of Indian constitution. However Article 21 covers protection of one's dignity, autonomy
and privacy which includes consensual sexual relation.
c. Court also observed that section 377 is the only provision against pedophilia and sexual abuses and any change in
it will bring negative impact. Again, rather than depending on a age-old repressive provision, court could have
initiated forming new and better laws to prevent them.
Indian judiciary, since the Koushal judgement has done a great deal in supporting LGBT rights, including transgender
rights and third gender provision. US, Ireland and even the creator of section 377, Britain has shown us way by
recognizing LGBT rights; its time for us to follow suit.

Q) It is alleged that the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest
Rights) Act has been diluted over the years since its drafting. Critically examine what provisions have been
diluted and how this has impacted tribals. (200 Words)
The Hindu
The Forest Rights Act (FRA) seeks to recognize and protect the rights of the traditional forest dwelling communities.
Over the years several amendments and dilutions have been made to the FRA which has seriously dented the rights
of the tribals.


Role of Gram Sabha - Dilution of Gram Sasha as approving authority for social and economic developmental
projects, as by Mines and Mineral Development and Regulation Act- the requirement of public hearings and
gram sabha consent has been done away with for mid-sized coal mines. In Maharashtra the government has
issued a notification of “Village Rules” which gives all rights of forest management to government-promoted
committees as opposed to the gram sabha. Other states are also following the same- Jharkhand (Santhal
Pargana Tenancy Acts- bypassing gram sabha and permitting land to be diverted).



Rejecting the claims for patta- Projects like polavarm and other developmental projects are changing the
relation of tribals with the forests. The affected tribal families have not yet received their pattas (land
ownership documents), which was one of the conditions set by the FRA. Also, states are not implementing the
FRA, by rejecting the claims for individual pattas and community forest reserve pattas.

Tribals, who belong to vulnerable sections are further being marginalized by the bureaucracy-development project
bidders nexus. Inequality is further increasing. With usurpation of their resources and destroying their livelihood, the
threat to the preservation of cultural heritage is evident.
The development should not be promoted at the cost weaker sections of the society. We need a strong social audit
mechanism to study the reasons for rejected claims and need to fix the accountability. The consent clauses and
impact assessment also need to be more rationalized, participative with much more expertise. Also need is to
synchronise the divergent state and central legislations with FRA.
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Q) There has been improvement in India’s index value in the Melbourne Mercer global pension index.
Write a note on this Index and examine how India has managed to improve its rank. (200 Words)
Livemint
Melbourne Mercer global pension index is published by the Australian Centre for Financial Studies in collaboration
with Mercer, a consulting firm. The index value for India has improved from 40.3 in 2015 to 43.4 in 2016. the index is
a measure for adequacy of post-retirement income.
The number of Indians over the age of 60 has hit an all-time high of almost 9% of the total population, which is
around 100 million. It is expected that by 2020 around 150 million people will be in the 60-plus age group and will
need some access to formal pension. It is expected that by 2020 around 150 million people will be in the 60-plus age
group and will need some access to formal pension. Also, nearly 93 % of workforce is in the unorganized sector
where they don’t get any post-retirement pension. These factors make the Index all the more important for analysis.
How India managed to improve its rank:


Atal pension Yojana: provides monthly pension from Rs1,000 to Rs5,000 depending upon contribution of the
person for a period of 20 years. Since its launch it has already enrolled around 20 million members and
mobilized Rs1,255 crore. This has contributed in increasing coverage for pension among workers in the
unorganized sector.



Role of universal account number: UAN for employee provident fund has eased the transfer of provident fund
under statutory pension plan. UAN ensures unnecessary leakages are avoided fund and allows withdrawal of
pension accumulation under statutory plan only on certain specified compelling grounds.



Government policy: government has increased the pension age from 58 years to 60 years under statutory
pension plan EPS 95, which offers regular stream of income on retirement. Government is also providing tax
incentives for participation in the National Pension System

However, as per the rankings based on the index, India is on the 25th position out of 27 countries, ahead of only
Japan and Argentina. The Index suggests that the Indian pension system can be improved with introduction of a
minimum level of support for the poorest aged individuals, improving coverage for unorganized working class and
improving regulatory requirements for the private pension system, among others.

Q) Discuss the salient features and significance of the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Bill. (200 Words)
The Hindu
India is signatory to UN convention of rights of persons with disabilities.
Salient features of the bill:


Expanded coverage: covers as many as 21 conditions — nearly three times the number of disabilities accorded
legal protection under the 1995 law. It also covers individuals having multiple impairments who are the most
vulnerable among the disabled. Acid attack victims, dwarfism, muscular dystrophy, blood disorders like
Thalassemia, Hemophilia and Sickle cell disease too have been included under definition of disability.



Accounting the demographic transition: additional disabilities can be notified. This ensures that conditions
that may arise as a result of ageing population are also considered.



Promoting education: upper age limit for accessing primary and higher education has been relaxed. This will
ensure that they receive education in spite of their delayed enrolment into formal schooling.



Penal stipulations: in earlier act of 1995, there were no concrete penal provisions. The current bill provides for
penal provisions in case provisions of the act are violated. Special designated courts for giving penalties to
offences against PWDs also there.



Increased access to opportunities: the proportion of reserved seats in public employment (4 %) has been
increased. Incentives to be provided to private sector for hiring disabled candidates. Persons with at least 40%
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of a disability- are entitled to certain benefits such as reservation in education(3-4%) and employment,
preference in govt schemes, etc


Disabled friendly infrastructure: Disabled friendly access to all public buildings, hospitals, modes of transport
etc is being emphasized upon.

Significance of the bill:


Right to equality and right to opportunities guaranteed for the disabled who constitute nearly 6 to 10 % of
population (considering the expanded definition)



It will help in the fulfillment of sustainable development goals (SDG) by ensuring development of disabled and
reducing inequalities arising due to disability.



Literacy level among divyang is just 55% which is far below than the national average of 74%. So reservation in
education can bring them on par with the national average.

The divyang needs to be provided with support to ensure an inclusive development and fulfill India's obligations
under UN convention on rights of disabled. The bill is a step in right direction to provide a safe and friendly
environment for the divyang and propelling them from the age of darkness and isolation to dawn of inclusive growth
Extra:
Issues with the bill:


Discretionary powers given to authorities to determine appropriate avenues of occupation for the disabled.
This can lead to insensitivity and opacity. Experience shows that new technology enables people with disability
to undertake tasks that may once have been outside their reach.



statutory disabilities commissions at the national and State levels are dropped from the bill



To vest in an advisory body the responsibility to monitor enforcement and violations of the law, as well as
financial supervision, is not the most effective approach to promote equal opportunities and combat
discrimination

Q) Analyse the objectives of and concerns raised against the Mental Health Care Bill, which was recently
passed by Rajya Sabha. (200 Words)
EPW
Background: the bill when passed will replace mental health act 1987 which was criticised for including mental
retardation under mental illness definition. The act also did not cover other facilities where people with mental
illness were involuntarily admitted (for example, prison, juvenile homes, etc). electroconvulsive therapy without
anesthesia was also criticized. Limited budget led to poor functioning of national and state mental health
authorities, thus poor implementation of the act. The bill being considered now seeks to overcome all these
limitations.
Objectives of the bill:


Transparency: the bill mandates registration, licensing, inspection, and audit of mental healthcare institutions



Rights of the mentally ill: bill allows for involuntary hospitalization in exceptional circumstances (for example,
risk of harm to self and others) with the provision of appeal to quasi-judicial mental health commissions. It also
allows the use of advance directives and nominated representatives.



Decriminalizing suicide: earlier, people attempting suicide faced double jeopardy - imprisonment under IPC
and also mental trauma



Humanising treatment: it includes provisions for community rehabilitation. It bans the use of
electroconvulsive therapy without anesthesia and prohibits its use in minors



Wider representation: It includes people with mental health conditions, caregivers, activists, and judges on its
central and state decision-making bodies and on review commissions
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Insurance provision: Every insurance company has to provide medical insurance for mentally ill persons on the
same basis as is available for physical illnesses



Right to medical assistance: The Bill guarantees every person the right to access mental health care and
treatment from the government.

The bill is however criticized for the following issues:


Interference in clinical decision making: Many psychiatrists view the new reforms, including the use of
advance directives, nominated representatives, and mandatory oversight, as interference in clinical decisionmaking



Narrow coverage: activists argue that the legislation only supports the biomedical model of mental illness and
does not comply with the UNCRPD (convention on rights of disabled persons)



Inappropriate strategy: the bill emphasizes on de-institutionalizing mental health care by promoting
community rehabilitation. But activists argue that such a strategy has not been successful in the west.



Resource allocation: the bill does not mention about how the new reforms would be funded. There is thus a
possibility that the legislation may remain a set of good intentions.



State's capacity and willingness: the bill provides for state responsible for preventing suicides, promotion of
mental health, training mental health professionals, provision of care etc. whether states have the necessary
resources and capacity to implement this is questioned.



Shortage of psychiatric personnel: bill provides for one hospital in a district. But given the shortage of
specialized personnel, timely and adequate care provision is difficult.



Absence of accurate data: accurate and credible data regarding the number of people suffering from mental
illness is not available. Thus, proper tracking, monitoring the impact of legislation will become difficult.

There is a dire need to look into the social stigma attached with mental illness and how to end it. Around 6-7% of the
country’s population suffers from some kind of mental illnesses, while 1-2% suffer from acute mental disease. The
new bill will remain a work in progress. Extent of its implementation, both in letter and spirit, will determine its
success in reducing the burden, increasing provision of care, and supporting human rights of people with mental
illness

Q) Recently, the Supreme Court criticised the government for its “indifferent attitude” towards the
implementation of the Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act. Examine why
implementation of this Act is poor and suggest how it can be implemented effectively. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Background – Indian constitution prohibits untouchability and caste based discrimination, thus Scheduled Castes and
Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989 was enacted to uphold this provision and to end atrocities committed
against SC and ST people.
Why Supreme Court (SC) has criticised?


Poor implementation – SC has criticised government for its indifferent attitude towards the implementation of
the Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act.



Poor discharge of duties – Keeping in mind the lacklustre attitude of officials, court has asked the authorities to
discharge their duties to protect the SCs/STs to attain the constitutional goal of equality for all citizens.



Poor awareness- Keeping in mind, the poor level of awareness about the act, court has directed the National
Legal Services Authority (NLSA) to frame schemes for spreading legal awareness and free consultations to
members of the SC/ST communities nationwide.
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Why implementation of the Act is poor?


Lack of political will: Political parties are not willing to ensure proper implementation of the act. Caste based
atrocities are hot topics for vote bank politics.



Illiteracy & Poor Awareness: Literacy rate among SC & ST is far below national literacy level. As a result most of
them are unaware of provisions of the act, which exists to protect them.



Low conviction rates and wilful negligence by the police: Even if the incidents are reported the conviction rate
of those guilty remains low. This discourages the victims from reporting the crime in future. A time bound
investigation by police would lead to higher conviction rates.



Poor condition of DVMC: The act mandates formation of District Vigilance & Monitoring committee at state &
district level. Meetings of these committees are irregular & very less.



Lacunae in Legal system: Victims of atrocities already suffer from insecurities and social avoidance and if the
judge delegated to protect them shows indifference, it aggravates their already vulnerable position.

How it can be implemented effectively ?


Wide publicity should be given to this provision so that the victims can avail the services of competent lawyers at
the earliest. SC direction to NALSA for raising legal awareness is a welcome step. Even, programmes like Mann ki
Baat and media can be used for this.



Zero tolerance attitude towards wilful negligence of the investigating officers. Officers responsible for lax
implementation of the law should be punished.



Meetings of vigilance committees should be regular. Fixing a calendar for scheduled meetings will help in proper
coordination and vigilance.



Ensuring safety & security of victims. Accountability of the organisation responsible for implementation of the
Act should be increased. However, recently done amendment to this act has made stringent position for the
administrators who are implementing it.



Behavioural changes are required to change the attitude of people towards the backward classes. Government
officials and the citizens in general should be sensitized towards their issues.

Way forward – State should promote Dalit entrepreneurship for small and micro industries. The Penal Provisions on
practice of untouchability and atrocities against SCs/STs should be displayed on Public Notice boards. Special grievance
help line should be started to report against atrocities committed.

Q) The issue of missing children is a national problem which needs to be tackled efficiently and at the
earliest. Examine why it’s a national problem and how it should be tackled. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Background- In November 2016, the Madurai Bench of the Madras High Court, while addressing a complaint relating
to a missing child, criticised the State government’s (Tamil Nadu) laxity in tracing missing children. It noted the lack of
coordination between officials of the district administration, social welfare, child welfare committee and the police.
Why missing children are concern for the nation?


Huge number of children missing – Statistics show that over 60,000 children go missing every year in the country.
In the past year, 2,953 children have gone missing in Uttar Pradesh alone. These missing children are future
demographic dividend of India, which India is losing out.



Trafficking of missing girls – There are also concerns about the number of girl children who go missing, which,
besides being particularly high, is often connected to human trafficking. For trafficking, several causes have been
identified by the NCRB. Primary causes are forced marriage, child labour, procuration of minors as domestic help
and sexual exploitation. According to an answer to a question in the Lok Sabha in March 2016, a large number of
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minor girls were rescued from domestic servitude in 2014-15. In 2015, 147 minor girls were rescued from
domestic servitude, with the largest number from Madhya Pradesh.


Violation of fundamental rights – In India, it is a fundamental right under Article – 23 and 24 and state has
constitutional obligation to protect children from trafficking and exploitation. In the face of huge number children
missing in India, it is a state failure to fulfil its constitutional duties.

How to tackle this problem?


Keeping online track of records – Ministry of Women and child development has set up a website – gov.in– it
has information related to missing children in each State. It also includes information relating to police stations
in every State and the number of children missing and traced in real time. Another portal which was set up in
2015 – khoyapaya.gov.in – where information relating to missing children can be submitted. These online portals
will give a clear picture to administrators, NGO to work over this matter along with pushing transparency and
accountability over progress. However, creating awareness about portal, enough manpower to handle website
and its information should be taken seriously.



Capitalizing power of social media – The outreach of social media is increasing with the increasing penetration
of internet and smart phones. In the past, it has been used to mobilise support of people for social issues, political
matters, etc. In the same way images of missing children can be shared on social media in an attempt at increasing
outreach and tracing them.



Urgent need for legal reform – was the issue of tracing missing children and the links with trafficking. The draft
Trafficking of Persons (Prevention, Protection and Rehabilitation) Bill, 2016, which seeks to address loopholes in
the legal system, impose stronger penal measures and address issues of rehabilitation, should be given priority
by the legislatures.



Vigilance along borders – Child trafficking along the international borders needs an updated data repository.
Coordination with the neighbouring countries at diplomatic level coordination between BSF and child protection
agencies would be helpful in checking trafficking.



Special cells and sensitisation – Sensitisation training and special cells in Police stations for addressing the issue
should be done on the lines of Operation Muskan and Operation Smile to rescue missing children.

Way forward – Strong, well-coordinated platforms along with sound rehabilitation measures for the well-being and
protection of rescued children who have been victims of violence are needed to deal with the problem of missing
children and to harvest the benefits of demographic dividend.

Q) Critically analyse the various aspects of crime committed by juveniles in India, such as the trend of such
crime over time, the socio-economic characteristics of juvenile offenders, and the role of the state in
dealing with it. (200 Words)
EPW
A juvenile or child means a person who has not completed 18 years of age. The crimes committed by juveniles such as
robbery, theft, drug abuse, heinous crimes such as rape etc needs special attention and care by all the stakeholders
ex parents, government, NGOs, schools etc.
Trend in juvenile crimes:


After the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2000 came into being, juvenile crime has only
slightly increased, both in absolute terms and as a percentage of total crime. A part of this increase is attributed
to change in the definition of a juvenile (earlier, it was till 16 years, the act increased it to 18 years).



It is seen that mostly the school dropouts and ones belonging to the poorest of families comprise the highest
proportion of those committing crime. For instance, in 2013, nearly 14,000 juveniles arrested had education only
up to primary level and a little more than 8000 arrested were illiterate.
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In 2013, the number of juvenile delinquents belonging to families earning up to Rs 25,000 was nearly 22,000;
while the number for families earning between 1 lakh and 2 lakh was nearly 3000.



It is seen that a higher gini coefficient (rural), high incidence of child labour and a high corruption indicator seem
to correlate with increased juvenile crime.



High gross enrolment ratio, sex ratio, high per capita income of the state correlate negatively with juvenile crime.
For instance, Gujarat, Kerala have some of the lowest recorded juvenile crimes. Data also shows that youth
unemployment seems to increase juvenile crime.

Role of state:


Education and employment: the root cause of the juvenile delinquency stems from lack of education and
employment. State should play role in providing education, skill development (skill India Programme), generation
of jobs (by encouraging MSMEs etc). Focus should also be on value education and sex education



Police: police density is very important in curbing crimes. But, geographically as well as in terms of per capita, it
is rather low in most states, is worrying



Awareness generation: governments should create awareness among the population in general and potential
delinquents in particular so that they are well informed of the consequences of their actions



Rehabilitation homes: state should provide rehabilitation homes where the juvenile offenders are counselled,
they are engaged in their skill development. State must engage them in community service, so that there is
greater chances of reform in them.



Drug de-addiction: it has been found that many juvenile drug addicts commit crimes. Thus state should promote
drug de-addiction centres, check the supply of checks through robust vigil and undertake timely counselling of
the juveniles.



Engaging in constructive activities: state has a role to play in engaging youth in constructive activities like sports,
cultural fests and so on so that the energies are channelised in the right direction. As for instance, Odisha hockey
tournament is weaning youth’s attraction towards naxalism.



Institutional mechanism: setting up of child welfare committees in every district, providing for psychological
support and counselling.



Educating the parents: state has a role to play in educating the parents about dealing with their children when
they observe deviant behaviour in the latter.



Legislations: government has enacted juvenile justice act, and provided for proper rehabilitation of juvenile
offenders

Hence such measures should be implemented in letter and spirit and requires efforts of all the stakeholders such as
govt, NGOs, parents, education system etc to prevent juveniles from committing crimes

Q) Ten years ago, the report of the Sachar Committee, on the social, economic and educational condition
of Muslims in India, was tabled in Parliament. Has the condition of muslims improved during these ten
years? Critically examine. (200 Words)
The Indian Express
Background - The Rajinder Sachar Committee was commissioned in 2005 by UPA government to prepare a report on
the latest social, economic and educational conditions of the Muslim community of India. The report was submitted
to the Parliament in 2006.
It was highlighted that while Muslims constitute 14% of the Indian population, they only comprise 2.5% of the Indian
bureaucracy. The Sachar Committee concluded that the conditions facing Indian Muslims was below that of SC and ST.
The Committee recommended setting up an Equal Opportunity Commission to provide a legal mechanism to address
discrimination complaints, including in matters such as housing.
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The Sachar Committee's recommendation to increase Muslim representation in the Indian Army by providing
preferential admission has been severely criticized by members of the Indian Armed forces and argued that the Indian
Armed Forces should remain secular and not give preference to any religious group.
Has the condition of Muslims improved?
An analysis of government data show that most indicators have not seen significant improvement in the years since
the Report was submitted.


Declining representation - The Sachar Committee recorded the percentage of Muslims in the IAS and IPS as 3%
and 4% respectively. These numbers were 3.32% and 3.19% respectively on January 1, 2016, as per the home
ministry data. The fall in Muslim representation in the IPS was due primarily to a steep fall in the share of Muslim
promotee officers in the IPS — from 7.1% in the Sachar Report to merely 3.82% at the beginning of 2016.



Slight improvement in work participation - The work participation rate for Muslim men increased only slightly
to 49.5% in 2011 from 47.5% in 2001; for Muslim women, the increase was even smaller, from 14.1% in 2001 to
14.8% in 2011.



Increasing population with slowing rate - Muslims were 13.43% of India’s population; in 2011, they were 14.2%.
However, the increase of 24.69% in the population of Muslims between the two Censuses was the smallest ever
recorded for the community.



Improving sex ratio - Sex ratio among Muslims remained better than that of India overall in both 2001 and 2011,
and the percentage of Muslims living in urban centres too remained higher than the national average in both
Censuses.

Way forward - The need is to ensure functioning of equal Opportunity commission to redress grievances, promoting
Islamic window in banks for credit (Being considered by RBI) and schemes like - MUDRA, Nai Manzil and Nai Roshni
can play an important role for holistic development of Muslim community.

Q) The Centre’s proposal to set up a single, permanent tribunal, subsuming all existing ad hoc tribunals,
to adjudicate on inter-state river water disputes could be a major step towards streamlining the dispute
redressal mechanism. Will it be able to address the different kinds of problems—legal, administrative,
constitutional and political—that plague the overall framework? Examine. (200 Words)
Livemint
Background - At present, as per the provisions of Article -262, the water disputes are solved by setting up the tribunals
set up the legislative process. At present, a new tribunal is formed every time a state government approaches the
Union government with a request and is able to convince the latter that such a tribunal is needed since all negotiations
have failed. Eight such tribunals exist.
Thus government has proposed to set up a single permanent tribunal subsuming all other ad-hoc tribunals arguing
that it would help in speedier adjudication of long drawn out disputes. Many tribunals have failed to bring warring
parties on the same page and offer equitable solutions.
Will it be able to address the different problems ?


Legal : In the present set, many states do not compliance with the awards of the tribunal, as it was seen -noncompliance by state governments in Beas-Sutlej Tribunal award. The proposal of new permanent tribunal does
not discuss how this problem would be addressed.



Administrative : At present there is absence of authoritative water data that is acceptable to all parties, making
it difficult to even set up a baseline for adjudication. Reliable data collected by an expert agency would ensure
authentic data to be used. So the new tribunal addresses this issue very well.



Constitutional : Water is a state subject but the “regulation and development of inter-state rivers and river
valleys… in the public interest” is on the Union list, causing many conflicts. Also, as per the Inter-State River
Water Disputes Act of 1956 , the role of courts have been ignored. Though, the proposal doesnot specify on this
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issue, but still the states will have an option to appeal against the tribunals decision in the SC under Article 136
of the constitution, thus decreasing the effectively of the tribunals.


Political : In the past centre has taken lot of time to decide, whether tribunal has to be set up or not, causing
delay. Thus setting up permanent single tribunal will reduce the delays. A single tribunal would not be
questioned for being politically biased.

Way forward - Water disputes have humanitarian dimensions considering the agrarian problems getting accentuated
due to climate change. Increasing the number of judges in the tribunal and restricting further appeals in the SC to
check the delay in implementation of awards could ensure that the rulings of the tribunals are adhered to. A
cooperative approach is nee by reducing the politicisation is needed along with a robust institutional framework—and
a transparent one to ease state and public buy-in

Topic: Development processes and the development industry- the role of NGOs, SHGs, various
groups and associations, donors, charities, institutional and other stakeholders
Q) Do you think India should repeal the Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act, 2010? Is an autonomous,
self-regulatory agency for NGOs the need of the hour? Critically examine. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Background - For the first time, Foreign Contribution (Regulation) Act was enacted in 1976 during the Emergency. It
prohibits electoral candidates, political parties, judges, MPs and even cartoonists from accepting foreign contributions.
Amid suspicions of the ubiquitous ‘foreign hand’ stoking domestic turbulence, the FCRA was aimed at preventing
political parties from accepting contributions from foreign sources.
With the opening of economy in 1991, foreign contribution and investment were accepted. Later in 2010, FCRA was
amended, which brought the clause of renewal of licenses after every 5 years. It also put check on the spending of the
foreign contribution by making only 50 % to be used for administrative expenses. And the amendment also brought
an "organisation of political nature" under its ambit.
Should FCRA, 2010 be repealed ?
The provisions of FCRA, 2010 should be repealed because :

Blanket cover on Civil societies- The provisions of FCRA, 2010 prevents CSOs from accessing foreign funds
because some of them question the policies of government and adopt a democratic battle to protect
constitutional rights and entitlements for the citizens. This puts blanket cover on the CSOs, defeating their
purpose. Thus, this strict provision should be relaxed and should not be used as a political tool by the ruling
government.



Against the spirit of the international laws- The UN Special Rapporteur’s on the Rights to Freedom of Peaceful
Assembly and of Association undertook a legal analysis of the FCRA, 2010 and found that FCRA provisions and
rules are not in conformity with the international laws. The right to freedom of association is incorporated under
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (to which India is a party). Access to resources, particularly
foreign funding, is part of the right to freedom of association. While this is not an absolute right and is subject
to legitimate restrictions. Indian government has been putting restriction under "public interest / economic
interest", which are very vague and fails to specify the justify the legitimate restriction.

But it does not mean that there should be no regulations as there are many CSOs which are corrupt, involved in money
laundering and these societies do not disclose their income and expenditure. FCRA has been instrumental in putting
check on the vested interests of other countries through NGOs. The restriction under FCRA is also needed to put check
on the NGOs , which have been denting India's image unnecessarily in the international arena, by reporting wrong
pictures about problems of India.
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What is the need of hour ?
We need a proper mechanism to scrutinize the NGO and this can be done by forming National Accreditation Council
of India (NACI), which would monitor and accredit CSOs. NACI would be an independent, statutory body which can
ensure that the funds are used for the right causes.
It would help the civil societies with a good cause and clean source of funding to survive, by maintaining a fine balance
between government and CSOs. It will improve the accountability by checking unnecessary regulation and will also
push independent agency to innovate.
Since, only 10 % NGOs file return according to CBI, the independent NACI, will improve the tax compliance by NGOs.
But, the NACI should be brought carefully after doing away the scope of red-tapsim, unnecessary litigation and
shortage of resources for NGOs.
Civil societies play very important role in the democracy by acting as bridge between government and citizens, which
should be supported rather than putting unnecessary restriction on them.

Q) Critically analyse the role of NGOs in empowering dalits and other oppressed communities. Also discuss
the challenges these NGOs face. (200 Words)
Livemint
NGOs or Non-Governmental Organizations are non-profit, organized civilian groups who work for a common interest.
They play a crucial role in empowering dalits and other oppressed communities.
Role played by NGOs in empowering dalits:


Raising awareness: they help to raise awareness among the dalits of their constitutional and legal rights. They
also make the dalits know about their entitlements under various government schemes



Campaigning: they campaign to put an end to caste-based discrimination. They also often approach courts
against dalit atrocities to seek justice. Also, Naz foundation, for instance, for rights of LGBT community.



Listen to grievances: they visit dalit areas, give shelter to many dalits who have suffered atrocities. This way they
are more aware about the plight of the dalits. They can thus play the role of a bridge between the dalit
community and the government.



Implementation of act: NGOs like Safai Karmachari Andolan apart from campaigning for eradication of manual
scavenging, also plays important role in implementation of prohibition of manual scavenging act.



Skill training: many NGOs also provide skill training to dalit youths so that they can either get gainfully employed
or undertake a self-employment venture. Several NGOs also arrange for micro-credit availability to the dalit
groups for undertaking income generating activities.



Attracting public attention against oppression: NGOs carry studies and expose oppression by publishing
reports, by bringing media attention and ensure proper implementation of laws like Prevention of Atrocities
against Dalits Act, Untouchability Offences Act.

However, role of some of these NGOs has been criticized for blocking development projects and having sympathetic
attitude towards left wing extremism which provides them with the much needed support. Under the mask of NGOs
several illegal activities like money laundering, terror funding, forced religious conversions, caste based politics and
foreign states interfering in domestic politics etc. also happen. Due to these activities, government is compelled to
regulate NGOs which poses challenges like Cancellation of Licenses (under FCRA) making it difficult to get funds from
foreign donors
Challenges faced by NGOs:


Political control: for instance, government recently cancelled FCRA (foreign contribution regulation act) license
of Navsarjan Trust, which permits the organization to receive donations from abroad. The Trust had organized
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a protest against government inaction over killing of 3 dalit youths in 2012. Rights-based non-government
organizations are considered politically controversial and many find it difficult to raise money in India


Indifference of donors: Some donors don’t want to attract the government’s attention by supporting non-profits
that challenge the status quo



Staff shortages: many NGOs face shortage of requisite staff for carrying out its activities. For instance, deprived
of a significant part of its budget, Navsarjan announced it was letting go 80 staff members



Reduced support: many in India believe that the issue of caste has been settled since reservations have been
around for nearly seven decades. They think the Dalits no longer need special treatment. This reduced the
support base for the NGOs. Many among the elite lament “declining standards” because of reservations

When Mohandas Gandhi set up his ashram in Ahmedabad, he faced an uproar from upper-caste Gujarati merchants,
because the ashram’s residents had to take a vow to oppose “untouchability”. Thus, opposition, obstacles will always
be there. Some NGOs like Empowering Dalits , Bhoomi , Shodh Ganga , Samajik Shaikshik Vikas Kendra are the NGOs
that are already doing a good job. The role of NGOs is invaluable in a democracy. Thus, while keeping check on illegal
activities of some NGOs, the government can do better in providing proper environment for their functioning

Topic: Pressure groups and formal/informal associations and their role in the Polity.
Q) The proposition that populism harms democracy has been amply borne out by our history. Do you think
the subordination of political parties to populist leaders is good for democracy? Critically comment. (200
Words)
The Hindu
Populism is a belief in the power of the masses and their right to have control over the government rather than the
elite class. It is very common in democratic nations. It generally refers to political ideas and activities aimed at capturing
support of the masses.
Advantages of a populist leader:

A populist leader directly reaches out to the masses instead of through institutions, which bridges the trust deficit
among the people.



It reduces pressure on other leaders of the party, who otherwise can contribute on implementation of schemes
and policies, thus efficient governance.



It ensures that policies are aimed directly for the needs and demands of the people.



A populist leader can bring necessary changes in party’s ideology and principles according to the pulse of citizens.



When power is concentrated with one leader, then it enhances the decision making, thus efficient administration.

Disadvantages of a populist leader


Since a populist leader generally tries to please the population, he caters to the majority which may leave the
minorities neglected.



It reduces the intra-party democracy. Populism gives birth to a cult of a leader, in front of whom party’s ideology
and principles fade out.



Populist leaders aim at connecting directly with the people which may even involve bypassing institutional
frameworks like legislatures.



It may lead to anti-incumbency factor because in case the leader loses their popularity or some mishap occurs,
the whole party may collapse and loose in the elections.



A populist leader may bypass the advices of their party members and misuse democratic institutions. For
example, during emergency institutions were misused by the government.
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Most of the time policies designed by populists’ leaders are to serve the short term needs or please the people,
but in long run it may not be beneficial for the long run. For example, many subsidies being given by government
are burden on exchequer and loss for the economy.



Populism is a setback for democracy, representative party system, and collective responsibility.



Restricts the scope of debate and critical analysis of any policy or government actions.



Concentration of power with one leader is against the concept of democracy and it may lead to favouritism,
nepotism and corruption.

Though populist leaders have advantages, they should not be allowed to completely overshadow a party. There should
be a level playing field for all the leaders in a party to ensure a representative democracy. The way forward is to have
appropriate checks and balances by strengthening other democratic institutions like the judiciary and civil society
groups who would be able to oppose the dictatorial tendencies of the populist leader .

Topic: Important aspects of governance, transparency and accountability
Q) Examine the objectives and important provisions of the Benami Transactions (Prohibition) Amendment
Act of 2016. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Benami Transactions (Prohibition) Amendment Act came into force on November 2016.It renamed existing act
as Prohibition of Benami Property Transactions Act (PBPT Act).
Objective:
Main objective of this act is to route unaccounted money into financial system & seize Benami properties and punish
defaulters.
It also aimed at eradicating loopholes in existing law such as lack of proper implementation machinery, appellate
mechanism,
authority of centre over seized property etc.
Provisions:
1.It redefines benami transactions & provide for their prohibition.
2.Violation of Act is punishable with imprisonment up to 7 years & fine.
3.Also prohibits recovery of benami property from benamidar by real owner.
4.Such properties are liable for confiscation by Government without compensation.
5.It provides for an Appellate mechanism in form of Adjudicating Authority & Appellate Tribunal.
6.Adjudicating Authority Tribunal are guided by Prevention of Money Laundering Act, 2002 (PMLA).
Examination:
1.It will reduce practice of using fake owners & will bring transparency in real estate sector
2.Bring down prices of real estate by preventing transactions done by people to hide their unaccounted wealth.
3.It will boost confidence of lenders especially banks & also private individuals.
4.It will also help in supporting government's aspirations to fight against black money
Act is expected to have long term impacts on real estate industry hence government & authorities should put their
soul in effective implementation of this act.
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Q) Critically comment on the proposed amendments to the Prevention of Corruption (Amendment) Bill,
2013. (200 Words)
The Hindu
In order to prevent honest public officials from unnecessary litigation and bona fide errors, The GoI has
proposed following amendments to the Prevention of Corruption Act(PCA),1988:_
a) It seeks to remove Section 13(1)(d) of the PCA 1988 which covers various indirect forms of corruption.Under the
proposed Bill, only intentional economic befit would be considered as a corruption thereby excluding non-monetary
benefits.
Thus the Bill narrows the definition of corruption as it is the only section in the existing Act that deals with
corruption in high offices.Eg-2G scam,Coal scam,etc.
b) Increased burden of proofs:A public servant's known source of income is no longer a criteria to determine
corruption unless it is done intentional to enrich himself illicitly.
c) The Bill proposes to remove exemption to bribe-givers without making distinction b/w 'coercive' and 'collusive'
bribing by making bribe-taking and bribe-giving equally punishable.
Thus, deterring victims of corruption and anti-corruption activists from persecuting a corrupt public servant.
d) The proposed Section 17 A bars investigating agencies from beginning an inquiry or investigation against a public
servant without prior approval of the govt.
This might give rise to a political-babus nexus thus denying justice to victims of corruption.
Way Forward:
a) There must be distinction b/w "coercive" and "collusive" bribing and coercive bribe-givers should be exempted if
they report about it thereafter(Second ARC's Report).
b) The Law Commission's report, widening of definition of corruption including any "undue advantage done with
improper functioning or activity of a public servant",must be taken into consideration.
Thus, the proposed Bill has more harm than benefits as it seeks to provide additional layer of protection to the
corrupt public servants giving say to the political masters .Above steps must be taken in order to ensure balance b/w
protection of honest officials and punishing the corrupts.

Q) How has demonetization affected relationship between banks and their customers? Do you consider
recent incidences of certain people being found with large sum of new currencies a breach of trust by
banks? Critically comment. (200 Words)
The Hindu
The Indian Express
Government demonetized the Rs 500 and Rs 1000 notes, thereby making nearly 86 % of currency in circulation
illegal. This has suddenly affected the relationship between the banks and the customers
Customers had to stand in long queues in front of banks and ATMs waiting to deposit their Rs 500 and Rs 1000 notes.
Customers have faced problems in withdrawing new currency notes when banks ran out of cash.
Banks had to recalibrate ATMs at short notice, hire private transport to move cash, hire more security, waive off so
many different charges, etc. Banking has come to a standstill, with the entire focus on just customer deposits and
withdrawals. Banks are facing pressure, public abuse and even threat by the customers.
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Is there a Breach of trust?
Recently, there have been reports of several tax raids on banks and even arrests of bank employees by the
Enforcement Directorate. This has undermined the trust in banks as it appears that banks are not faithfully reporting
suspicious high-value transactions to the concerned agencies.
However, banks hold that when customers come to deposit, they cannot question the customers about the amount
of deposition as the customers would have fulfilled KYC norms. Banks also opine that all high-value transactions
automatically get reported to the Income-Tax department. It is for the I-T department to ask questions and that this
is not the responsibility of the banks.
Thus, while presence of faulty elements within the banking system is not denied, but it cannot be termed as breach
of trust as banks too are under immense pressure. They are facing manpower shortage to process such huge
volumes of transactions. Banks have been working on weekends and overtime for more than a month to put the
public at ease.

Q) A digital economy comes with its own pressure points and vulnerabilities. What are these? How
should government fix them? Examine. (200 Words)
Livemint
Pressure points and vulnerabilities:


National security: the defense establishment, critical infrastructure, governance all depend upon cyber networks
for their functioning, communication and coordination. Also, in a future conflict, an adversary unable to match
our military supremacy on the battlefield might seek to exploit our computer vulnerabilities at home. Details of
Scorpene submarine was published online. Such disclosure of confidential information can threaten national
security. (eg: hacking of US company Lockheed-Martin’s F-35 stealth fighter programme or the massive wave of
Russian cyber-attacks against Estonia and Georgia in 2007 and 2008). Social media platforms are also being used
for spreading radical content.



Paralysis of governance: Taking down vital banking systems could trigger a financial crisis. The lack of clean water
or functioning hospitals could spark a public health emergency, the loss of electricity can bring businesses, cities
and entire regions to a standstill.



Citizen vulnerabilities: recently, debit card hack affecting about 3.2 million cards. This leads to loss of confidential
information and breach of privacy. Bank frauds can erode the trust of citizen in government’s ability to protect
their rights and ensuring their security. (eg: hack of a billion Yahoo accounts in 2013)

How should the government fix:


Cyber audit: a cyber-security audit of all government websites, networks should be done to detect the weak and
vulnerable points so that they can be fixed.



Financial allocations: financial outlay on cyber security needs to be increased to strengthen the robustness of
the cyber space



Transparent and effective regulations: SEBI for instances requires reports on detected breaches to be quarterly
reported- which is too tardy to be of much use. Also, it does not mandate public disclosure. Mandatory disclosure
of an attack or attempted attack must be implemented in both the public and private sectors.



Cyber-skills: train personnel specializing in cyber security who can competitively detect and plug the
vulnerabilities in the cyber architecture.



A comprehensive legislation: India only has a policy, but no holistic legislation on the matter. A comprehensive
legislation providing the framework of our cyber security architecture must be brought in



Emergency response: CERT-In should be revamped and strengthened, a national cyber security coordinator
should be created.
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Educate the public: about various threats they may face while using the digital space. For instance, educating
about genuine and fake sites, reveling sensitive information and so on.

Information in this globalized world has become the most important asset. It’s misuse may put the whole economy on
back foot. The advantages of Digital economy are many that would help in propelling our economy towards higher
growth rate. But initial steps have to be taken with caution, and measures such as JAM trinity, Digital literacy should
go hand-in-hand with upgradation of security infrastructure and strengthening of cyber legal standards.

Q) India has hundreds of problems to solve that require effective public-behaviour change. What are these
problems? Do you think relying on law, fines, threats and monetary incentive would solve these
problems? Examine how behavioural science can help in this regard. (200 Words)
Livemint
India has several problems to solve which among others include – alcoholism, violation of traffic norms, energy
conservation, waste management, open defecation, tobacco addiction, tax evasion, population explosion, cast-based
discrimination, domestic violence, rapes, child labour and so on.
Can problems be solved by laws:


Alcoholism: In spite of alcohol being prohibited in Gujarat, Nagaland, and Bihar, it is still readily available in these
states, and has helped create a network of bootleggers, liquor mafia, spurious liquor



Road accidents: There are fines for not adhering to traffic laws like honking unnecessarily or not stopping the car
before a zebra crossing, but they are far from being effective in getting people to take the desired action.



Waste management: There is a fine for littering, but our roads are strewn with litter

Thus, problems cannot always be solved by relying on laws. Laws and fines don’t always produce the desired results.
It is in this backdrop that there is a need to experiment with the techniques of behavioral change of the public, which
has worked successfully well in UK. This technique relies on NUDGING people – give them a gentle little push in the
desired direction without curbing their choices.
How nudging can make a difference:
Open defecation: The recent govt. efforts to shame open defecators by linking it with disease, prestige and safety of
women has struck the right chord with millions of rural people, and has brought about a positive effect.
Traffic violations: The messages along the roads like ‘Someone is waiting for you at Home’ have a strong impact which
makes a person drive cautiously to ensure his safety
Graffiti paintings on the walls to highlight certain social issues like Child labour, sexual abuse can awaken ones
conscience and embolden people to raise voice against such issues and also to strictly follow the laws penalising such
offences
The recent demonetization drive caused inconveniences to the masses. But few messages on social media, seeking
support of common man to flush out black money aroused the patriotic instincts and made people to support the
drive even if it meant standing in long queues in banks.
The Give It Up campaign undertaken by the government to prompt the well-off to voluntarily surrender their LPG
subsidy had a tremendous impact and lakhs of households gave up the LPG subsidy. This can lead to better targeting
of subsidies and reduction in fiscal deficit which could not have been possible if government had taken punitive action
or brought a law depriving the well-off of subsidy benefits. Such an action could have brought resistance.
Recently, government celebrated vasectomy week to spread awareness among males to contribute equally towards
family planning and birth control. It has been found out that simple behavioral design nudges can reduce carbon
emissions, increase organ donations, increase quit-rates of smoking, reduce missed medical appointments, help
students finish their courses, reduce discrimination and boost recruitment.
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Q) Amidst all the brouhaha about demonetisation, the issue of curtailing the deployment of black money
by politicians for funding election campaigns appears to have been sidelined. Why is this issue important
for Indian polity? What reforms should government initiate in this regard? Critically examine. (200 Words)
EPW
The politician-criminal-business nexus as was pointed out by Vohra report is facilitated by the use of black money in
elections. This represents the fountainhead of corruption in the country.
The issue of deployment of black money in elections is important due to following reasons:


Dummy parties: There are about 1900 registered political parties. But nearly 400 of them have put up candidates
for contesting elections. Parties registered with ECI are granted exemption from payment of income tax on the
donations received. Thus, dummy political parties are created to launder black money.



Lack of transparency: A report from the Association of Democratic Reforms (ADR) shows that 75% of the sources
of funding for political parties are unknown. Currently, under income tax act, any donations exceeding Rs 20,000,
must be declared along with the source. But this is not often done. Big donations are broken into chunks of
smaller donations of less than rs20,000 to bypass the law. Thus, the source of donations is not known to the
public who are the sovereign in a democracy. Also, political parties choose “friendly” auditors to approve their
books of account.



Money and muscle power: if not controlled, then money and muscle power will dominate the political scene,
promoting criminalisation of politics and politicisation of criminals, which is an unhealthy trend in a democracy
where law breakers become law makers.

Reforms that government should initiate:


Bribery and paid news should be made cognizable offences as it is used as a propaganda to manipulate people
and lead them astray from making an informed choice.



Election commission of India must be given powers to deregister parties.



Partial state funding of elections as recommended by Indrajit Gupta committee.



Simultaneous holding of elections to the Lok Sabha and state legislative assemblies in order to cut costs and to
reduce the use of black money in elections as expenditure on election campaigning will be brought down.



The criminal records of politicians should be dealt with strictly by an independent commission as it would ensure
that people with impeccable integrity enter the electoral fray.



Bringing in more transparency by mandating to declare all donations. This can be done by mandating digital
transactions which can be tracked.



Currently, there is cap on spending by individual candidates. There must be a cap on spending by parties too to
check use of black money and also to provide a level playing field for all the parties.



Consensus must be built on brining political parties under RTI.



Giving statutory status to model code of conduct for its stricter enforcement.



Checking paid news as per UK Leverson report via seperation of editorship from ownership

Black money and corruption has been a huge impediment to achieving developmental goals rapidly. It is for this reason
that some intellectuals have called India a “soft state” – a state of virtual lawlessness and functional anarchy. This
needs to be changed if we are to prosper more rapidly and more inclusively as free and fair elections are main pillars
of democracy.
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Q) Discuss the reforms and their significance brought in the rules governing grant of passports in India.
(200 Words)
The Hindu
Centre recently introduced changes in rules governing the grant of passports. The changes simplify the paperwork
needed for an Indian citizen to get the document. Earlier, cumbersome requirements posed impediments to genuine
applicants, who also had to knock the doors of High Court for remedy. Also, passport officials insisted on either the
father's consent for a child or demanded a divorce decree. This amounted to harassment of women passport
applicants who were either separated or divorced.
Significance:


Dignity of women: The application form now requires only the name of one parent, not both. This will enable
single parents to apply for passports for their children without the name of either the father or the mother being
printed in the document. The stipulation that marriage certifications and divorce decrees should be provided
has been removed.



Reduced complexity: obsolete concept of getting documents attested by notaries or magistrates has been
removed, and self-declarations on plain paper would now be accepted.



Burden of identity eased: birth certificate is no more the main proof of date of birth, and other official
documents, including Aadhaar number and PAN card, which contain the date, can be utilized. In the case of
orphaned children, actual proof for date of birth has been dispensed with and a declaration from the head of a
child care home or orphanage confirming the date is enough. Even adopted and surrogate children can be issued
passport based on declaration on a plain paper. Sadhus and sanyasins have been allowed to mention their gurus
in lieu of the names of their parents.



Reduced burden on courts: burden on courts due to cases related to passport denial will be reduced to a large
extent.

A passport ought to be every citizen’s right. Simplifying the procedures in obtaining one should be an ongoing exercise.
These reforms would help in easy and swift grant of passport, which is necessary for better mobility. India is a human
resource rich country and improved mobility can help us in harnessing our potential.

Topic: e-governance- applications, models, successes, limitations, and potential;
Q) Comment on the recommendations of Ratan Watal panel on digital payments. (200 Words)
Livemint
Former finance secretary Ratan Watal, was constituted in August to suggest ways to encourage India’s movement
towards a cashless economy :
Panel recommendation on digital payments
1) An independent payments regulator within the framework of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and similar
treatment for banks and non-banking entities in the payments space.
2) It has also suggested strengthening existing laws to protect consumers and their privacy.
3) It has also sought to address issues on data protection and security.
4) The report has recommended opening up of the payment systems like the real-time gross settlement system
(RTGS ) even to non-bank payment service providers.
5) It has also proposed that online fund transfer systems such as RTGS and NEFT be operational round the clock.
6) and their are full interoperability between banks and payment service providers as well as between the payment
service providers.
7) More Focus on bringing payment providers that are classified as systemically important under the central bank’s
regulation.
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8) Using Aadhaar as an alternative to the PAN, it has sought to make the unique identification number central to all
transactions in order to generate a clear financial trail.
9) All the Government Official make payments only through digital channels
10) Suggested waiver of customs and excise duty on parts used in micro-ATMs and point of sale machines.
11) Setting up a digital payment incentive fund using savings accruing from reducing cash transactions.
12) All Government departments levy a cash-handling charge to discourage cash transactions.
So that we can conclude that there is a need to develop connectivity infrastructure parallel to the cashless
push,More open platforms like UPI (Unified Payments Interface) that have an interoperable framework are also
important. The direct benefit transfer programmes should also be structured in a way to emphasize not on
withdrawal of cash from bank accounts but on cashless transactions.

Topic: India and its neighborhood- relations
Q) Critically analyse the nature and scope of India’s conflict with Pakistan. (200 Words)
The Hindu
India-Pakistan has ever failing relationship. The confrontation between two have resulted in strained relations and
number of attacks, wars and disputes- Indian Parliament attack, 2008 Mumbai attacks and recent attacks at Pathonkot,
Uri and Nagrota. The relations between India and Pakistan have been strained due to many reasons:

Terror attacks– Terror attacks has always been the centre stage of the conflict and s haled to 3 wars between
countries in 1947, 1965, and 1999. Pampore, Uri and Nagrota terror attacks are examples of increased
provocations from Pakistan. The upsurge in terror outfits such as Tehrik-e-Taliban, Lashkar e jhangvi and elements
of Islamic State inside Pakistan have further reduced the possibility of India –Pakistan detente.



Zero sum approach of Pakistan-In the past several attempts have been made by Indian Prime Ministers to
maintain peace between the two countries, which has turned futile as it was followed by terror attacks and least
cooperation from Pakistan.



Weak international support-Though the world has condemned such terror attacks no concrete steps have been
taken to combat it. UN has yet not declared Pakistan as a ‘terror state’. Even India’s vision of forming
Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism has yet not materialised.



Role of Pakistan’s military-Pakistan’s military has been opposed to any understanding between India and
Pakistan. It has been playing high handed role in derailing any peace progress.



Unrest in Jammu and Kashmir-The unrest and turmoil caused by separatist leaders in Jammu and Kashmir is
giving Pakistan an opportunity to mobilise opinion against India on the issue of human rights violation. This is
another aspect that militate against an India –Pakistan rapprochement.



Support from China-Pakistan is strategically crucial for China for achieving its One Belt One Road Initiative (CPEC,
Gwadar port, infrastructure and military support). This has accelerated Pakistan’s recalcitrance towards India.



Water dispute- Though India signed generous “Indus Water Treaty” in 1960 but Pakistan still continuous to blame
India and various hydroelectric project are on halt. At some instances, it has also become a matter of conflict.



Counterfeit currency and drugs – Various terrorist groups operating from Pakistan supply fake notes and illegal
drugs, which has been an important security concern for India.

Scope of conflict:


Consistent rise of tension along the border and frequent cease fire violation may lead to susceptibility of use of
nuclear weapons between to, which can be catastrophic.



Tension between both countries is now at its height and touched the sentiments of every citizen in India. It has
potential to stall the relations in every dimension- be it Trade, Commerce, media, films, people to people contact,
etc. in future.
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More and more terrorist outfits are emerging in Pakistan’s region and its army is providing them every possible
support, which along with ISIS poses a grave security concern, not only for India but for the whole region.



Such conflicts may lead India to change its strategy of dealing with Pakistan since peace is not at hand so any kind
of compromise needs to be ruled out.



Increase support of China to Pakistan could be a potential cause for tension between India and China, as many
steps China are antagonising like- construction of CPEC through a disputed region.

Ever-increasing hostility is hurting India more than Pakistan in form of causalities, economic down in the Kashmir
region, which could intensify the existing concerns among Kashmiri people. Hence India should lead in pursuing a long
term policy to lessen the tensions.

Q) In the light of upcoming Heart of Asia conference on Afghanistan, critically analyse evolving nature
of India’s relationship with Afghanistan. (200 Words)
The Hindu
The Indian Express
Background – India hosts the Heart of Asia (HoA) conference this week in Amritsar. It is aimed at speeding up
reconstruction in war-torn Afghanistan and bringing peace and normalcy to the nation. It will see participation from
14 states: Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, China, India, Iran, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Pakistan, Russia, Saudi Arabia,
Tajikistan, Turkey, Turkmenistan and the United Arab Emirates.
The HoA process (Istanbul process), supported by the wider international community, originated under the aegis of
the Istanbul Conference in November 2011, which underscored the need for regional cooperation and confidencebuilding to resolve underlying problems facing Afghanistan and anchoring the state’s development in a regional
environment that is stable, economically integrated and conducive to shared prosperity.
Evolving nature of India’s relationship with Afghanistan:

Military – India has already delivered MI-25 attack helicopters and is about to gift Mi-24 attack helicopters to
Afghan forces. Other than this, heavy machinery, artillery weapons and T-72 tanks,etc have already been given
to Afghan forces which show India’s resolve to preserve equities in troubled neighbour. India is also trying to
establish Indian Military Training Team (IMRAT) in Afghanistan.



Strategic – Both countries have common consensus over isolating Pakistan, which was showcased by Afghanistan
by withdrawing from attending SAARC summit in Pakistani. Both view Pakistan as the state responsible for
terrorism in their respective territories.



Economic– India- Afghanistan are members to TAPI agreement which shows commitment towards economic
interests of India in Afghanistan.



Security and peace – India aims towards revival of trilateral process between Kabul-Delhi-Washington and a
better utilisation of Russia-China-India (RIC) consultation mechanism on regional security of Afghanistan.
Afghanistan favoured inclusion of India on Quadrilateral co-ordination group (QCG) for peace talks has
strengthened India’s position in the regional negotiations.



Developmental- India is building road connectivity to join Chabahar port in Iran through Zanraj- Delaram High to
Garland highway in Afghanistan, which will boost connectivity. Infrastructure projects has also been initiated by
India like- Construction of parliament, hospitals, Salma dam, etc.



Cultural- There have been increasing cultural ties between the two countries, with Afghani students being given
scholarship support to pursue education in India. Bollywood has huge fan following in Afghanistan.

However, there are certain challenges to this evolving nature of relationship:

Direct involvement of India in Afghan’s security has raised security threat to India. Indian interests, including its
embassy and consulates, are being repeatedly targeted in Afghanistan. Terror groups like – LeT and Jaish have
connections with Taliban, which poses the threat of terrorist attack to India.
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Delay in progress of TAPI pipeline, is postponing the opportunities which both countries can tap through this.



The leadership crisis in Afghanistan brings a threat and halt to India-Afghan relations.

India is willing to move towards a partnership which is more than military and economic-based. A recent survey in
Afghanistan, conducted by US agencies highlighted that, 90% Afghanistan people appreciate India’s support to their
nation.
India should work upon with other countries like Japan in Afghanistan to Balance the threat of China and Pakistan’s
Strategic dominance in the region rather than going alone because this would be both economically and strategically
viable.

Q) Do you think India is doing itself a favour by abandoning strategic restraint in favour of strategic
proactivism vis-a-vis Pakistan? Critically comment. (200 Words)
EPW
In wake of the recent Uri attacks, India had retaliated through surgical strikes which destroyed terror launch pads
across the LoC. This evoked reaction from many parties that India should abandon its policy of strategic restraint and
move towards strategic proactivism.
There is no doubt that strategic proactivism helps in sending strong signal that India does not tolerate terrorism and
it also gives scope to India for taking strong action against the terrorist outfits, supoorted by Pakistan. But it has certain
disadvantages as well:

It may lead to further escalations which will lead to large collateral damage on both sides, since both are nuclear
power nations. And it is due to India’s strategic restraint that Pakistan has not used nuclear weapons and merely
using it to deter India. Abandoning the policy may change this attitude of Pakistan, which is already shifting to the
use of Tactical Nuclear weapons.



It will further worsen the situation in Kashmir as anti-social forces will get further reasons to mobilise the youth
there.



India's image on the global arena as a responsible nation may get affected and our aspiration for UNSC may get a
back push. Whatever progress we have made on economic and diplomatic fronts will be erased.

Peace and harmony is not only important for the nation but also required for the stability of the region.

Q) Both India and Afghanistan are the victims of state sponsored terrorism by Pakistan. Do you think India
and Afghanistan should close all windows for engagement with Pakistan and deal with terrorism and
development problems on their own? Critically comment. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Today Afghanistan has become a focal point for the region's biggest challenge of terrorism; some of the far-reaching
battles against a-Qaeda, IS etc. will be decided on the battlegrounds of Afghanistan. India also is a victim of constant
terror attacks emanating from Pakistan's soil, e.g., recent attacks in Uri, Pathankot, Pampore, Nagrota etc. In the
recent Heart of Asia conference, the leaders of Afghanistan and India rightly focussed their concerns on cross-border
terrorism emanating from Pakistan.
No need to close all windows for engagement with Pakistan because
1) In the long run, it may deplete the two countries of their limited leverage as Pakistan's neighbours.
2) It may lead to more obstacles to trade between India and Afghanistan.
3) Lessons from the past year - Cornering Pakistan only resulted in deeper ties of Pakistan with China and Russia;
pushing Afghanistan closer to Central Asia and India towards multilateral groupings to the east and south.
4) Connectivity measures such as land trade from the Chabahar port and a dedicated air corridor between Delhi and
Kabul may prove to be insufficient by the time they are put in place.
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Peace in Afghanistan and India is contingent on Pakistan ending support to terror groups such as Haqqani network
and LeT. Closing all windows of engagement is not the solution. Neither dealing with terrorism and development
problems on our own is beneficial in the long run. The issue like cross-border terrorism should be dealt with by
seeking regional as well as international support, for example, SAARC Summit, Heart of Asia conference etc.

Q) Do you think the issue of Dalai Lama has potential to completely upset India’s relationship with China?
Should India continue to engage and entertain Dalai Lama at highest levels? Critically comment. (200
Words)
The Indian Express
The issue of Dalai lama has been a perpetual thorn in India-China relationship. In fact, one of the prominent reasons
of Indo-China war of 1962 was the asylum granted to Dalai lama by India.
Does Dalai Lama issue has potential to upset India-China relationship?
The issue of Dalai lama has potential to upset India’s relationship with China, because China argues the Dalai Lama is
a political exile who engages in separatist activities under the cloak of religion.
Already, Chinese Army have been claiming disputed territories in Ladakh-Tibet region. This incident may again excite
them army to create tension in the Ladakh region.
However, considering the nature of economic integration, diplomatic dialogues and tie-ups, this issue cannot
completely upset the relationship.
But, India should be alert and not forget that India became part of Tibet problem ever since the Dalai Lama took
refuge in India after a failed Tibetan uprising against Beijing in 1959. This coincided with the escalation of tensions on
the disputed Sino-Indian border and an eventual military conflict in 1962.
Also, there are possibilities that the relationships will not be affected directly, but indirectly China by supporting
Pakistan- economically and military, construction of CPEC, etc . China’s reluctance to support India’s permanent
membership of the United Nations Security Council, its active opposition to India’s effort to join the Nuclear
Suppliers Group, and China’s strategic push into the Subcontinent and the Indian Ocean have further pushed the
bilateral ties into an uncertain phase. So, may be China will continue to do so.
What India should do ?
India-China relations are very fragile, thus it is very necessary to maintain the diplomatic relations for mutual
benefits. But it does not mean India should submit itself to each and every concerns of China.
India has already given refuge to Dalai lama and considers him- a respected and revered spiritual leader. Thus any
non-political engagement like recently organised by Nobel laureates dedicated to the welfare of children, should be
continued.
Since Dalai Lama, is a religious leader for Buddhist community, India should engage with him, if need arises to
address any specific social or communal problems of Buddhist community like – appeal to check communal tensions
as happened in Myanmar or any health related issues, etc.
However, India has been maintaining its stand that it does not allow any political activity by the Dalai Lama in India.
Thus, unnecessary Chinese apprehensions should not be given any heed and India should maintain the same stand.
Way forward- India should engage Dalai Lama with caution. It would be good for both the nations if a political
settlement is reached between China and Tibet, pursuing a middle way. It will lead to permanent elimination of this
thorny issue from Indo-China further engagements.
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Q) It is said that how India responds to the Rohingya crisis would give a clue to its aspirations as a South
Asian power. How and why should India respond to Rohingya crisis? Critically examine. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Background - In spite of them living in Myanmar for decades, the Rohingyas have no legal standing and are seen as
illegal settlers from Bangladesh. There are restrictions on them in areas such as land ownership, marriage,
employment, education, and movement. Around 30,000 Rohingyas have been displaced internally and thousands have
tried to flee to neighbouring countries, especially Bangladesh, through perilous routes. As a response to protests in
East and South Asia and beyond over the deteriorating Rohingya situation in Rakhine, Myanmar called for a special
meeting with Foreign Ministers of ASEAN.
Why should India respond?


Common border: India shares a common border with Myanmar. Any violence, instability, distress migration in
Myanmar is bound to have spillover effects on Indian Border States.



Economic and trade ties: cross-border trade can expand and be profitable when there is no cross-border illegal
migration and infiltration. Rohingya crisis poses threat to cross-border legal trade.



Humanitarian considerations: While leaders of the European Union have proactively debated and responded
quite positively to finding a humane solution to the European migration crisis, emerging leaders in Asia such as
China and India have remained mostly passive on the long-standing Rohingya refugee crisis



Possibility of indoctrination: the migrant rohingyas could be indoctrinated by fundamentalist islamic elements
to take up terror, which is bound to threaten security of the whole region.



Image makeover: it is often alleged that the plight of Hindu minorities in Bangladesh and Pakistan has received
serious attention in India by the policymakers. Whereas persecution of Muslim minorities (rohingyas) has been
given low priority.



Illegal migration: According to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, there are around 9,000
Rohingyas registered in Delhi and thousands more unregistered living in other parts of the country. Rohingyas
illegally migrating to India will put a strain on resources in India and could also give rise to xenophobia.



As a successful Democracy: Being a successful democracy, India needs to educate Myanmar on minority
protection, diversity, pluralism and securalism, which is important for infant democracy in Myanmar.



North East development and Act East Policy: Myanmar is the gateway to the ASEAN countries. Hence,
Myanmar's stability is at the core for our Act east policy and NE development.

How India should respond:


India has a robust civil society, media and human rights groups which must urge the Myanmar government to
end violence against Rohingyas.



India can raise the issue in international for a like UN, ASEAN and urge Myanmar to consider Rohingyas as its
citizens and provide for their protection



Countries bordering Myanmar like India, China, Bangladesh can come together by formulating a mechanism to
deliberate on the crisis and to find out feasible solutions.



India can also provide humanitarian assistance to the refugees by accommodating them in refugee camps in
India and providing them adequate facilities for their safe repatriation and reintegration

If India wants to project itself as a regional and a global leader, it has to rise above narrow economic and geopolitical
interests and take a stance consistent with the moral and spiritual values with which it identifies. The crisis not only
holds humanitarian significance, but also bears security implications for India and the region. Being a champion of
pluralistic and secular democracy, India should promote Vasudaiva Kutumbakam.
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Q) Pakistan is facing severe water crisis and it blames India for its water woes and accuses it of “water
terrorism.” In this light, critically analyse the causes of Pakistan’s water crisis. (200 Words)
The Indian Express
Background - In 1951, Pakistan was a water-abundant country with an annual per capita availability of around 5,260
cubic meters (m3). By 2013, this declined to as low as 964 m3 per annum. The country is expected to become “absolute
water scarce” — less than 500 m3 per capita per annum — by 2035.
Water scarcity is affecting, agriculture, cities, industries and overall economy. Pakistan is accusing India of "water
terrorism", but it is ignoring the real causes behind it, which needs introspection.
Causes of water crisis in Pakistan :

Increasing growth rate of Pakistan’s population - It has been one of the fastest in South Asia. From a population
of 32.4 million in 1951, it has reached an estimated 195.4 million in 2015-16 while the supply of water has
remained the same.



Inefficient water utilisation - Due to the poor maintenance of infrastructure, about two-thirds of the water is
lost due to faulty transmission and seepage in the canal systems. Its productivity per unit of water of 0.13kg/m3
is one of the lowest in the world.



Inadequate number of dams - Pakistan has not invested in dams to store water for use during the lean winter
months, thus discharging water into the sea. Even, the existing dams — Tarbela, Mangla and the Chashma
Barrage — have lost almost 20-25 per cent of their storage capacity due to silting.



Climate change- The availability of surface water is declining due to climate change, changes in rainfall pattern,
melting of glaciers, etc. Since the river flows are heavily dependent on the Himalayan glacial-melt, any impact
of global warming on these mountains will have a double whammy impact — first flooding due to accelerated
melting and thereafter a substantial decrease in river flows.

Way forward- Rather blaming India for each and every problem, the Pakistani government should invest in the needed
infrastructure and polices - dam, improving water use efficiency, check on ground water extraction, improving
irrigation efficiency, population control measures, etc. It should use the expertise of the countries.

Topic: Bilateral, regional and global groupings and agreements involving India and/or affecting
India’s interests
Q) How does the development Bangladesh, China, India and Myanmar (BCIM) project offer India an
opportunity to create its own win-win relationship with China, especially in the light of growing US – China
face-off? Examine. (200 Words)
Livemint
Background- The BCIM is a 2,800km-long corridor that starts from Kolkata and passes through Bangladesh and
Myanmar before ending at Kunming in China. It seeks to revive the southern Silk Route between Assam and Yunnan,
and is expected to cost $22 billion. BCIM offers following opportunities to India:

Given China’s long-term vision of the development of the One Belt, One Road, a $4 trillion project of which the
CPEC and the BCIM are part, it is clear that China’s dominant strategy is to support both projects. India’s gain
from the BCIM include the ability to connect to the One Belt, One Road project thus opening up markets to the
east. It can also use the economic corridor to break out of the pattern of exporting primary products to China and
importing manufactured goods by negotiating for downstream industries to be located within India.



As India is mute on its involvement in OBOR, BCIM is considered to be indirect involvement of India, projecting
an important role for India in regional diplomacy and development.



Better connectivity will ease the trade and ample opportunities of employment will be created. Since the route
goes through the disputed land territory in Arunachal Pradesh, there is a possibility of conflict between India and
China. Both the countries, however, can treat this project as opportunity to resolve ongoing conflicts.
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But, in this interaction, India has no dominant strategy. India can improve its dominance by developing the North-East
as well as kick-starting various projects already on paper, including the India-Myanmar-Thailand trilateral highway,
BBIN, etc.
To further strengthen its negotiation and dominance, India should pursue a policy of support for the US. The face-off
between China and the US enables India to play one against the other to emerge as a leading power in its own right.
India can emerge as a leading repository of soft power, a beacon for the pressing needs of our world—democracy,
respect for diversity, and an urgent attention to the environment. Similarly ,the LEMAO agreement between US and
India have further deepened the relations between the two nations at strategic levels and can help to balance Chinese
presence in the Indian ocean as seen in the form of Maritime Silk route.

Q) Differentiate between extradition, deportation and abduction. What are the merits of extradition?
Examine the nature and scope of India’s extradition treaty with the United Kingdom. (200 Words)
The Indian Express
Deportation: If a person from country X is present in country Y but has no right to stay in country Y then he can be sent
back
Extradition: Unlike deportation, it doesn't depend on citizenship of a person or right to stay in any country and he can
be sent back to a country X if found to be involved in crime. But country X and Y should have such reciprocal extradition
treaties
Abduction: Extreme form of deportation and abduction where a person is sent to a country by force or without his/her
permission
Extradition treaties are established between countries so that offenders don't seek safe haven outside. There are
several merits of extradition:




Supports justice and strengthen judiciary
Establishes equality for all offenders as offenders who can afford safe haven outside can be called for trial
Involves bilateral treaties and increases cooperation between nations

Nature and scope of India-UK Extradition treaty:
India and UK have extradition treaty based on MLAT (Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty) which works on reciprocal basis.
MLAT has been very effective for both UK and India. For e.g it played an important role in 26/11 Mumbai blast case.
But its scope is limited. It quickens the process of extradition but on case to case basis and thus offenders still find a
way to dodge it. Also, not all the crimes qualify for extradition and offenders like bank defaulters, money launderers
often escape through it. It is high time when both countries should show concerns of each other and make this
extradition treaty more effective

Q) “Terrorism emanating from Pakistan and the China-Pakistan axis working against India are two of the
major geo-political challenges facing the country.” Discuss. (200 Words)
Livemint
In the wake of recent attack in Nagrota, and other such similar attacks such as in Uri, frequent ceasefire fire violation
on LOC, etc. are clear manifestation of Pakistan’s active involvement in spreading terrorism in India which has been
exacerbated by the invisible support of China making a China-Pakistan nexus.
Pakistan factor in spreading terrorism:
1. Instigating communal disturbance by polarizing people in Jammu and Kashmir. Ex. Current unrest in Kashmir
2. Perpetrating terrorists attack by infiltrating in Indian territories. Ex. Uri attack, Nagrota attack, Mumbai attack
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2008
3. Inducting weapons and serial attacks in India. Ex. 2006 Mumbai train bombing.
4. Circulating hate message via social media which polarizes the whole of region and communities without even
physically intervening.
5. To exploit contentious political issue and local tensions. Ex. demand of Jammu and Kashmir for autonomy
converted into armed revolt.
6. Golden crescent is the major source for heroin and hashish which smuggled through Indo-Pak border and money
generated from this is used for laundering in India’s service sector which generates parallel economy.
China-Pakistan nexus:
1. China is following a policy of strategic containment of India by making regional alliances with Pakistan and
neutralizing India’s technological and military modernization by providing the same technology and military
hardware to Pakistan.
2. China uses India’s main adversary Pakistan to act as a front line surrogate to build indirect threat for India.
3. China is blocking India’s important demand of NSG membership and declaring Pakistan-based Jaish-eMohammad Chief Masood Azhar as United nation designated terrorist.
4. China-Pakistan nexus is supporting insurgency in India on both front of Kashmir and North-East by providing
them with sophisticated arms, asylum and cyber warfare to harm India’s economy and stability.
However, the future developments would depend on the USA’s engagement of China and Russia. India needs to
focus on its all-time proven strategic friend Russia which seems to be drifting more towards China in the last few
years.

Q) Discuss areas of cooperation between India and Indonesia. Why is India’s relationship with Indonesia
has not improved much compared to Singapore or Vietnam? Examine. (200 Words)
Livemint
India and Indonesia have shared two millennia of close commercial and cultural contacts. Various areas of
cooperation include(a) Economy- India’s bilateral trade with Indonesia was the largest among all the ASEAN countries, at
$16 billion in 2015-16. India has substantial investments in Indonesia in Pharma,IT while the reverse
is not true.
(b) Military- Garud Shakti-IV with the Army, CORPAT- with the navy, trainig of Indonesian military
personals via ITEC-1 program.
(c) Cultural- Jawaharlal Nehru Indian Cultural Centre (JNICC),Sahabat India: Festival of India in Indonesia
2015,International Day of Yoga and Indian Cultural Forum (ICF).There are around 100,000
Indonesians of Indian origin.
(d) International- India and Indonesia are among the largest democracies in the world.Both are member
states of the G-20, the Non-aligned Movement, and the United Nations.
Relations with Indonesia have not been growing at the same pace as other ASEAN countries because(A) Indonesia’s traditional leaning more towards China for infrastructural investments on Islands which is difficult to
emulate by India.
(B) India is seen by ASEAN countries as a counter weight to China’s hegemony but India has not been highly
proactive/vocal regarding issues like South China sea dispute.
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(C) Indonesia has been dependent on cross-pacific countries like USA for security/defense ties.
(D) Track ii diplomacy to reap benefits of Indonesian strategical location have been lacking steam.
There is a need of engaging individually with Indonesia away from common platforms to gain access to its natural
resources and strategic location, promote cultural tourism , invite them in Make in India projects and increased
people to people contact for a more holistic relation in the long run.

Q) What are the compelling arguments you would give to advance India’s relationship with Indonesia as
a defining one in Asia – pacific region? Discuss. (200 Words)
The Hindu
The India-Indonesia relationship has great potential which still needs to be realised.
Why does our relationship need be advanced?
Strategic
(i) Indonesia controls all the connectivity links between the southern Indian ocean and the South China sea.
(ii) Indonesia has balanced relations with China, Japan and USA and thus can play a stabilising role.
(iii)It can be used to counter China's increasing aggressiveness in the maritime arena.
Economic
(i) With a trade deficit of 14 Billion $, there is a lot of trade potential for India.
(ii) We can help Indonesia achieve their target of generating 35000MW by 2019.
(iii) India can promote Indonesia's vision of maritime axis in order to better safeguard our trade routes.
Cultural
(i) India can learn from the simple form of Hinduism practiced in Bali which is free from caste system and other evils
of Hinduism.
(ii) India and Indonesia can provide alternative models of relations between two countries having a majoritarian
religion along with plurality and secularism. Both can show examples against tolerance of religious fundamentalism.
There is a lot of potential in this relationship and it needs to be realised through greater economic cooperation,
more high level talks and realising each other's utility for one another.

Q) What do you understand by bilateral investment treaty (BIT)? Recently India terminated its BIT with
Netherlands and has also issued notices to around 50 countries to terminate BITs. How will this impact
India? Examine. (200 Words)
The Hindu
A BIT is an agreement establishing the terms and conditions for FDI from one state to another. These treaties play a
critical role in ensuring that the host govts are held accountable for their regulatory actions in international courts.
They generally balance between protecting the foreign investment and preserving the host states’s regulatory
powers.
India recently terminated its BIT with Netherlands and issued notices to 50 other countries in which it had deeply
favoured protecting the foreign investments against state’s regulatory powers as it has lead to lawsuits against
India and large economic losses.
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This impacts India as
1. BTIA : This move antagonises EU nations which would delay the negotiations on India-EU Bilateral Trade
Agreement which India hopes to replace the existing BITs with.
2. Investor Sentiment : It would dampen the investor sentiment as volatility of domestic laws (retrospective
taxation in Vodafone) and long delays in Indian judicial systems (poor enforcement of contacts ) do not inspire
much confidence.
3. Indian Companies : Termination of BITs would also end the protection enjoyed by Indian companies in foreign
nations which was used to ensure justice in various cases in international courts against their governments.
Way Forward
1. The 2015 model BIT should be amended to strike a balance between interests of investors and that of the host
2. India should also negotiate with existing BIT partners based on the balanced model
3. India should withdraw the termination notices till the new treaties are finalised
India needs to portray its image as free and a stable market to keep receiving foreign investment which is crucial to
its growth story

Q) In the light of designation of India as “Major Defence Partner” by the US, do you think India’s recent
behaviour with Pakistan and Afghanistan is upholding regional peace in South Asia? Critically comment.
(200 Words)
EPW
Background - The 2017 National Defence Authorisation Act (NDAA) characterises India as USA’s “Major Defence
Partner”(MDP) which implies greater sharing of defence technologies (state-of-the-art ones), co-production of
armaments as part of ‘Make in India’ and coordination in military logistics and in strategic and satellite
communication systems.
India’s growing clout in the region has generated the following responses:Pakistan- already a close ally to China, it is further strengthening economic ties (OBOR/CPEC) and defence (weapons
and nuclear cooperation) and India has been trying hard to diplomatically isolate Pakistan due to consistent terror
attacks (HoA Conference). India’s MDP status may escalate an already strong arms race in the region, drifting away
from peace. And recent surgical strikes by India, has further increased Pakistan's apprehensions about India.
Afghanistan- Initial attempts to bring Pakistan to a greater degree of involvement in peace process have yielded
poor results and it now looks forward to India to play a greater role in security aspects. With increased defence
capabilities, India is already playing role in Afghanistan by supplying helicopter, training to Afghanistan army.
However, India's military and financial support to Afghanistan represents its sincere effort towards peace and
stability in South Asia. But, it could also antagonise Paksitan.
India’s rising strategic ties with USA are not a recent phenomenon and need to be seen as a growing partnership
since 9/11 as reflected in military exercise(Malabar), Civil nuclear cooperation, US India Defence Framework in 2015
and recent LEMOA and future DTII (2017).
With India emerging as MDP to USA in South Asia, it is essential to ensure that bilateral ties in the region do not
reflect purely USA’s interests in the region via India. Also, her role in Pakistan and Afghanistan need a rethink to
ensure her emerging power is used to bring increased stability and security to the region which is essential for her
own peace.
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Q) Both Pakistan and China have suggested that India should join the $46 billion China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor(CPEC) project. Should India join CPEC? What does this offer by these two countries signify?
Critically comment. (200 Words)
The Hindu
China Pakistan economic corridor is a project that connects Kashgar(China) to Gwadar port( Pakistan)to facilitate trade
via highways, railways and gas pipelines. While aiming at giving easier access to sea to China it promises to be an
economic up-lifter for Pakistan. Recent offer by both nations to India to join CPEC reflects the strategic importance of
India in the region and bolsters India’s vitality in success of the project in south Asia.
India should not join CPEC because:


Compromises sovereignty: CPEC passes through Pakistan Occupied Kashmir. This is against India's sovereignty
and constitutional values which considers Jammu and Kashmir as an integral part of Indian union.



Chinese presence: if India joins CPEC, there will be increased Chinese presence in and around the region. Given
that India and China already have disagreements over the border, such increased presence does not bode well
for our cross-border security and peace.



No Pakistan isolation: India is struggling to isolate Pakistan so that Pakistan reduces terrorism activities. Joining
CPEC shows India itself embracing Pakistan



Investment in Chabahar port: India is investing huge amount of money to develop Chabahar port in Iran to get
access to Afghanistan and Central Asia, bypassing Pakistan. if India joins CPEC then investing such a huge money
to develop chabahar port will look vague.

India should join CPEC because:


Improved trade ties: India has a negative trade balance with China. Joining CPEC will improve trade relations
with both Pakistan and China, and also with Central Asia.



Energy security: joining CPEC will give India access to Central Asia, which is an energy rich region. This will help
in ensuring energy security in India.



Connectivity to Jammu and Kashmir: the corridor improves connectivity across the border, this will have
positive impact on development in the state, which is torn by insurgent elements.



Security issue: development of the corridor will generate large number of employment opportunities for the
youth. This will reduce recruitment of youth to jihadi outfits, thereby reducing terrorism in the region. This is
good for overall security in India's neighbourhood



Balochistan issue: as the corridor also passes through Balochistan, it may help improve the living standards
there. As Balochistan has already suffered decades of neglect, exploitation, violence, India joining the corridor
will show its humanitarian consideration.

The significance of china and Pakistan’s offer to India is that:
Both countries consider India important in the current geostrategic puzzle, protests in Balochistan region against CPEC
seems to threaten project and India has shown sympathy for the Baloch people and has vowed to stand with them
against Pak's Army brutality, this can have detrimental effect for the project so the two countries are keen on bringing
India on board on CPEC forum to avoid further confrontation. On the other side, it also shows that willingness of China
and Pakistan to seek cooperation from India and to enhance economic ties.
Given the negative ties between India and Pakistan on Kashmir, terrorism etc and India and China on issues of India's
membership in UNSC, NSG, China blocking Masood Azhar in labeling him as terrorist, India has to weight the
consequences of joining the project or otherwise carefully, and decide based on its national interests.
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Q) These days USA considers India to be a reliable and trusted partner in the process of stabilizing
Afghanistan. Discuss why. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Background - USA's ‘Operation Enduring Freedom’ ended on December 28, 2014 implying an end to formal combat
operations by the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) forces, the U.S. still maintains approximately 9,800
troops as part of the international troop presence numbering over 12,000 under ‘Operation Resolute Support’.
At the NATO summit in Warsaw earlier this year, it was agreed to maintain the current international troop presence
till 2020 while providing annual financial support of $4.5 billion for the Afghan security forces.
Primary responsibility for fighting the insurgency was transferred to the Afghan National Security Forces (consisting of
the military and the police) two years ago but U.S. presence is essential to provide critical domain awareness,
intelligence and surveillance support, air power and special forces.
Why India is reliable and trusted partner in the process of stabilizing Afghanistan ?
India can be trusted because of its evolving relationship with Afghanistan as mentioned below :

Military - India has already delivered MI-25 attack helicopters and is about to gift Mi-24 attack helicopters to
Afghan forces. Other than this, heavy machinery, artillery weapons and T-72 tanks, etc have already been given
to Afghan forces which show India's resolve to preserve equities in troubled neighbour. India is also trying to
establish Indian Military Training Team(IMRAT) in Afghanistan.



Strategic - Both countries have common consensus over isolating Pakistan, which was showcased by Afghanistan
by withdrawing from attending SAARC summit in Pakistani. Both view Pakistan as the state responsible for
terrorism in their respective territories.



Economic- India- Afghanistan are members to TAPI agreement which shows commitment towards economic
interests of India in Afghanistan. India has alsoe invested in the iron ore mines of Hajigak, which being connected
to Chabahar- Zanraj- Delaram- Hajigak railway.



Security and peace - India aims towards revival of trilateral process between Kabul-Delhi-Washington and a
better utilisation of Russia-China-India (RIC) consultation mechanism on regional security of Afghanistan.
Afghanistan favoured inclusion of India on Quadrilateral co-ordination group (QCG) for peace talks has
strengthened India's position in the regional negotiations. Recently India hosted the Heart of Asia (HoA)
conference in Amritsar, aimed at speeding up reconstruction in war-torn Afghanistan and bringing peace and
normalcy to the nation.



Developmental- India is building road connectivity to join Chabahar port in Iran through Zanraj- Delaram High
to Garland highway in Afghanistan, which will boost connectivity. Infrastructure projects has also been initiated
by India like- Construction of parliament, hospitals, Salma dam, etc.



Cultural- There have been increasing cultural ties between the two countries, with Afghani students being given
scholarship support to pursue education in India. Bollywood has huge fan following in Afghanistan.

However, there are certain challenges to this evolving nature of relationship:

Direct involvement of India in Afghan's security has raised security threat to India. Indian interests, including its
embassy and consulates, are being repeatedly targeted in Afghanistan. Terror groups like - LeT and Jaish have
connections with Taliban, which poses the threat of terrorist attack to India.



Delay in progress of TAPI pipeline, is postponing the opportunities which both countries can tap through this.



The leadership crisis in Afghanistan brings a threat and halt to India-Afghan relations.



Pakistan is not playing a constructive role in Afghanistan - to accept the idea of Afghan sovereignty and
autonomy and refrain from making it a zone of India-Pakistan rivalry.

India is willing to move towards a partnership which is more than military and economic-based. A recent survey in
Afghanistan, conducted by US agencies highlighted that, 90% Afghanistan people appreciate India's support to their
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nation. India should work upon with other countries like Japan in Afghanistan to Balance the threat of China and
Pakistan's Strategic dominance in the region rather than going alone because this would be both economically and
strategically viable. Above discussed points make India a natural choice to get engaged.

Q) Recently, as part of a defence appropriations bill of over $600 billion, the US Congress passed legislation
that designated India as a “major defence partner.” Discuss the significance of this move for India and for
its relationship with USA. (200 Words)
The Indian Express
Being designated as "Major Defence Partner", India will be treated at par with the US’s closest allies when it comes to
the transfer of defence technologies. This is the logical culmination of on-going diplomatic discussions that began in
1995 with the Agreed Minute on Defence Relations.
Significance of this move for India :

Simplified regulations: With USA designating India a MDP, licensing regulations to acquire sensitive military
technologies, such as those that go into the F-16 and F-18 fighter jets, will be simplified. This will see more
competitive atmosphere for defence imports.



Boost to Make In India: The new fighter aircrafts are going to be built under Make in India initiative. Boeing and
Lockheed have submitted their proposals for the same. This will also help in technology transfer and
indigenization of technology. It will also give a boost to research and development and innovation in the defence
sector.



Logistics improvement: Important progress on finalising agreements relating to defence logistics, sharing of
maritime information, and even the movement of US aircraft carriers in the region will be shared.



Support in international forums: The deal would also compel US to support India’s demand in other international
forums such as UNSC, NSG, etc. which can be seen from India’s membership of MCTR by active support of US.



Diversification of defense purchases: India is including US and Israel in its defense portfolio than solely relying
on Russia which will increase cost competence and latest technology transfer.

Significance of the move for India - USA relationship:
The move is of great geo-political importance. Following the assassination of Osama bin Laden and the US decision to
drawdown its forces in Afghanistan, Pakistan’s utility dramatically declined. Around the same time, China, which had
been boosting its presence in the South China Sea, showed signs of greater assertiveness. Thus, by declaring India as
a Major Defense Partner, USA can have closer ties with emerging powers like India in the region, which is consistent
with USA's Pivot towards Asia policy.
The move benefits both the countries. India has become not only the largest foreign purchaser of US weaponry but
the US has now transplanted Russia as the principal supplier of weaponry to India. Thus, not just will India be
benefitted by advanced defense imports from USA, even USA will find an attractive market for its defence production
in India.
Further the emergence of the Defence Technology and Trade Initiative (DTTI) as an integral and enduring component
of India-US security cooperation is also a sign that the relationship has matured to a level of strategic importance
Way forward: The need of the hour is to sign the Communication and Information Security Memorandum Agreement
(CISMOA) and Basic Exchange and Cooperation Agreement for Geospatial Cooperation (BECA) to complete the trinity
of foundational agreements for bilateral defence ties so that relationship between US-India to be deepens further
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Topic: Effect of policies and politics of developed and developing countries on India’s interests,
Q) The Trans-Pacific Partnership and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership are as good as
dead after the election of Donald Trump as US president. Should India worry about such dead trade deals?
Critically examine. (200 Words)
Livemint
The Mega regional Trade agreements, such as TPP & TTIP, are deep integration of the economies of the region
specific countries to ensure free movement of goods and services along with setting regulatory framework, in some
cases, for labour, environment, investment and IPR standards.
Concerns for India:
1. The creation of new regional economic bloc with substantially reduced tariffs and restrictions may divert
investments coming to India towards the member countries of these agreements. For ex. Vietnam, because of
substantial lower tariff, has become
major textile exporter to USA &EU.
2. High Labour, environment and IPR standards will become new standards for world trade which India may not be
able to compete and hence affecting our exports.
3. Some of the TPP standards were higher than that of the WTO norms, including on IPR and possible ever-greening
of patents, which could hurt India’s pharma sector.
4. The agreements may indirectly force India to open up its economy in more liberal way. It may hamper our MSME
industries which still in developing stage
Advantages for India:
1. Increased competition will compel Indian industries to build up its capacity to compete with global players.
2. It will improve quality and labour standards for our products. For ex. Indian generic medicine has been banned
many times in EU & USA because of its substandard quality.
The developed countries through these mega regional trade agreement are being seen as trying to impose higher
standards to ensure their dominance in the world economy. India must build up its infrastructural capacity to
compete, and must raise the issues at global platform such as WTO if they are in violation of International norms.
Simultaneously, India must move forwards with its own bilateral and multilateral free trade agreement such as IndiaEU agreements, RCEP etc.

Q) Examine the difference between L1 and H-1B visa categories. Discuss how does free movement of
labour across nations benefit India and USA. (200 Words)
Livemint
The difference between L1 and H-1B visa are based on terms as under:


In terms of education requirements: H1-B visa- requires specialized knowledge in a specific field, while for L1
visa- there is no degree or education requirement and the specialized knowledge does not need to be in a
specific field.



In terms of employer eligibility: H1-B- is a multiple entry non-immigrant visa which allows foreign workers
employed by US companies to work in the United States, whereas L1- is an Intra-Company Transferee Visa and
a non-immigrant visa



In terms of duration: the maximum duration of H1-B is 6 years (extensions may be allowed), while for L1,
maximum duration is 7 years for L1A visa holders and 5 years for L1B holders (no extensions). For H1-B, there
is an annual cap every year, but no such annual cap on L1 visas granted.
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Benefits due to free labour movement across India and USA:
India:


Indian citizens are the top recipients of temporary high-skilled worker H-1B visas, accounting for 70% of the
total H-1B petitions approved by U.S. Indian job seekers and employers benefit from this.



It allows inflow of remittances to India.



Indians staying in the USA have better job prospects, residential benefits and have higher incomes thus their
raising standard of living.



Indian rate of unemployment will lessen. The workers from oversees can take temporary jobs when economy
is booming and then return home, when the boom is over (cyclical employment).



Indian's educated/working abroad (and with the benefit of global experience) return later to contribute to the
Indian economy. Eg: Arvind Subramanium, Raghuram Rajan



Indian diaspora's resounding success and contribution to US economy enhances India's Soft power. Helps
improve bilateral relations



Indian-American community forms an important political constituency + Many Indian-Americans politically
active. Form a powerful lobby that can exert pressure in the US congress and on the US President, helping
bring in pro-India policies. For eg Indo-US nuclear deal owes to this in no small measure.

USA:


Labour shortages: USA already faces shortages of labour which can be filled by Indian migrants.



Rise in wage inflation due to lack of sufficient labours will be reduced in USA.



Undesirable jobs: USA has a huge amount of undesirable jobs which are difficult to fill because they are
unpleasant. This can be filled by free movement of labourers from India.

Free labour movement help reduce regional inequalities and help deal with demographic challenges. With the new
presidency about to begin in the USA, this matter will hold importance. The recent inclination towards protectionism
and the growing inward looking tendencies will pose challenge to such labour migration. The challenge is in
optimally balancing the economic benefit derived from cheap and skilled overseas labour and the need to create and
reserve enough jobs for the local populace.

Q) What is ‘kafala’ labour system? Recently Qatar abolished this system. Discuss its significance. (200
Words)
The Hindu
Under Kafala system, all foreign workers working in a country require a local sponsor, in the form of an individual or
company, and need their permission to switch jobs or leave the country. Critics equate this system to modern day
slavery as the system left no protection to vulnerable workers who could easily be abused. Recently, Qatar abolished
the system, which is held to be the biggest ever labour reform.
Significance of abolishing of Kafala system:


Protection of workers' rights: the move provides flexibility to the workers to change jobs when they feel they
are mistreated or are being exploited by the employers.



Protection of human rights: if there is exodus of employees from one firm to another, it indicates poor track
record on the former on protection of human rights. This will affect its image and performance. Thus,
companies will be more watchful of violation of human rights of its employees



Influx of expatriate workers: the move will be seen as a welcome measure by expatriate workers, whose
number may increase in coming years. This will provide Qatar with more cheap labour from other countries
which will help in its economic development.
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Job security: the new law to employ expatriate workers relies upon a contract-based system. This will offer
greater contract protection for workers in a country having more than 2.1 mn foreign workers.



Matching global standards: The Human Rights Watch had labelled labour conditions in Qatar as those of
"slaves". With the recent reform, this is set to change the global standing of Qatar.



Grievance redressal: an exit permit committee has been established for labourers who are denied permission
to leave and redress their grievances.

However migrant workers will still need an employer's consent to return home without which they face criminal
charges for absconding if they break contract in between thus workers are still prevalent of exploitation. The
government of Qatar has to work diligently to ensure the move is properly implemented by increasing monitoring
capabilities , hiring more compliance inspectors to tighten the net on companies who violates the law.

Topic: Important International institutions, agencies and fora- their structure, mandate
Q) Recently, Ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone devastated its society and economy. How did it impact various
sections of Sierra Leone’s society? Also examine role of various international agencies in situations like
this. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Ebola outbreak has been one of the gravest tragedy experienced by the people of Sierra Leone after the civil war of
1990s by devastating the society and the economy.
Impact on Ebola on various sections of Sierra Leone’ society:

Unemployment – Fuelled by fear and stigma, it experienced decrease in trade and drop in foreign investment
and tourism, which raised the unemployment rate among the working force of the country.



Children – Huge impact on education of children as schools were closed for about eight months. Individual
responsibility of children to take care of themselves and their younger siblings was increased, as they were
rendered orphan.



Women- Many women and young girls have been exposed to harassment after the disruption due to loss of
families and there was large scale prevalence of teenage pregnancies.

Role of international agencies: – International agencies play a vital role in such situations, especially when the
concerned nation is not economically and politically sound and has crippled infrastructure. It does in following ways:

Spread awareness and coordinated international response: – WHO declared it as “Public Health Emergency of
International Concern.”



Streamlining and accruing financial aid: – UN declared it “a threat to international peace and security” urging
states to provide more resources.



UNICEF aided in addressing problems related to education of children by providing make shift schools for the
pregnant teenagers who were facing social stigma in attending normal schools.



United Nations Population Fund (UNHP) have been recording the number of people with pregnancy and is
instrumental providing appropriate relief for safe deliveries of the babies.



Surveys and statistical analysis by various institutions like Amnesty international has helped in better
understanding of problems.

Epidemics have time and again displayed devastating consequences and elucidated the importance of a coordinated
international response. There is an urgent need of building infrastructure, technology transfer and training especially
for the poor nations to systematically address such issues in future.
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Q) In the light of increasing number of environmental refugees, discuss the significance of the UN Refugee
Convention (1951) and the role of recent climate change agreements in addressing the plight of
these refugees. (200 Words)
The Hindu
'Environmental refugees' are the people facing displacement due to droughts, famines, rising sea levels and other
natural disasters caused by climate change. An estimated 24 million people are being displaced annually by natural
disasters since 2008. This crisis will make almost half a billion people worldwide 'environmental refugees' by the end
of the century.
UN Refugee Convention (1951)
- It grants certain rights to people fleeing persecution because of race, religion, nationality, political opinion etc, but
there is no recognition given to the people migrating due to environmental disasters.
- The ambit of the existing UN Refugee Convention should be expanded to include climate migration, ensuring basic
rights of rehabilitation and compensation to the environmental refugees.
The Paris Agreement
1) It presented a unique opportunity to address the challenge of increasing environmental refugees. However, it
could not culminate into anything substantial for the same.
2) The draft of the Agreement provided for a Climate Change Displacement Coordination Facility but it did not make
it to the final text.
The continuous efforts to deal with the ill-effects of climate change cannot ignore the environmental refugees. A
permanent solution requires an international treaty framework that recognises 'environmental refugees' and
obligations of nation states in accommodating them within their territories. There is a need of an international
resolution to tackle this problem before the ensuing harm becomes irreparable.

Q) In recent months the phrase ‘Project Europe’ is frequently used in both western and Indian media.
What is Project Europe? In the light of recent events, examine what’s happening to the Project Europe.
(200 Words)
Livemint
Project Europe was project that defined unification of Europe through common currency, without trade barrier .A
reunified Germany stood at the core of the world’s second-largest market .The European Union—an economic giant
of 27 countries, many of which shared a common currency, the euro. Citizens of the EU were free to live and work in
any member nation, and controls across most borders were light.
Challenges :
Political :
1) Brexit : Britain exit from European Union was major setback , as Britain was one of the largest economy of
European Union , it exit cast a shadow on future of European Union . Many voters believe that its seperation from
union would be beneficial to country economy and security .
2) Refugee crisis : Worries over immigration ,
3)Italy issue :Recently Italian voters rejected referendum for constitutional reform , another hit for project Europe .
4) Political unstability
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Economic :
1) Sovereign debt crisis: Rising debts , inequality another blow to the Project Europe.
2) Greece bankruptcy : Recently economy of Greece faced a setback questioning the existence of European Union.
Social:
Refugee crisis is another major challenge Europe is dealing with . People from Syria and other countries are seeking
aslyum in Europe .
Once a politicial socially economically stable Europe as mentioned by project Europe in 2010 is dooming .A single
currency Euro which was politically thought to unite Europe is creating economic difference a setback to Project
Europe.

Q) World Bank’s “Doing business” project ranks India 130th out of 190 countries. What is the criteria used
by the World Bank to rank India? In which areas should India improve to better its rank? Examine. (200
Words)
The Indian Express
Ignoring that point, these rankings are based on 10 heads: Starting a business; dealing with construction permits;
getting electricity; registering property; getting credit; protecting minority investors; paying taxes; trading across
borders; enforcing contracts, and resolving insolvency. Only two cities, Delhi and Mumbai are considered. In trading
across border, there is an import side and an export side. For exports, a shipment has to go from a warehouse in India
(Mumbai/Delhi) to the US; and imports should come from Republic of Korea. It also takes into consideration
documentary compliance, border compliance and domestic transport.
Areas which require improvements:


Logistics: there are too many unorganised and unregistered players; registration, regulation and accreditation is
done by too many agencies under many statutes. Charges are levied under multiple heads. Formats for
documents are also non-standerdised. For instance, RFID control system launched in Paradip can be implemented
in all ports to reduce delays.



Excessive Documentation: including bill of lading, invoice, packing list, customs declaration, terminal handling
receipts, import general manifest, bill of entry, cargo release order, certificate of origin etc



Easing entry: In New Zealand, it takes one day to start a business. In India, it takes nearly a month. Start-up India
and Make In India programmes are, in this regard, directed at liberalising entry through single window portals,
faster registration of business and so on.



Enforcing contracts: India fares very low in enforcing contracts at 172. This can be expedited by setting up special
regulatory mechanisms, fast track tribunals



Trading across border: steps have to be taken to reduce the time taken, paper work. Following India’s ratification
of Trade Facilitation Agreement of WTO, India has SWIFT (Single Window Interface for Facilitating Trade) that
integrates into IceGate (a portal that provides e-filing services to the trade and cargo carriers). This can help in
integrating government agencies and standerdizing documents, declarations and forms.



Resolving insolvency: insolvency procedures currently, on a average take 4.3 years to be solved. This leads to exit
barriers, loss of value of underlying asset and loan defaults. The Insolvency and Bankruptcy code can expedite
the resolution and ease the exit barriers.



Taxation policy: policy on MAT, Double taxation issues needs simplification to ensure easier compliance and
better predictability, especially after the Vodafone and Cairn tax disputes. With the passage of GST bill, the interstate tax complexities have been reduced enabling easier compliance.

Increase in rankings would provide a great boost for business sentiments. Both FDI and domestic investment would
increase. Employment would be generated and sustained high economic growth could be guaranteed.
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Q) Recently, the UN Security Council passed a resolution with a 14-0 majority urging Israel to halt its illegal
settlements programme in the occupied Palestinian territories. What is the significance of this resolution?
What is the implication of this resolution on Israel – USA relations? Examine. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Background - Israel - Palestine dispute has been one of the longstanding dispute which has not been resolved leading
to many Palestinian refugees who are deprived of basic rights and livelihood. In this context, the UNSC resolution
assumes significance
Significance of the resolution :The resolution is of not much significance:


The resolution is adopted under chapter 6 of UN Charter, which only recommends which are not binding in
nature. It therefore does not affect the status quo in the occupied territories.



Israel has thus refused to comply with the terms of the resolution. Even before, it had continued to build
settlements, impose blockade on Gaza. USA too had been supporting Israel, despite latter's atrocities in Gaza.

Resolution is significant:


It states unambiguously that settlements constitute a violation of international law. This offers hope for the
Palestinians against Israel in the International Criminal Court. It could pave the way for a permanent resolution
of the Palestine issue in the form of the 2 nation theory advocated by the UN. Two separate countries viz Israel
and Palestine can co-exist.



It will reduce the pressure on resources in the West Bank and Gaza Strip where Israel's settlements are coming
up. This will improve standard of living of the Palestinian residents of those areas.



This is the first time the US has not vetoed a UN resolution opposing Israeli settlements. Thus it may lead to a
greater role for UNSC in ensuring international peace, through strategic convergence of its members eg resolving
Syrian war.

Implication of the resolution on Israel- USA relations :- USA chose to abstain voting on the resolution. The U.S. had
recently worked out a deal that provides $38 billion in military aid over 10 years to Israel, cementing long-established
strategic ties. Seen in this light, USA's decision to abstain from voting is remarkable. However, with Donald Trump's
presidency to start, the course can change as Trump has a favourable attitude towards Israel.
Under the increasingly changing international scenario wherein powers which once backed it are changing their views,
Israel should take all the necessary steps to find a peaceful and fair solution to the Palestine problem.

Q) The UN resolution condemning settlement activity in the occupied territories is being fiercly oppsed by
Israel. Examine why. (200 Words)
The Hindu
Background - On December 23, the United States Ambassador to the UN abstained on UN Security Council resolution,
which condemned Israel’s settlement activity in the occupied territory of the West Bank and East Jerusalem. However,
it does not call the settlements illegal, but only having no “legal validity”.
Israel pressured Egypt to withdraw the resolution, which it did, and it pressured the U.S. to veto it, which it did not.
Malaysia, New Zealand, Venezuela and Senegal sponsored the resolution, which passed with 14 votes in favour and
one abstention (the U.S.). Ambassadors around the table hoped that the vote would push towards the two-state
solution- the “common aspiration of the international community”.
While Palestine has welcomed the resolution ,Israel rejected it due to following reasons :

Israel opposes two state solution, which is formally proposed by United nations. Resolution would threaten the
Jew Israeli settlers in West Bank and East Jerusalem which are approx 5 lakh in number.
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Israel's small size is unnatural and poses a clear damage to Israel's existence in the age of weapons and mass
destruction therefore wants to consolidate itself . Also, since state of Israel is miniscule compared to Arab statesIsrael wants to build a greater Israel by permanent occupation of Palestinians.



Israel fears that the resolution would provide political will to International criminal court (ICC)-(upholding of 4th
Geneva Convention) which could launch a full criminal investigation against Israel - for example - 2008 Gaza
Bombing, Illegal settlements and territories seized in 1967 war. ICC investigation may pressurize Israeli soldiers
to refrain from participating in future illegal bombings

However, it is possible that in wake of this resolution Israel may step up their efforts to fully fortify the area and
suppress any Palestine resistance adjoining West Bank and Jerusalem and it may also lead to full-blown war.
Criminalization by ICC (radical leaders held guilty) and mounting international pressure may force Israel to cede
territories to Palestine and accept 1967 boundary. This resolution might mobilise international support for uplifting
the depressed Palestine community.
But, the UNSC resolution is non-binding, which would require a follow-up at UN to have an immediate impact. Israel,
currently has curbed working ties with nations that voted for UNSC resolution, and has warned in favor of more stern
action in the region in future. The need of the hour is to resolve the conflict amicably through consensus at
international level, else it may further destabilize the region.
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